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Summary 

 

In 1920, Karl Kristian Steincke expressed a concern for the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed 

(feeblemindedness) and its potential negative influence on the Danish competitive work market. 

This thesis is a historico-philosophical inquiry into the relations between this unnoticed presence 

of Aandssvaghed and how it became a concern in relation to the Danish competitive work market. 

The thesis covers the period between 1842 to 1920, from when Aandssvaghed appeared as a medico-

pedagogical term between 1842 and 1890, to its conception and formation as something the com-

petitive work market should either be protected from or able to include. The inquiry it structured 

according to four chapters that allow for the conjoint examination of how Aandssvaghed emerged 

as a concern in relation to a work market on one hand and on the other of how Aandssvaghed 

through the formation between work market, developmental deficiency and traits of intelligence 

and self-control. Through the use of problematization and experience analysis, as conceived by 

Michel Foucault, conceptualized by Marius Gudmand-Høyer and further developed with the work 

of this thesis in mind, the thesis conducted this conjoint inquiry centered around the notion of the 

unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed, and the investigation found the notion to have emerged as an 

object of concern in relation to a competitive work market due to the inherent double-binding 

relationship of responsibility to be inherent to the collective experience of Aandssvaghed. It is further 

indicated that even though Aandssvaghed is no longer applied as diagnosis or as classification of any 

kind of mental deficiency, the way in which build our contemporary understanding of what com-

petitiveness and development means in relation to work market, and that it these aspects have a 

stronger correlation with the emergence and relevance of Aandssvaghed than what was expected to 

be the case. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. The problematic of Aandssvaghed. The urgent concern for a particularly unnoticed presence on the 

competitive work market as occasion for the investigation ∙ II. Geographical and chronological de-

marcations of the investigation and its engagement with the source material ∙ III. Analytical frame-

work: Reconstructing the historical analysis of problematization and experience and extending it to 

the investigation of Aandssvaghed. 

 
I. The problematic of Aandssvaghed. The urgent concern for a particularly unnoticed 
presence on the competitive work market as occasion for the investigation. 

 

Today, the integration of mental developmental deficiency into the Danish work market is engaged 

in as a particular way of helping individuals suffering from such condition, while such engagement 

was inconceivable a century ago. Exemplary organizations such as The Specialists (Specialisterne) 

recruit people with autism into specialized jobs, thereby working towards »real integration«1 of 

people with developmental deficiencies to show that such people are »valuable and worthy con-

tributors«.2 In the context of this practice of integration, work appears to have a peculiar double-

function: people with developmental deficiencies are excluded from work, but work is also the 

state and means by which people with developmental deficiencies should become included through 

employment and activation respectively, thereby becoming integrated as worthy contributors to 

society. The Specialists enable this integration by helping people with developmental disorders to 

become attractive investment opportunities for companies in need of »special skills« and able to 

recognize these individuals as »potential profit«.3 

A century ago, the Danish work market was in a much different state than today with a 

historically high unemployment rate, which peaked in January 1932 when reaching 43.5%.4 The 

political response to the crisis was »Kanslergadeforliget« of 1933, in which Denmark’s first social 

reform as developed in 1920 by the then Minister of Social Affairs (Social Minister), Karl Kristian 

Steincke (1880-1963), was passed by Danish politicians. In 1920, Steincke published his ambitious 

 

1 SPECIALISTERNE (2016), Præsentation for Beskæftigelsesudvalget, p. 3. 
2 Specialisterne.dk/About. 
3 SPECIALISTERNE, Præsentation for Beskæftigelsesudvalget. 
4 Arbejdermuseet.dk/Arbejdsløshedsbevægelserne i 1930erne. For comparison, the employment rate in June 2019 was 
measured to be 3.7% cf. Danmarks Statistik. 
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work Fremtidens Forsørgelsesvæsen (The Future Care Service Sector), in which he presented a critique 

of the Danish care service sector alongside a plan for making the state responsible for care provi-

sion through an expansion of social law.5 Whereas the contemporary initiatives for integrating de-

velopmentally deficient people concern disorders officially defined as »impairment or delay in de-

velopment of functions« with a (non)progress chained to »a steady course«,6 Steincke showed a 

strong interest for the precursor to modern conceptions of developmental deficiencies, that is, 

Aandssvaghed,7 which since the 1860s had been defined as a »non-developed condition of mind and 

soul«.8 Like modern developmental deficiencies, Aandssvaghed was made an object of utmost con-

cern in relation to the work market, but compared to the contemporary concern for integrating 

developmental deficiency into the work market, this concern took a different form in that it was 

centered around the notion 

(…) at disse Undermåleres upaaagtede Nærværelse paa det konkurrerende Arbejdsmarked har en Tendens til at forringe 

den sunde, bringe Gennemsnitsbegavelsen og Selvkontrollen ned, sænke Samfundsordenen saavel som Samfundsintelli-

gensens Niveau.9 

While The Specialists engage in projects that show developmentally deficient individuals to be 

worthy contributors to society, Steincke found that the mere presence (Nærværelse) of Aandssvaghed 

on the work market in fact decreased the average level of giftedness and self-control in the Danish 

society. At the same time, this overwhelming threat of Aandssvaghed was an unnoticed (Upaaagtet) 

presence, which Steincke found problematic due to the difficulty of »in advance designate those 

who either are helplessly lost or at least would not cause any harm by disappearing unnoticed«.10 

The problematic of Aandssvaghed thus concerned individuals »where the question of improvement 

is excluded in advance«11 and this specific form proved particularly difficult to detect. 

 This thesis seeks to understand the challenges that surrounds commitments of integrating 

developmental deficiency into the competitive work market in Denmark. While comparing the 

commitments made by respectively Steincke and The Specialists to Aandssvaghed as something 

 

5 K. K. STEINCKE (1920), Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, Oversigt over og Kritik af den samlede Forsørgelseslovgivning samt Betænkning 
og motiverede Forslag til en systematisk Nyordning. Bind 1: Almindelig Del, 
6 WHO (2016), “F80-F89,” International Statistical Classification of Disease and Related Health Problems 10th Revision 
(ICD-10). 
7 We choose to stick with the Danish term »Aandssvaghed« to maintain the specific meaning it has within the Danish 
context, which is elaborated in II. 
8 J. KELLER (1867), ”Idioten og dens Helbredelighed,”: »ei udviklet aandelig og sjælelig Tilstand« (p. 36).  
9 K. K. STEINCKE, Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, p. 235. 
10 Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, p. 235. 
11 Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, p. 235. 
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problematic gives the impression of the latter commitment being more solidary, it is important to 

understand that Steincke’s concern explicitly regarded »the social ethics that rests on solidarity«12 

as an intrinsic part of the establishment and maintenance of the solidary Danish Welfare State. 

Furthermore, the peculiar notion of an unnoticed presence appears to be an object of concern that 

specifically pertains to solidarity, the perspective of solidarity in turn allows for engaging with the 

notion as to why it is important and what it consist in. When conceived as forms of solidary com-

mitments to developmental deficiency, both Steincke and The Specialists appear to share a com-

mon feature in the applied approach to integration. The two examples highlight the close connec-

tion between specific abilities, the work market and society in general. In the latter case, the »special 

skills« that some individuals diagnosed with autism are supposed to be in possession of are used to 

promote their compatibility for specialized work within highly technical organizations in which they 

have a competitive advantage and through which they can become »worthy contributors« to soci-

ety. In the former case of Aandssvaghed, the individuals’ poor abilities with specific regard to intelli-

gence and self-control are used to emphasize their incompatibility with a competitive work market in 

which their unnoticed presence leads to the downfall of society. Also, even if The Specialists strive 

to enable what they call »an inclusive work market«,13 an important part of the organization’s en-

gaging commitment is »turning negative traits into positive characteristics«.14 While these traits may 

differ from intelligence and self-control, the need to restate them in a positive way indicates a 

perseverance in the incompatibility between forms of developmental deficiency, work market and 

society.  

By inquiring into the historical emergence of how Aandssvaghed became the object of con-

cern through its unnoticed presence on the Danish competitive work market and articulated in 

terms of abilities pertaining to intelligence and self-control, this thesis seeks to provide an under-

standing of how it became possible for developmental deficiency to be committed to as problem-

atic. The hypothesis is that exactly this juxtaposition makes it possible to gain insights into the 

conditions for how we understand the Danish competitive work market. Thus, the research is 

centered around the central problem of the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed as it emerged as an 

object of concern in relation to the Danish competitive work market due to its lack of ability in 

developing the traits of intelligence and self-control. This is done by asking the two following 

 

12 Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, p. 266. 
13 Specialisterne.dk/Et inkluderende arbejdsmarked er et bedre arbejdsmarked. 
14 In their promotional video “Turning negative traits into positive characteristics” (available on YouTube), the sen-
tences »I am somewhat of a loner« and »Some people can find my tone rather offensive« are turned into respectively 
»I approach tasks with extreme focus an independence« and »I am honest and straightforward«. 
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guiding research questions, first, how did a concern for Aandssvaghed emerge as an unnoticed pres-

ence on the work market? And second, how did developmental deficiency, work market and traits 

of intelligence and self-control become the formation in which the commitment to human reason 

in the form of Aand was articulated in relation to an unnoticed presence? To answer these ques-

tions, this inquiry applies a historical and empirical approach developed in accordance with the 

source material, consisting of the broadest possible range of statements concerned with 

Aandssvaghed and to facilitate this, we apply the combined analytics of problematization and expe-

rience. Demarcations, selection of literature and methodology is explained in detail in II and III. 

 As such, the thesis is a historical study of the past conditions that allowed it to become 

possible for a collective experience of Aandssvaghed to be shown concern for as an unnoticed pres-

ence in relation to a competitive work market, and thus entails an investigation of the conditions 

that could enable this relation by asking: How did Aandssvaghed become possible to conceive of in 

relation to a form of useful enterprise that could be recognized as work? How was an organizational 

framework organized around this useful enterprise in such a way that it enabled developmentally 

deficient individuals to engage in work? How did developmentally deficient individuals become 

able to experience themselves as conducting useful enterprise by acting as workers? How did this 

connected experience of Aandssvaghed and work take the form of an unnoticed presence in relation 

to a work market, thereby constituted as an object of concern? 

Concurrently, and more generally, the investigation pursues the philosophical ambition to 

study the history of reason by means of how it has become possible to reflect upon its counterpart in 

a particular context, which it pursues by answering the question: how did the relation between 

developmental deficiency, work market and traits of intellect and self-control come to be the formation in 

which the commitment to Aand (spirit or mind) was articulated as a problematic relation to a par-

ticularly unnoticed presence? 

As such, the object of analysis is the process of problematization through which the com-

mitment between Aandssvaghed and work emerged as something that claimed the privilege of being 

constituted as an object of thought in the form of a concern for an unnoticed presence on the work market. 

To articulate and approximate an understanding of this relation, the inquiry applies the combined 

analytics of problematization and experience; of which the former component allows for an em-

pirically guided engagement with the process through which Aandssvaghed became a matter of con-

cern that was reflected upon, stated as a problem and acted upon accordingly; whereas the latter 

component enables an engagement with the three classical philosophical questions of critique of 

what one can know, of what one should do and of what one can hope for (»1. Was kan ich wissen? 
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2. Was soll ich thun? 3. Was darf ich hoffen?«)15 and situate them in a practical context. In the 

context of a work market that is able to integrate what once appeared to be its negation, the en-

gagement with these three Kantian questions enables a critical inquiry into the way in which devel-

opmental deficiency became relevant to the Danish work market at all. The thesis thus takes up 

Foucault’s historico-philosophical ambition of studying the history of thought by how develop-

mental deficiency was introduced »into the play of true and false and constituted as an object for 

thought«.16 

 

II. Geographical and chronological demarcations of the investigation and its engage-
ment with the source material. 

 

The demarcations chosen for the investigation of the historical emergence of the relation between 

developmental deficiency in the form of Aandssvaghed and a competitive work market, are primarily 

focused on statements concerned with Aandssvaghed and are limitated with regards to geography 

and chronology. Thus, the investigation is geographically predominantly limited to public state-

ments concerned with this relation within a Danish context (i), and chronologically primarily re-

stricted to the years between 1840 and 1920 (ii). The practical engagement with the source material 

is conducted to accommodate the difficulties pertaining to analyzing a Danish source material and 

conveying it in English, and by overcoming this challenge the investigation is able to position itself 

within existing relevant literature (iii). 

i.) The reasons for limiting the geographical scope of the investigation to a predominantly 

Danish context concern first and foremost the problem of integrating developmental deficiency 

that the investigation seeks to investigate. Taking the way in which Steincke conceived of the un-

noticed presence of Aandssvaghed as problematic in relation to the competitive work market as its 

point of departure, the investigation mainly concerns how the Danish conception of Aandssvaghed 

appeared problematic to a Danish form of solidarity characterized by a concern for taking care of 

those unable to take care of themselves. From this follows the choice to keep the term Aandssvaghed 

in Danish throughout the thesis, as this particular form of experience became important enough 

to a Danish context that it preserved its significance in institutional vocabulary for more than a 

 

15 I. Kant (1781), Kritik der reinen Vernunft, pp. 804-805. 
16 M. Foucault (1988), ”The Concern for Truth”, Michel Foucault. Politics, Philosophy, Culture: Interviews and other writings 
1977-1984, pp. 257. 
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century. Moreover, this focus on a Danish context also means that the selections of empirical data 

mainly relies on Danish literature and source material. As such, international traditions are included 

to the extent that they further inform the Danish series of practices and context. Although the 

inclusion of these traditions would be relevant in themselves, it remains too extensive a task for 

the thesis to carry out and have already been done so in great length by the likes of Georges 

Canguilhem and Michel Foucault.17 Hence, the geographical demarcation also has a practical di-

mension, and international traditions are therefore only included insofar they appear specifically 

important and informative within the Danish context, as exemplified with Johan Keller’s reference 

to Jean-Étienne Esquirol of 1867 who was the first to sufficiently distinguish Aandssvaghed from 

mental illnesses such as dementia in Des maladies mentales from 1838. In this sense, we wish to supply 

what have already been written about the Danish context by the likes of Marius Gudmand-Høyer, 

Edith Rønn and Nete Wingender,18 but with the specific focus on the ways in which the unnoticed 

presence of Aandssvaghed have been problematized. 

ii.) The task of limiting the investigation to a specific historical period within which the 

ambition of providing an adequate response to the research question could reasonably be pursued 

is done by first setting a point in time that the investigation moves towards and seeks to further 

understand, and then a point from where the investigation could start. These choices should not 

give the impression of there being specific events where Aandssvaghed could be said to have entered 

or left the Danish practices. The issue is rather to investigate how Aandssvaghed appeared in multiple 

instances that can said to have played an influential role to the final point, which in this case consist 

of Steincke’s concern for the unnoticed presence in relation to the competitive work market. As 

such, the investigation seek to demonstrate how a multiplicity of adaptations and negotiations 

within the Danish practice concerned with Aandssvaghed took place, in effect showing how 

Aandssvaghed became, to use the words of Foucault, »disposed by indefinite lines of penetration«.19 

The year 1920 is highlighted exclusively due to Steincke’s Fremtidens Forsørgelsesvæsen, and this work 

has been chosen for the concern for Aandssvaghed in relation to work market that it highlighted in 

 

17 Cf. M. Foucault [1972] (2003), Galskabens historie I den klassiske periode; M. Foucault [1963] (2000), Klinikkens Fødsel; 
G. Canguilhem [1966] (1989), The Normal and the Pathological. 
18 Cf. M. GUDMAND-HØYER (2013), Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede. Omtydningen af melankolien og manien 
som bipolære stemningslidelser i dansk sammenhæng under hensyn til dannelsen af det moderne følelseslivs relative autonomi. En proble-
matiserings- og erfaringsanalytisk undersøgelse.; E. RØNN (1996), De fattige i ånden... Essays om Kultur, Normalitet og Ufornuft. En 
etnologisk undersøgelse af praksis inden for dansk åndssvagevæsen og –forsorg ca. 1840-1990. Med eksempelmateriale fra Aandsvagean-
stalten Ribelund; N. WINGENDER (1992),».. Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..« Børn og opdragelse i åndssvageanstalten Gl. Bakke-
hus 1855-1902. 
19 M. Foucault [1976](1994), Viljen til viden. Seksualitetens historie 1, p. 52. 
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combination with the historical significance it played in relation to the Danish Welfare State. 

Steincke’s work thus offers a way for the investigation to point towards contemporary solidary 

commitments to developmental deficiencies, and despite that the term Aandssvaghed has been sub-

stituted for the even more inclusive developmental-disability (Udviklingshæmning), »all this is no 

proof that the old division is not just as active as before«20 and that Aandssvaghed has completely 

disappeared from the collective Danish experience concerned with solidarity. As such, it plays an 

important role to this thesis’ ambition of conducting a Foucauldian critique of understanding the 

present: »it is to discover that truth or being does not lie at the root of what we know and what we 

are, but at the exteriority of accidents«.21 Accordingly, the thesis strives to unveil how Aandssvaghed 

came to take such crucial position from the viewpoint of a societal interest due to the exteriority 

of accidents, such as the negotiable character of the curability of idiocy, in order to »make visible 

all of those discontinuities that cross us«22 and continues to do so today. 

In choosing a point of departure to chronologically demarcate the investigation, one option 

would be to follow Rønn’s suggestion of looking to the introduction of the Christian confirmation 

in Denmark in 1736, as priests then became oriented towards the learning deficits of children who 

failed to obtain conformation.23 A different option could be to orient the investigation towards the 

year 1889 where the term Aandssvaghed was officially included into the Danish language.24 However, 

the term already appeared in 1844 when Dr. Med. Jens Rasmussen Hübertz in Bibliotek for Læger 

provided a translation of the classificatory scheme of insanity (Afsindighed) developed by the Ger-

man doctor Albert Zeller.25 The scheme showed significant ambiguity in regard to the definitions 

and relations between idiotism and insanity, and this ambiguity seem to have been characteristic 

for the discussions pertaining to the establishment of an independent Danish folly-service 

(Daarevæsenet) in Denmark from which the concern for Aandssvaghed emerged, due to which the 

year 1842 is selected as the point of departure for the investigation.26 

Consequently, 1842 and 1920 stand as the points that frame the chronology of the investi-

gation, but this does not entail a rigid exclusion of source material outside this time period. Several 

relevant threads have advantageously been drawn from outside this period but have only done 

 

20 M. Foucault [1971] (2001a), Talens forfatning, p. 14. 
21 M. Foucault (1984), ”Nietzche, Geneaology, History” [1971], in: The Foucault Reader ed. Rabinow, Paul, p. 81 
22 M. Foucault, ”Nietzche, Geneaology, History”, p. 95. 
23 E. RØNN, De fattige i ånden, p. 76. 
24 De fattige i ånden, p. 91. 
25 J. R. HÜBERTZ (1844), ”Bemærkninger om Daarevæsenet, anstillede paa en Reise i Danmark og Tydskland i Aarene 
1841-42,” Bibliotek for Læger 10. Cf. §2 
26 §1 and §2 engages with this emergence. 
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when suggested by and with the empirical sources themselves or when no other relevant sources 

could be found. The practical consequences of this is that the investigation only commits itself to 

cover the broadest possible selection of statements concerned with the relation between 

Aandssvaghed and work within the time period 1842 - 1920. 

iii.) The specification of the broadest possible selection of (and thus not all) statements 

concerned with Aandssvaghed indicates that the selected source material is not limited to a particular 

scientific discipline, a particular group of authors or an external point of view that seems more 

significant than others. Instead, the broadest possible selection of statements and source materials 

is meant to signify that the investigation seek to cover as a broad background of knowledge and 

practice in order to grasp the theme in as rich and diverse detail as possible. Thus, selection of 

source material covers a multitude of genres and types of literature, such as judicial, theological, 

economical, literary, medical, statistical, philosophical, psychiatry, institutional and political. As will 

be further explained in paragraph III, grasping the theme in as rich and diverse detail as possible 

leads to the question of how to treat such diversity in its specificity while simultaneously allowing 

for a conjoined analytical structure, which the investigation accommodates through the level of 

abstraction made possible by the problematization analysis.  

References to source material follow the guidelines of Foucault Studies applying a version of 

the Chicago Manual of Style, where the first footnote contains the author, year and full title, the 

second footnote the author and an abbreviation of the title and the third only the abbreviated title, 

due to the amount of literature and source material used. References to source material are catego-

rized typographically in both the footnotes and the literature list. Authors to the Danish primary 

literature are quoted in BOLD TEXT WITH LARGE FIRST LETTERS FOLLOWED BY SMALL CAPITALS 

(such as H. SELMER (1851), Om Idiotisme og Idiotasyler) and authors to the international primary 

literature are quoted solely in bold text (such as J-E. Esquirol [1838] (1845), Mental Maladies). Less 

importantly, authors to Danish secondary literature are quoted in BOLD TEXT WITH SMALL CAPI-

TALS and authors of international secondary literature are quoted in regular text. The thesis has 

accommodated the difficult task of working with Danish source material while required to convey 

the material in English and respect the original semantics when possible. But it is simultaneously 

intrinsic to the thesis’ ambition to enable a conversation with regard to Aandssvaghed, solidarity and 

work that can take place across both languages. For this reason, quotes longer than 40 words are 

kept in Danish, while shorter ones are translated to English to the extent in which the nuances of 

meaning are kept. Moreover, when new words are introduced, the correlating English term used at 

the time is applied with the Danish word in parenthesis afterwards, as demonstrated already with 
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the notion of developmental-deficiency (Udviklingshæmning). Where no strictly correlative term 

was available in English, the English term in closest approximation to the then Danish meaning 

has been chosen, and a complete overview of translations is available in APPENDIX (i). While the 

term Aandssvaghed is consistently written in Danish, the term for the individuals have been trans-

lated to feebleminded (åndssvag), as the investigation is mainly concerned with the collective ex-

perience rather than the individuals suffering from the condition. With regards to the Danish term 

Aand, the meaning strongly differs between different contexts and the term is therefore translated 

according to the context where it occurs, though it mainly appears as spiritual or mental, such as 

in general spirit (Almeenaand) and mental development (Aandelig udvikling). For the remaining of 

the thesis’ introductory chapter, however, the term is kept in Danish in order to clarify how the 

investigation is structured according to enable the study of Aand. 

Although the topic of Aandssvaghed has been covered in Foucault-inspired historical re-

search by Rønn, Wingender, as well as Birgit Kirkebæk and Lene Koch,27 this investigation aspires 

to contribute with insights into this field by applying the combined Foucauldian analytics of prob-

lematization and experience as a means to »describe the history of thought as distinct from the 

history of ideas (…) and from the history of mentalities«,28 which has not been done previously. 

And although the works of aforementioned authors have been helpful in directing our attention 

towards relevant source material and contain a shared Foucauldian inspiration, this work differs 

substantially from their approaches.29 Of other contemporary literature with relevance to the pre-

sent investigation and within a national context, Bjørn Hamre has written about similar topics alone 

and in collaboration with Christian Ydesen and Karen E. Andreasen. His work from 2012 reflects 

many similar approaches when it comes to the geographical, chronological and substantial aspects, 

30 however, though he also relies on problematization-analysis, he applies it in a way that appears 

closer to how particularly Kirkebæk and Rønn apply Foucauldian methodology, as a means of 

analyzing the exclusion and suppression of someone or something through power-relations. The 

subsequent work of both Ydesen, Hamre and Andreasen is more interested in how the Danish 

 

27 See following examples: De fattige i ånden N. B. WINGENDER, Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante; B. KIRKEBÆK (1993), Da 
de åndssvage blev farlige; L. KOCH (1996), Racehygiejne i Danmark 1920-1956. 
28 M. Foucault (1983), ”Problematics. Interview with Thomas Zummer from November 1983,” Foucault Live. Interviews, 
1961-1984, p. 420. See III for an elaboration on this thesis’ use and readjustment of the Foucauldian analytics. 
29 See footnote 4 in CHAPTER 3, for an elaborate exposition on how this divergence plays out in relation to the 
question of sterilization. The point is also further elaborated on in paragraph III. 
30 B. HAMRE (2012), ”Den yderste halespids – bekymring som dispositiv i skolens problemforståelser og forskelsssæt-
ninger”, pp. 70-94 
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Welfare State sought to shape the educational system through the application of intelligence-tests,31 

but less interested in the theme of Aandssvaghed as such. Bente Rosenbeck is also concerned with 

the connections between Danish well-fare politics in the early 20th century, Steincke and Foucault,32 

but does not share the same focus towards Aandssvaghed. Within the international philosophical 

tradition Scot Danforth provides a suggestion to how the application of the pragmatics of John 

Dewey can help understand feeblemindedness (Aandssvaghed), disabilities, intelligence-tests and 

their roles (or lack hereof) in democracy,33 but Danforth is more concerned with other contexts 

that practices relating to the Danish concept of Aandssvaghed. Recently, Mariko Omori have elabo-

rated on the role of Lewis Terman in the classification and testing of children in the 1910’s,34 but 

her work is focused on the historical application of psychology and its possibilities and limitations 

as a tool for classification rather than a philosophical perspective, with which this investigation 

contributes. 

 

III. Analytical framework: Reconstructing the historical analysis of problematiza-
tion and experience and extending it to the investigation of Aandssvaghed.  

 

The approach that guides and structures this investigation of Aandssvaghed in its context with an 

unnoticed presence on the competitive work market is the analytics of problematization and expe-

rience. This specific analytical approach allows for the investigation to engage with the two ques-

tions that enable an answer to the research question, and these are, as described previously, first 

how did a concern for Aandssvaghed emerge as an unnoticed presence on the work market? And 

second, how did developmental deficiency, work market and traits of intelligence and self-control 

become the formation in which the commitment to human reason in the form of Aand was artic-

ulated in relation to an unnoticed presence? To elaborate on how the investigation applies the 

analytics of problematization and experience to explore these questions, the first section engages 

with the theoretical foundation for the analytics as introduced by Foucault in approaching these 

 

31 C. YDESEN; B. HAMRE & K. E. ANDREASEN (2018), ”Differentiation of Students in the Early Danish Welfare State: 
Professional Entanglements Between Educational Psychologists and Psychiatrists,” pp. 73-96 
32 B. ROSENBECK (2014), ”I Foucaults fodspor”, pp. 97-98. 
33 S. Danforth (2008), ”John Dewey’s Contribution to an Educational Philosophy of Intellectual Disability,” pp. 45-
62. 
34 M. Omori (2018), ”The discovery of feeblemindedness among imigrant children through intelligence tests in Cali-
fornia in the 1910s,” pp. 221-235 
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two aspects as a process of problematization and focal point of experience, and throughout this 

engagement indications are to given to how the investigation positions itself in relation to Fou-

cauldian scholars on one hand and scholars on Aandssvaghed on the other (i). The second section 

engages with Foucauldian analytics as an applicable analytical framework for conducting historical 

inquiries as developed by Gudmand-Høyer, and his work is used for explaining how the two com-

ponents of the analytics both structures the investigation and guides the dealings with the source 

material (ii). The third section elaborates on the how the investigation is structured through four 

chapters and twelve paragraphs in a way that enable the engagement with the two questions of 

concern (iii). 

i.) In order to conduct the inquiry into the questions concerned with the relation between 

Aandssvaghed and competitive work market on one hand and Aandssvaghed as the problematic rela-

tion of Aand on the other, the thesis studies their conjunction in the form of an unnoticed presence 

through what Foucault referred to as a history of thought, and it was specifically in relation to such 

study that he introduced his notion of both problematization and experience. Initially this section 

engages with Foucault’s notion of thought in the form of problematization and then proceeds to 

his notion of thought in the form of experience. Foucault’s own use of problematization never 

reached a point in which it was made completely clear what he intended with this form of analysis, 

and scholars thus continue to engage in discussions as to how Foucault intended the notion to be 

understood.35 Describing his work as history of thought, Foucault clarified that by thought he 

meant »what allows one to step back from this way of acting or reacting, to present it to oneself as 

an object of thought and to question it as to its meaning, its conditions and its goals«.36 In this 

sense, the history of thought pertaining to Aandssvaghed is to be understood as a reflective practice, 

and to analyze it entails exploring how it became something people committed themselves to as a 

problem, rather than seeking to understand the abstract meaning of Aandssvaghed by its definitions 

or the content of particular concepts of Aandssvaghed. As such, Aandssvaghed is investigated insofar 

as it is something committed to as a problem, and the investigation’s engagement with the meaning 

of Aandssvaghed is directed towards the context in which the meaning occurred and the relations it 

 

35 C.f. M. GUDMAND-HØYER & T. PRESSKORN-THYGESEN (Forthcoming), ”Notes on Foucault’s problematization anal-
ysis” and C. Bacchi (2012), “Why Study Problematization? Making Politics Visible,” Open Journal of Political Science 2(1), 
pp. 1-8. 
36 M. Foucault, ”Problematics,” p. 421. 
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referred to when »posed«37 as a problem. This involves analyzing Aandssvaghed as it took place 

within »the process of “problematization” – which means: how and why certain things (behavior, 

phenomena, processes) became a problem«.38 Within discussions between Foucauldian scholars, dis-

agreement can be observed in regard to whether problematization should be understood as the 

object of analysis or as a way of »thinking problematically« and thus pertaining to the attitude of 

the researcher. Whereas this thesis adheres to the former use of the notion,39 the opposite under-

standing can be observed with Carol Bacchi, when she states: »Foucault argues that thinking in this 

way produces a kind of freedom«.40 Here, Bacchi takes Foucault’s notion of thought to mean the 

thinking activity of the researcher and not the object of analysis. By taking problematization to be 

the object of investigation rather than a critical attitude that enables freedom, the analytical ap-

proach of the thesis distances itself from a traditional Foucauldian research model concerned with 

historically constructed naturalizations of various social phenomena41 and the problems that marks 

this model especially in regard to the question of falsifiability.42 

With regard to the other component of history of thought, a precise conception of experi-

ence can be found in Foucault’s 1983 lectures at Collège de France, in which he described thought 

as a »focal point of experience in which forms of possible knowledge (savoir), normative frame-

works of behavior, and potential modes of existence for possible subjects are linked together«.43 

The three axes of 1) knowledge (or truth) studied in the form of a »historical analysis of forms of 

veridiction« understood as the rules of true and false, 2) power studied in the form of »the historical 

analysis of procedures of governmentality«, and 3) subjectivity studied in the form of »the historical 

analysis of the pragmatics of self«, thus constitute the notion of focal points of experience.44 Thus, 

the analytics of experience enable the investigation to engage with the three classic philosophical 

questions articulated by Immanuel Kant as a way for reason to critically engage with itself through 

asking what one can know, what one should do and what one can hope for (»1. Was kan ich wissen? 

2. Was soll ich thun? 3. Was darf ich hoffen?«)45 and these three questions are made into three 

 

37 ”Posed” is here used to indicate that it was set forth, presented and constituted as a problem as well as worked out 
an acted upon in relation to as a problem. C.f. M. GUDMAND-HØYER & T. PRESSKORN-THYGESEN, ”Foucault’s prob-
lematization analysis,” p. 3. 
38 M. Foucault (2001b), Fearless Speech, p. 171. 
39 Cf. ”Notes on Foucault’s problematization analysis”. 
40 C. Bacchi, “Why Study Problematization?” p. 4. 
41 Cf. C. Barnett (2016), ”On problematization: Elaborations on a theme in ’Late Foucault,” nonsite.org, No. 16. 
42 See “Notes on Foucault’s problematization analysis” for a critical engagement with these forms of Foucauldian 
analysis. 
43 M. Foucault (2010), The Government of Self and Others. Lectures at the Collège de France 1982-1983, p. 3. 
44 M. Foucault, The Government of Self and Others, p. 5. 
45 I. Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, pp. 804-805. 
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dimensions in the analytics of experience that allow them to be situated within a practical context 

related to Aandssvaghed. More specifically, the thesis seeks to explore the conditions upon which it 

is possible to understand oneself as a human being related to Aand today, and this ambition is built 

on the hypothesis that the practical dealing related to Aandssvaghed enabled new ways of answering 

Kant’s three questions. Rather than studying how Aandssvaghed emerged as a negation of Aand, and 

thus as a restriction in regard to these three questions, the investigation is concerned with the 

emergence of new forms of knowledge, of conduct in relation to norms and of new modes of 

existence that together enabled a conception of Aand to appear within new forms of relations. In 

turn, this approach to Aandssvaghed positions the thesis’ investigation in opposition to most of the 

existing Danish research into Aandssvaghed, as these studies mainly focus on how feebleminded 

(Aandssvage) individuals were defined negatively in relation to situated concepts and consequen-

tially mainly appear as an experience of suppression. While these forms of analysis are legitimate 

and valuable, this investigation concerns the new possibilities rather than the restrictions that 

emerged with the experience of Aandssvaghed to highlight what Foucault in 1969 referred to as 

dispersion of history (la dispersion de l’histoire),46 so that the orientation of the investigation is directed 

towards how the experience of Aandssvaghed dispersed into other fields of inquiry, such as how the 

use of psychotechnical instruments for measuring intelligence was developed with regard to 

Aandssvaghed and dispersed into the work market, the military and so forth. 

ii.) Whereas Foucault never got to elucidate an exact methodology around the notion of 

problematization that made it applicable for others to continue his work, Gudmand-Høyer did so 

in his work on how melancholia and mania came to constitute the affective mental illnesses (Stemn-

ingssindssygdommene) in 19th century Denmark.47 This analytical framework has influenced this 

thesis in particularly two ways: firstly in the way that the framework stresses the use of both ana-

lytical components as they are applied to enable historical analysis by actively complementing each 

other, and secondly by the way in which this complementary use extents to the practical engage-

ment with the source material. By Gudmand-Høyer’s approach, the experiential component allows 

for structuring the historical analysis both synchronically (meaning that all problematization of 

experience happens at once, thereby relieving the analysis of chronological determinacy) and dia-

chronically (meaning they follow upon each other without being determined by the previous prob-

 

46 M. Foucault (1969), L’archéologie du savoir, p. 31. 
47 Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 33. 
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lematized experience) according to the source material. Consequentially, the historical analysis be-

comes structured through the engagement with the empirical material, making the investigation as 

a whole resemble what Foucault in a characteristic of himself called »an experimental endeavor to 

explore an object yet unknown through a method not decided upon in advance«.48 This thesis’ 

investigation takes up this experimental endeavor, and particularly the synchronic aspect of the 

experiential component has been important in order to structure the historical analysis in such a 

way that the experience formed in Aandssvaghed’s relation to work, workplace, the worker and work 

market could be conceived as taking place all at once.  

While the structure of this investigation diverges from Gudmand-Høyer’s in that it is struc-

tured according to the four thematic relationships that allow for investigating Aandssvaghed in rela-

tion to a competitive work market, the experiential dimensions of veridiction, normative frame-

works and self-pragmatics play a crucial role in the investigations ambition to answer the second 

question of inquiry, that is, of studying the commitment to Aand as a problematic relation to an 

unnoticed presence. As will be explained below, however, the investigation’s historical analysis is 

structured in such a way that these two questions are engaged with simultaneously. In the practical 

engagement with the source material, the two components complement each other as problemati-

zation-analysis allow the »translation of a multiplicity of empirical responses to a comparable level« 

and the experience-analysis enable »a certain order or structure possible in what would still be a 

field of multiple internal and external multiplicities«.49 The analytics of problematization is the com-

ponent that first hypothetically perceives particular salient experiences or social phenomena as were 

they a response to a prior (but not necessarily obvious or transparent) problem, and then proceeds 

by questioning and exploring the problem to which they respond.50 Despite seeming so, the his-

torical analysis of problematization is neither an analysis of problems or responses as such, but »of 

the timely exchange between these categories and their crossings under the name of problematiza-

tion«.51 Response is thus not to be understood as the mere commitment to an answer, nor as the 

merely mechanical retroactive response to a problem. Instead, response is to be understood as »the 

historical and therefore purely empirically identifiable response that relates to the problem in a 

broad sense, in thought as in action, as it evokes a resonation that is not finally decided upon«.52 

Applied as a form of historical investigation, the problematization-analysis does not occupy itself 

 

48 Cited in Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 37. 
49 Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 46. 
50 Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 33. 
51 Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 55. 
52 Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 53. 
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with conducting a pre-determined specific analysis, but rather with the analysis of the answers 

responding to the question of the hypothetically presupposed problems, leaving the source material 

with as much room for expression as possible, while seeking to accept and understand its terms of 

validity. As such, the components thus enable the object to be investigated through many different 

perspectives, where they all appear on the same level of abstraction in responding to the same 

hypothetically presupposes problems. 

iii.) The investigation is structured in a way that allows for pursuing the two questions of 

interest at once, and through such diverse perspectives as possible. For this reason, the investiga-

tion is divided into four chapters with each chapter intended to enable a different perspective on 

how Aandssvaghed as a particular experience of developmental deficiency appeared in relation to a 

competitive work market. These four perspectives are, as mentioned in section I,  

1) how did Aandssvaghed become possible to conceive of in relation to a form of useful 

enterprise that could be recognized as work?  

2) How was an organizational framework organized around this useful enterprise in such a way 

that it enabled developmentally deficient individuals to engage in work  

3) How did developmental deficient individuals become able to experience themselves as 

conducting useful enterprise by acting as workers?  

4) How did this connected experience of Andssvaghed and work take the form of an unno-

ticed presence in relation to a work market, in that way being constituted as an object of 

concern? 

Each chapter is divided into three paragraphs and these are structured according to the analytical 

components of problematization and guided by the following questions pertaining to the analysis 

of problematization: a) If a concern of practical character was to be considered an adequate re-

sponse to a set of problems regarding the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed, what did this set of 

problems then consist of? b) Which characterizations and insights became known regarding the 

unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed when perceived in relation to this set of problems? c) Which 

new problems and forms of response concerned with Aandssvaghed consequentially followed, man-

ifesting themselves as current? Each chapter is structured according to these questions in such a 

way that the first paragraph of each chapter is opened by question a) (§1, §4, §7, and §10 re-

spectively) in order to engage with a set of problems concerned with the unnoticed presence on an 

empirical level. Second paragraph of each chapter (§2, §5, §8, and §11) is confronted with ques-

tion b) so that they are analyzed as responding to the previously located set of problems. Finally, 

the third paragraph in each chapter (§3, §6, §9, and §12) is confronted with question c) and are 
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thus occupied with the new forms of problems and responses that emerged in the process and 

became manifested as current (FIGURE I represents this systematically). 

FIGURE I. SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE INVESTIGATION 

 

The three final paragraphs of each chapter are intended to simultaneously engage with the 

question of how the relation between developmental deficiency, work market and traits of intellect and self-

control came to be the formation in which the commitment to Aand was articulated as a problematic 

relation to a particularly unnoticed presence. While the analytical component of experience is ap-

plied on a general level across the paragraphs, it also enables the engagement with the above ques-

tion by §3, §6, §9 with the following questions pertaining to each of the three dimensions of the 

analysis of experience: 1) What dimensions of veridiction appeared as necessary to refer to in order 

to conceive of Aandssvaghed as deficiency of developmental character? 2) Which normative dimen-

sions framed the dealings with the intellectually and morally deficient individuals as a prerequisite 

for Aandssvaghed? 3) What relation to oneself did the shared experience of intellectual and moral 

deficiency presuppose individually and collective in order for it to be the experience of 
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Aandssvaghed? As such, §3 is confronted with question 1), §6 with question 2) and §9 with ques-

tion 3). §12 engages with the insights from these three paragraphs and thus with Aandssvaghed as 

a focal point of experience in relation to the competitive work market. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE EMERGENCE OF 

WORK AS USEFUL ENTERPRISE FOR 

THE CURABILITY OF IDIOCY  

 

§1. Towards an independent Danish folly-service ∙ §2. The medico-pedagogical problematization of 

idiocy and curability ∙ §3. The demystification of Kasper Hauser: independence and accountability. 

 
Den medfødte Aandssvaghed er helbredelig, det vil sige: lader sig mindske tilstrækkeligt til ikke længere at forhin-

dre fornuftig Virksomhed i Menneskehedens og Borgersamfundets Tjeneste. 

Daniel Friedrich Eschricht (1854), Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage idioter og de fra fødslen 

aandssløve Børn i almindelighed til gavnlige medborgere, p. 97. 
 

 

The present chapter inquires into the process of problematization concerned with the unnoticed 

presence of Aandssvaghed as it emerged within the wave of optimism concerning the curability of 

idiocy that flourished in Denmark in the 1850s. The chapter consist of three paragraphs structured 

according to the problematization-analytical component of the thesis and aims at understanding 

how work emerged within the curability of idiocy as a conception that connects the curability of 

individuals with enterprise considered useful to society. §1 studies how the independence of a 

Danish folly-service (Daarevæsen) was conceived in the interchange between the price question 

posed by the Philiatric Society and the response given by the two psychiatrists Dr. Med. Jens Ras-

mussen Hübertz (1794-1855) and Dr. Med. Harald Selmer (1814-1879). This part of the analysis 

aims at understanding the problems of curability and legal guilt that the separation of the folly-

service from the poverty-service (Fattigvæsenet) and criminality-service (Criminalitetsvæsenet) re-

spectively could be said to be adequately responding to. §2 studies the changing conception re-

garding the curability of idiocy in close connection with the conveyance (Overlevering) of interna-

tional traditions (particularly the early 19th century French psychiatry). Here, the analysis aspires to 

clarify how a twofold conception of Aandssvaghed can be understood as responding to the problems 

inherited from the separation and emancipation of the Danish folly-service from the poverty-ser-

vice, as introduced by the medical articulation of idiocy from a curable/incurable-matrix and the 
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pedagogical treatment of idiocy from a perspective of improvement. §3 engages with the new 

forms of problems and responses that emerged in relation to the conception of Aandssvaghed as 

they appear within a specifically legislative practice of interpretation that shows a particular concern 

for situations where questioning takes place. This final section analyses the new problems of legal 

guilt and accountability that appeared and relates them to the Danish folly-service’s suggested legal 

status that follows from its separation from the poverty-service. 

 

 

§1. Towards an independent Danish folly-service. 

 

Det Synspunkt, vi her have angivet som det ene rigtige, vil nu ogsaa gjøre det endmere indlysende, hvor meget det danske 

Daarevæsen har maattet lide under den Mangel paa et naturligt og selvstændigt Princip, som har ledet til at tvinge det ind 

under Institutioner, hvor det ikke hører hjemme. 

Harald Selmer (1846), Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning.  

Som fast Resultat af Videnskab og Erfaring, p. 21. 

Med Hensyn paa Patienternes Optagelse, da maatte der bestemmes, hvad for Bevisligheder, der vilde være at producere 

for at constatere Sygdommen, den Syges Formuetilstand o. s. v.  

Jens Rasmussen Hübertz (1843), Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 117 

 

In 1842, the Philiatric Society53 offered a 300 Rbd. (Rigsbankdaler) reward for the best answer to 

the following prize question: »Which measures should be taken from public side as well as private 

in order to provide a better treatment and accommodation of the weakminded in Denmark?«.54 

The prize question received answers from Hübertz and eventually Selmer, and the Philiatric Society 

rewarded the suggestion from the latter with the 300 Rbd. prize. The open nature and formulation 

of the prize question itself left room for interpretation in regard to what was meant by »measures« 

 

53 The Philiatric Society (Det Medicinske Selskab Philiatrien) was founded in 1829 with the purpose of »having an eye 
upon the education, the interests of the medical profession, the publics relation to the medical professions and the 
epidemic conditions«. The society introduced the practice of inviting public suggestions to what they perceived as 
important matters in the Danish society in the 1830s, and the price question pertaining to weakmindedness stands as 
one of their most influential examples of such invitations. Cf. E.A.TSCHERNING (1897), Det Kongelige Lægesamfund – 
Philiatrien. Det Medicinske Selskab i København 1872-1897, pp. 46-80. 
54 Cited in J. R. HÜBERTZ (1843), Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, pp. 155-56. 
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(Foranstaltninger) and »weakminded« (Sindssvaghed), and this openness showed in the responses 

given by Hübertz and Selmer. In Hübertz’ text we find weakmindedness to cover both idiocy and 

insanity (Afsind), while Selmer exclusively dealt with the latter. Nevertheless, there was particularly 

one aspect, which they both found to be a necessary requirement for any measures to be effective: 

the future Danish folly-service needed to be lawfully and practically separated from other institu-

tions and services if it was to act independently, by its own principles and within its own authority. 

The two answers, however, provide slightly different insights into how and why this independence 

was needed and what the outcomes would be when finally achieved. This paragraph engages with 

how the suggested separation of the Danish folly-service from the poverty-service and criminality-

service is constitutive for the way Aandssvaghed emerged as problematic to the aim of curing the 

weakminded and assessing their legal accountability. As such, the paragraph contributes with in-

sights into the way in which intelligence emerged as an institutional concern in Denmark.  

To Hübertz, the independency of the folly-service could only be accomplished through the 

constitution of a law that would »establish the scope of the institutions« as well as »their inner and 

outer workings«.55 With inner and outer workings of the institution, Hübertz referred to the law as 

having a prescriptive function in assigning the right schemes, formulas, service regulations and so 

forth, which would secure the best possible standard of treatment.56 As preparation for his submis-

sion to the prize question, Hübertz had travelled around Europe (predominantly in Germany) to 

visit different institutions and learn from international experience. After his return, Hübertz went 

on to conduct extensive research of the Danish institutions for comparison, and he was particularly 

detailed in assessing the hospital at Bidstrupgaard of 1808, which was the largest of its kind in 

Denmark and at the time of Hübertz assessments housed 150 patients.57 While the location of 

Bidstrupgaard, according to Hübertz, outperformed the German institutions as »woods, fields, 

meadow and ocean all come together«, the building itself was insufficient with regards to what such 

a institution should strive to achieve as the interior design prevented any form of »organic connec-

tion« between the different departments.58 Furthermore, Bidstrupgaard was under municipal juris-

diction and was thus subordinated under the poverty-service of Copenhagen. This put the folly-

service in an unfortunate situation, as the poverty-service demanded »the economic in its utmost 

 

55 J. R. HÜBERTZ, Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 116. 
56 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 116. 
57 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 13. 
58 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 14. The lacking organic connection was evident in the difficulty of having 
supervision across the departments.  
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rigor«, while a folly-service demanded »appropriateness« (Hensigtsmæssighed).59 Establishing a law 

with respect to the folly-service should thus free the institutions from the economic rigor and allow 

for the appropriate treatment to be the highest priority. 

Three years later, Selmer repeated the importance of having a folly-service that was able to 

act in accordance with its »characteristic nature« and its own »independent principles«.60 To Selmer, 

the poverty-service and the insane stood in a reciprocal relation that made each other worse off. 

From the perspective of the insane, this relation was »unnatural« as the insane was not necessarily 

poor, and the poverty-service was unable to provide the treatment they needed. From the perspec-

tive of the poverty-service, »the nature of insanity« made the insane difficult residents who called 

for »sacrifices that interfere with their economy and working as a whole«.61 With the poverty-ser-

vice’s rigorous economic management, the insane was thus conceived and treated in relation to 

minimizing the costs of having them in their care provision. In the words of Hübertz, this led to 

the poverty-service »arbitrarily intervening in the human existence« with regard to these individu-

als,62 and »arbitrarily« here meant the opposite of appropriately. 

The only individuals capable of identifying and prescribing the appropriate treatment of 

insane was physicians (Læger), who »possessed the special education« that made it possible for 

them to »judge the inner connection between the ill condition of body and soul pertaining to the 

insane«.63 The ability to recognize insanity as a disease was, according to Selmer, the essential quality 

that separated the »management of expertise« (Sagkyndig bestyrelse) from other forms of manage-

ment.64 The expertise inherent to the folly-institution would ensure that the insane »evaded all con-

tact with the outer world and are placed in institutions, which accepts the guardianship of their 

actions and the immediate satisfaction of their needs«.65 To Hübertz, the physician constituted as 

»chief physician« (Overlæge) by law played a key role to the scope of the folly-service through 

gathering and diffusing information about the insane in particular and insanity in general. Besides 

gathering information on the patients with which he would have daily contact with in the institu-

tions, the independency of the folly-service would enable him to keep track of those discharged 

through its »projecting association« by which he would receive »reports about all new cases« from 

 

59 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 15. 
60 H. SELMER (1846), Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning. Som fast Resultat af Videnskab og Erfaring, p. 22. 
61 H.SELMER, Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 22. 
62 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 117. 
63 Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 20. 
64 Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 22. 
65 Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 23. 
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other physicians.66 Thus, the constitution of an independent folly-service would »enable him to 

transfer and execute« his purpose in all directions of the society and »every case would be detected 

by the organs of government«.67 

The poverty-service was not the only service interfering with the appropriateness essential 

to the folly-service; it would also have to be »emancipated from the criminal-service«.68 If the insane 

avoided ending up in the hands of the poverty-service and their rigorous economic principles, they 

would eventually end up at »institutions of compulsion or punishment« (Tvangs- eller Straffe-

anstalter) when their conduct interfered with the »lawful order«.69 This fortune was »inhuman and 

unjust« in the eyes of Selmer, as these individuals only had the »skin of moral weariness« (Skin af 

moralsk slethed), and the true cause of their action was »nothing besides the game of blind forces 

of nature«.70 Hübertz stressed the point that the insane were »guiltless before the law« (skyldfri for 

Loven),71 but he also pointed to a further problem with the criminalization of these individuals. 

Placing them within the same institutions as criminals made the insane themselves believe that they 

belonged to that group of people; they »identify with the residents« and would thus be »carried 

away from the point of view from which they should be considering their own situation«.72 The 

insane should not be treated as criminals but as sick individuals, and thus receive the appropriate 

treatment within the folly-institutions on equal terms with other non-criminal patients, at least for 

as long as they remained sick. 

This interchange of notions to the independency and improvement of the folly-service be-

tween Hübertz and Selmer is of fundamental importance and constitutes the framework of prob-

lematization in which Aandssvaghed emerged. As such, the way in which the unnoticed presence of 

insanity was problematized at this specific time and place frames how it subsequently, within a 

medico-pedagogical practice, became possible to understand idiocy as curable. The following par-

agraph engages with how this emergence occurred when idiocy was to be separated from the treat-

ment of insanity, while the appropriateness of curability survived the separation. This further leads 

to the emergence of work as the useful, reasonable enterprise that is simultaneously thought to be 

the way of curing idiocy. 

 

66 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 119. 
67 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 120. 
68 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 116. 
69 Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 21. 
70 Almindelige Grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 21. 
71 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 115. 
72 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 116. 
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§2. The medico-pedagogical problematization of idiocy and curability 

 

En trøstende Tanke, jeg gjentager det, maa det være for enhver sand Menneskeven, ja for det hele Samfund at erfare, at 

Timen nu ogsaa i Danmark synes at være kommen, da Idioten ikke længere forgjæves skal sukke efter Hjælp, Helbredelse 

og Opdragelse, idet hine Menneskevenner nu ere i færd med her at oprette Helbredelses- og Opdragelsesanstalter for slige 

Ulykkelige, Anstalter – hvis Hensigt det er at vække dem af deres aandelige Dvale, lære dem at bruge deres Sandser og 

vilkaarlige Muskler, og saaledes at danne og opdrage dem til for Staten brugbare og lykkelige Medborgere. 

Jens Veibel Neergaard (1854), Nogle Meninger og Betragtninger vakte under det mig forelæste 

eshcrichtske Skrift om Idioterne og deres Helbredelse m.M., p. II.  

 

With the establishment of Helbredelsesanstalten for Afsindige i Nørrejylland on December 1st 

1852,73 a system in which curing insanity and caring for idiocy was finally institutionalized in Den-

mark. Idiots merely appeared as object of hospitality (pleje) within the discussions pertaining to 

folly-institutions, and the treatment of curability belonged to the insane alone. Nevertheless, the 

thought of curing idiocy rapidly intruded this separation, culminating with the establishment of the 

first Danish institution for curing idiocy in 1855.74 The optimism derived from conveys of interna-

tional experience that had achieved remarkable results with treating idiocy in the institutions that 

opened across Europe in the 1840s.75 The European practitioners who received most attention in 

the Danish context was Edouard Séguin (1812-1880) in Bicêtre, Paris, Carl Wilhelm Saegert (1809-

1879) in the Institute for Deaf-Mutes, Berlin and Johann Jakob Guggenbühl (1816-1863) on 

Abendberg, Bern. Of the three, this chapter mainly engages with Séguin as he became known as 

the first person to ever cure idiocy. While the subject initially received attention from primarily 

medical practitioners and academics,76 these three influential practitioners were all educators rather 

 

73 Helbredelsesanstalten for Afsindige i Nørrejylland, also referred to as Jydske Asyl. Selmer won the position as prin-
cipal of the institution following his victorious submission to the Philiatric Society’s prize question. 
74 The institution was named “Helbredelsesanstalten for idiotiske, svagsindige og epileptiske Børn paa Gamle Bakke-
hus ved København”. 
75 According to Hübertz (1855), 12 institutions of such kind existed across Europe in 1850. One in Paris, Berlin, 
Leipzig, London, Colchester, Sachsen, Coblenz, Munich, St. Gallen, and Lothringen, and two in Bern and 
Würtemburg. 
76 H. SELMER (1851), ”Om Idiotisme og Idiotasyler”; D. F. ESCHRICHT (1854), Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage 
idioter og de fra fødslen aandssløve Børn i almindelighed til gavnlige medborgere and (1855), ”De første Idiotopdragere”; J. R. 
HÜBERTZ (1855), Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed; J. MOLDENHAWER (1855), Besøg i nogle Idiotanstalter paa 
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than physiologists or psychiatrist. Thus, the curability of idiocy ushered a form of problematization 

that relied on a new relation between medicine and pedagogy in order for the curability to be 

articulated as a realistic possibility. Although the term »medico-pedagogical treatment« is not artic-

ulated explicitly in relation to Aandssvaghed until 1909,77 we have named the object of this particular 

analysis the medico-pedagogical problematization due to the interchanging and reciprocal relation 

that occurs between the two fields of medicine and pedagogy throughout this process. 

The first part of this paragraph analyses the conveyance of the curability of idiocy in Den-

mark through three sections. First section (2.1) covers the way in which idiocy was conveyed with 

Hübertz in the form of a disease named idiotism. The second part (2.2) takes its departure in the 

distinction between disease and condition that was often referred to in Denmark and explores how 

it occurred within early 19th century psychiatry in Paris. The final part (2.3) explores how a peda-

gogical treatment stepped in to realize the medical objective of curing patients and how the concept 

of Aandssvaghed that signifies developmental deficiency emerged in the process. 

2.1. Characteristic of the way in which Hübertz conveyed idiocy into a Danish context 

was its recurrence within nosographic conceptions (meaning a systematic description or classifica-

tion of diseases) through which idiotism appeared in the form of a disease. The following section 

attempts to grasp the changes that occurred within this conception, and how they became consti-

tutive for the medico-pedagogical problematization.  

When Hübertz in 1843 provided his contribution for The Philiatric Society’s price question, 

he distinguished between two forms of madness: insanity and idiotism. From his psychiatric perspec-

tive, insanity was curable to the degree that it was defined by the loss of reason for individuals 

initially equipped with reason. Idiotism on the other hand was characterized as an incurable disease 

since it regarded individuals born with »incomplete abilities of the soul«.78 Hence, the distinction 

was between an acquired disease and an innate disease, where insanity belonged to the former and 

idiotism to the latter. It was clear, however, that insanity was the key object of concern here, and 

there was no agreement to the relation between insanity and idiotism. In 1844, Hübertz provided 

a further addition to his conveyance of international traditions’ dealings with insanity. Of all the 

possible schools of thought he found in Germany, he chose to provide a translation of the German 

 

en Reise i Tydskland og Schweitz i Sommeren 1854; J. V. NEERGAARD (1855), Nogle Meninger og Betragtninger vakte under det mig 
forelæste eshcrichtske Skrift om Idioterne og deres Helbredelse m.M.; J. KELLER (1867), ”Idioten og dens Helbredelighed”. 
77 C. KELLER (1909), ”Nyere Forsøg paa en metodisk Inddeling af Aandssvaghed”: »Og gjentager man Prøven fra Tid 
til anden, vil det opnaaede Point-Antal være et Udtryk for Resultatet af den medico-pædagogiske Behandling, som 
paagjældende mulig har været underkastet i Mellemtiden« (p. 7). 
78 Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 49. 
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psychiatrist Albert Zeller’s (1804-1877) speculative somatic nosography (see FIGURE 1.1.).79 Zeller’s 

scheme was a description of the four main types of insanity, one of them being idiotism. Hübertz’ 

conveyance simultaneously marked the first use of the term Aandssvaghed in a Danish context, and 

it appeared solely in relation to idiotism. Idiotism was here designated as a »form of Aandssvaghed«, 

and was is the form that specifically »goes straight to unreason«.80 While it would seem as if 

Aandssvaghed as such was used synonymously with insanity, Hübertz specified that for Aandssvaghed 

to be considered a form of insanity, the mental activity allowing the individual to be a »reasonable 

individual« and part of a »large reasonable chain« had to be »cancelled and destroyed«.81 As such, 

Aandssvaghed appeared in a twofold manner: first, it signified a line between reason and unreason 

in which idiotism was conceived synonymously with unreason. Second, for Aandssvaghed to be wor-

thy of being a form of insanity, it had to appear in the form of idiotism. 

 

FIGURE 1.1. HÜBERTZ’ CONVEYANCE OF ZELLER’S NOSOLOGY OF INSANITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In the years 1850-53, Hübertz went on yet another of his travels to Europe. Here, he be-

came acquainted with the institutions for curing idiotism that had rapidly appeared in Germany, 

 

79 J. R. HÜBERTZ (1844), “Bemærkninger om Daarevæsenet, anstillede paa en Reise i Danmark og Tydskland i Aarene 
1841-42”. According to Hübertz, The Somatic School differed from the other schools by »presuming phenomena of 
the physical sphere to be mere symptoms of the bodily suffering, whereas others take it for the disease itself« (pp. 114-
116). 
80 J. R. HÜBERTZ, ”Bemærkninger om Daarevæsenet,” p. 128. 
81 ”Bemærkninger om Daarevæsenet”: »for at en Aands-Svaghed skal kunne betegnes med Navnet paa den nærværende 
Sygdomsform, maa den have naaet den Grad, at de Aandsvirksomheder, i hvilke Mennesket fortrinsvis viser sig som 
fornuftigt Enkeltvæsen (Individ) og som Led af en stor fornuftig Kjæde, maa være ophævede og tilintetgjorte« (p. 128). 
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France and Switzerland among other countries. After his return, he became a strong proponent for 

such institutions and his efforts resulted in there being founded a committee in Denmark to ac-

commodate this specific aim.82 Hübertz published the findings from his travels in 1855,83 and here 

idiotism appeared in its own nosographical representation instead of being a mere type of insanity, 

which was the case in Hübertz’ conveyance of Zeller’s nosography.84 While still referring to the 

two as different forms of madness (Sindssyge), idiotism stood in opposition to insanity in the form 

of weakmindedness (Svagsindighed). Whereas weakmindedness was a disease that »attacks the child 

before dentition expires«, insanity was a disease that »attacks adults or at least just those who have 

completely left dentition and the actual childhood«.85 Though it may seem that Hübertz deviated 

from the contemporary understanding that depicted weakmindedness as a form of insanity,86 his 

nosographic representation of idiotism with its symptomology, course of illness, causes, prevention 

and so forth maintained the form of disease that belonged to insanity. Moreover, he had substituted 

the criteria for separating idiotism from insanity in 1855; from an aetiological division according to 

its innate/acquired nature in 1843, the criteria was now solely temporal concerning the time in 

which the disease had been acquired, whether in childhood or in adulthood. While this may seem 

as a small difference, it was exactly this difference that made a difference to whether or not idiotism 

could become a possible object of a treatment aiming at curability. The articulation of idiotism as 

disease-related problem thus sustained the ambition of curability, regardless of it being acquired or 

not. 

The above has served to clarify how idiocy intruded the Danish context in the shape of a 

disease named idiotism, which called for a treatment aiming at curability. While Hübertz was one 

of the most influential proponents for this conception, others emphasized the notion that idiocy 

was something different from a disease. The following section aims at understanding how idiocy 

took a turn away from the medical concern Hübertz represented and articulated as idiotism but 

that it had to do so within the scope of curability, in relation to which it was always already prob-

lematized. 

 

82 Cf. E. V. ROLSTED (1905), Aandsvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus 1855-1905.  . 
83 J. R. HÜBERTZ, Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed. 
84 See APPENDIX 1 for a schematic presentation of Hübertz’ nosography of idiocy. »Anskuelse 1« and »Anskuelse 
2« under the heading »Sygdommens Forløb« represent the changing relation between idiotism and insanity in 
Hübertz’ publications of 1843 and 1855. For a thorough engagement with the appendix, see §11. 
85 Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed, p. VIII. 
86 C. MOLBECH (1848), Dansk Ordbog udgiven under Videnskabernes Selskabs Bestyrelse. Sjette Tome. S.: »Sindssvaghed (en) 
n. f. (…) Den Art af Afsindighed, der beroer paa Sløvhed i Siælekraftens Yttring« (p. 238). 
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2.2. Simultaneously with Hübertz’ conveyance of idiocy conceived in the form of a disease 

called idiotism, Selmer and Professor in physiology Daniel Frederik Eschricht (1798-1863) strived 

to convey a different conception of what idiocy consisted in by turning the public’s attention to 

the time and place where idiocy first appeared within a medical practice: The alienist school in the 

early 19th century Paris.87 More specifically, the conveyances emphasised the change in the concep-

tion of idiocy that took place in the transition from Philippe Pinel (1745-1826) to his prominent 

student Jean-Étienne Dominique Esquirol (1772-1840). 

Pinel was a proponent of a nosological method based on empirical observations conducted 

within the institutions and thus distanced himself from speculative nosography such as Zeller’s (see 

FIGURE 1.1.),88 and he advocated for a conception of the mind as consisting of different parts in the 

shape of faculties. In his Traité médico-philosophique sur l’aliénation mentale, ou la Manie from 1801, Pinel, 

the then chief physician of Bicêtre, presented l’idiotisme as a form of particular mental alienation 

closely related to la démence. Pinel reported idiotism to be a widespread phenomenon at Bicêtre, 

where one-fourth of all patients suffered from the disease.89 Pinel contrasted dementia, in which 

»there is no judgement of true and false« and »the ideas appear to be insulated«, with mania, where 

»the faculty of judgement and association of ideas remain«.90 Both dementia and idiotism were 

diseases pertaining to the intellectual faculties, but while Pinel described dementia as an ongoing 

abolition of the judgemental faculties, this abolition had already occurred in the case of idiotism, and 

he conceived this disease to be a complete obliteration of both the intellectual and affective faculties.91  

In Des maladies mentales considérées sous le rapports médical, hygiénique et médico-légal from 1838, 

Esquirol substituted Pinel’s term l’idiotisme (idiotism) for l’idiotie92 (idiocy) in order to »devote it to 

the language of medicine«.93 Furthermore, he distanced his conception of idiocy by stating it as 

something different from a disease:  

 

87 For an elaboration on the »empirical turn« represented by this school an Pinel in particular cf. M. GUDMAND-HØYER, 
Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. Århundrede.  
88 Cf. Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. Århundrede, pp. 226-237. 
89 Ph. Pinel [1801] (1806), The Treatise on Insanity, p. 168. 
90 Ph. Pinel, The Treatise on Insanity, p. 163. We use the English translation of the text to develop the vocabulary despite 
the wide range of criticism and accusations of fraud against the translator D. D. Davis. This translation, however, does 
not capture the difference between the abolition of intellectual faculties with dementia and obliteration of intellectual 
faculties with idiocy. We have therefore used the difference as it appears in Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. 
århundrede, p. 252 and in the English translation of J-E. D. Esquirol (1838), Des maladies mentales considérées sous le rapports 
médical, hygiénique et médico-légal from 1845. 
91 The Treatise on Insanity, pp. 164-167; cf. Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 252. 
92 J-E. D. Esquirol, Des maladies mentales, p. 11. 
93 J-E. D. Esquirol [1838] (1845), Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 446. 
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Idiocy is not a disease, but a condition in which the intellectual faculties are never manifested; or have never developed 

sufficiently to enable the idiot to acquire such an amount of knowledge, as persons of his own age, and place similar 

circumstances of himself, are capable of receiving.94 

To Esquirol, idiocy was a condition pertaining to the intellectual faculties where they were either 

completely absent (»never manifested«) or underdeveloped (»never sufficiently developed«). The 

criteria for asserting the under-development was by comparing the knowledge of idiots with that 

of others who had the same conditions for possessing knowledge (age and similar circumstances). 

Following the empiricist and clinical approach of Pinel in establishing the truth about idiotism, its 

veridiction, as it were, Esquirol divided idiots into different »states of degradation« based on their 

vocabulary, which he was able to depict using the tests he developed for the particular purpose. 95 

The lowest degree of idiocy was »such, that they are deprived of certain of the senses, do not 

possess the instinct of self-preservation, and lead a life which is altogether negative«.96 Esquirol 

thus developed one of the earliest mental tests in the form of an instrument for measuring mental 

abilities. Adding to this, Esquirol also distinguished between two series of idiocy: on the one hand 

imbecility (Imbécillité), in which sensitive and intellectual faculties are somewhat developed and sen-

sations as well as affections exist, and on the other hand idiocy proper (Idiotie), in which senses are 

scarcely developed and reason is completely absent from controlling the individual’s actions.97 

These two forms were immensely difficult to distinguish between, as the difference in respect to 

intellectual and affective faculties merely consisted in degrees. Though Esquirol did not believe the 

curability of idiocy to be an actual possibility, he was more optimistic about the treatment of im-

becility than of proper idiocy.98 

We have thus seen that the difference between Pinel and Esquirol to some extent animates 

the difference between the two different conceptions (innate/acquired → childhood/adulthood) 

that Hübertz presented in his nosography of idiotism.99 Selmer, Eschricht and later also Johan Kel-

ler (1834-1888), however, highlighted a different insight pertaining to the transition from Pinel to 

Esquirol: that idiocy was a condition (Tilstand) rather than a disease.100 The criteria of comparison 

 

94 J-E. D. Esquirol, Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 446. 
95 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 470. 
96 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 463. 
97 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, pp. 448-462. 
98 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 474. 
99 See APPENDIX 1.1. 
100 H. SELMER, ”Om Idiotisme og Idiotasyler,” p. 26; D. F. ESCHRICHT, Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage idioter og 
de fra fødslen aandssløve Børn i almindelighed til gavnlige medborgere”; J. KELLER: “Idioten og dens Helbredelighed,” p. 42. 
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to other people of similar life conditions was kept in the conveyance, although there was a slight 

difference to be observed in the Danish conception of idiocy, as it became widely known as »a 

younger child in an older or eventually in an adult’s body«.101 The difference between the two is 

that Esquirol compared the idiot to others, while this ‘other’ merely occurs implicitly in the Danish 

conception in the form of the abilities one was expected to have according to one’s »life age«. 

Furthermore, this difference made a conception of Aandssvaghed possible where it serves as a col-

lective term for different types of mental developmental disorders and the degrees of discrepancy 

between mental development and life age, as demonstrated by Eschricht in 1855102 and Keller in 

1867.103 There is, however, a significant difference between the condition of never manifested or 

un-developed intellectual faculties that Esquirol referred to and the condition as it appeared in the 

Danish context. As Eschricht stated it, idiocy came to be understood as »inadequate use of the in 

and by themselves healthy instruments of sensibility and movement, which are always connected 

to a lack of lust for anything outside the sphere of the instant satisfaction of bodily needs«.104 While 

Esquirol’s conception implied idiocy to be a condition located within the intellectual faculty of a 

divided mind, Eschricht’s conception disregarded any notion of faculties and instead solely con-

cerned the use of senses and motions. In order to proper grasp this difference, we turn to another 

conveyance of international experience: Séguin’s miraculous discovery of the curability of idiocy. 

2.3. Whereas Esquirol conceived idiocy to be incurable since »the idiot can never reason«,105 

remarkable results were achieved inside the very same institutions in Paris. These results were 

highly influenced by the knowledge generated on idiocy that these institutions enabled through 

observation, and they were closely connected to the occurrence of a rather peculiar phenomenon: 

the sudden appearance of young children who were completely foreign to civilized society.106 These 

cases attracted a wide range of attention from academics who sought to prove that John Locke 

(1634-1704) was right in stating that all human beings were born with equally blank slates; as tabula 

 

101 D. F. ESCHRICHT, Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage idioter, p. 76. 
102 Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage idioter, p. 97. 
103 J. KELLER, “Idioten og dens Helbredelighed”: »Enige er man altsaa Alle om at karakterisere Idiotien som en uud-
viklet aandelig og sjælelig Tilstand« (p. 36); »(…) de Aandssvage bør inddeles I 3 Afdelinger: 1) De egnentlige Idioter, 
(…) 2), de uegentlige Idioter og 3) Sinkerne (retardés)« (p. 90). 
104 Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage idioter, p. 7. 
105 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 3. 
106 Reportings of such phenoma were rare. According to Séguin, there had been a total of eleven such cases in the 16th, 
17th, and 18th century in Europe. Cf. E. Séguin (1866), Idiocy and its moral treatment by the physiological treatment, p. 17. 
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rasa or »white paper«.107 In his response to Eschricht’s conveyance of the curability of idiocy, Dr. 

Med. Jens Veibel Neergaard (1776-1864) referred to a young boy, The Wild Peter of Hameln, who 

was found in a forest close to Hannover on May 14th 1724 and brought to England in the attempt 

to finally settle the conflict regarding the existence of »innate ideas«.108 Despite providing Peter 

with »the most thorough upbringing«, the attempt to awake his presumed innate ideas from their 

hibernation failed, and he remained »foolish, dumbfounded [and] helpless« until his death in 

1785.109 

In the year 1800, yet another young boy was found in the woods, this time in the southern 

part of France. The boy was given the name Victor (also known as the Savage of Aveyron) and his 

upbringing was entrusted Jean Marc Gaspard Itard (1774-1838), teacher at the National Institution 

for the Deaf and Dumb in Paris. From his experience with the deaf and dumb, Itard established 

an optimistic take on the influence that externalities had in shaping human beings,110 and in his 

engagement with the Savage of Aveyron he developed a particular method of medical treatment 

heavily based on education, which he referred to as a moral treatment.111 At Victor’s arrival in Paris 

he was examined by Pinel, who found the boy to suffer from idiotism with his intellectual faculties 

being »incapable (…) of all the operations of the mind« and of such incompetence »that he could 

not open a door«.112 Through Itard’s moral treatment and strong believe in »the possibility of curing 

this apparent idiotism«,113 the Savage of Aveyron became able to use his body in performing the 

simple task of setting the table, but he never learned to speak. According to Neergaard, Itard failed 

to »raise the actual mental dullness« due to his »lacking conception of the true existence and nature 

of idiocy«.114 

 

107 J. Locke [1690] (1999), Essay Concerning Human Understanding: »All ideas come from sensation or reflection. Let us 
then suppose the mind to be, as we say, white paper, void of all characters, without any ideas: - How comes it to be 
furnished?« (p. 87). 
108 Nogle Meninger og Betragtninger, pp. 4-5. 
109 Nogle Meninger og Betragtninger, p. 5. 
110 J. M. G. Itard (1802), An Historical Account of the Discovery and Education of a Savage Man, Or, the First Developments, 
Physical and Moral, of the Young Savage Caught in the Woods Near Aveyron in the Year 1798: »man is only what he is made to 
be by his external circumstances« (p. 4). 
111 Itard’s method consisted of »five principles of moral treatment of education«. These objectives were: 1) to attach 
the individual to social life by rendering it more pleasant to him than that which he was leading; 2) to awaken the 
nervous sensibility; 3) to extend the sphere of his ideas by giving him new wants; 4) to lead him to the use of speech 
through imitation; 5) to exercise frequently the most simple operations of the mind upon the objects of his physical 
wants and eventually subject him to instruction (pp. 32-34). 
112 J. M. G. Itard, An Historical Account of the Discovery and Education of a Savage Man, pp. 21-22. 
113 An Historical Account of the Discovery and Education of a Savage Man, p. 24. 
114 Nogle Meninger og Betragtninger, p. 7. 
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It was not until the young student of both Itard and Esquirol, Edouard Séguin, treated 

Esquirol’s patient Cecil at the lunatic asylum in Salpêtriére that the task of curing idiocy was finally 

accomplished. Itard may have failed to cure idiocy, but he succeeded in proving that idiots actually 

possessed abilities of sensibility and motion, and that the idiot was just not capable of awakening 

these abilities by himself.115 Séguin built upon these insights in treating the young girl, and he de-

signed a method that blended physiological education with moral treatment. The method of the 

physiological education consisted »in the adaptation of the principles of physiology, through phys-

iological means and instruments to the development of the dynamic, perspective, reflective, and 

spontaneous functions of youth«.116 The method of moral treatment consisted of »discipline or 

moral government of idiots«,117 which Séguin described thus: 

The moral treatment is the systematic action of a will upon another, in view of its improvement; in view for an idiot, of 

his socialization. It takes possession of him from his entrance in to his exit from the institution; from his opening to his 

shutting his eyes; from his acts of animal life to the exercise of his intellectual faculties. It gives a social meaning, a moral 

bearing to everything about him.118 

The blended method of Séguin’s treatment of idiocy aimed at evoking the sensibility and movement 

of the idiot and at socializing him. The intellectual faculties of the idiot were never treated in and 

of themselves. Instead, the intellectual faculties were merely presumed to have been awakened in 

the process. Declaring idiots curable thus meant that it was possible to connect their abilities with 

that of society, and this point clearly appears across the conveyances of Séguin’s discovery in Den-

mark.  

Hence, when Eschricht announced that Aandssvaghed, taken as a collective term for differ-

ent forms of mental retardation including idiocy, was curable, curability meant nothing more than 

»being reducible to a degree that no longer prohibits reasonable enterprise in the service of human-

ity and society«.119 In turn, Aandssvaghed appeared as a phenomenon of which »the only reliable 

criteria for incurability is the failed attempts to treat it, when these have been sustained for an 

appropriate amount of time, executed in an appropriate way and under favorable conditions«.120 

The aim of this pedagogical »productive treatment of idiocy« Selmer described as »bringing that to 

 

115 Nogle Meninger og Betragtninger, p. 13. 
116 E. Séguin, Idiocy and its moral treatment by the physiological treatment, p. 81. 
117 Idiocy and its moral treatment by the physiological treatment, p. 215. 
118 Idiocy and its moral treatment by the physiological treatment, p. 214. 
119 Om Muligheden af at helbrede og opdrage idioter, p. 97. 
120 ”Om Idiotisme og Idiotasyler,” p. 42. 
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appear in reality which previously only existed in potentiality« and distinguished it from the »resti-

tuting treatment of insanity« with its aim of »bringing back the prior condition that always existed 

in reality«.121 The expectations of the pedagogical treatment were thus set, and it would be up to 

the future curing-institutions to live up to the objective of curability.  

 

 

§3. The demystification of Kaspar Hauser: independence and accountability 

 
Saaledes Børn i Almindelighed, men saaledes ogsaa Idioterne, disse Børn i voxne Legemer. Keitede i Legemets Brug, 

sløve i Aandens, fatte de maaske endog slet ingen af Enkelthederne i hvad der omgiver dem, men fatte de alligevel med 

hele Instinctets Sikkerhed, hvorvidt man vil dem Godt eller Ondt, tænker fordeelagtigt om dem eller ufordeelagtigt, seer 

en ubetydelig Stakkel i dem eller en vigtig Person.  

Daniel Friedrich Eschricht (1857), ”Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” pp. 35-36. 

 

Eschricht dedicated a series of lectures in 1856-57 to relieve the remarkable story of the young man 

Kasper Hauser (1812-1833) from the mysticism that had thus far entailed it by interpreting the 

story from a »scientific position«.122 In short, the story of Hauser is the story of a young boy who 

suddenly appeared walking down the streets of Nuremburg in 1828, lacking the ability to speak his 

name and make himself known. Initially being an object of suspicion in the eyes of the police, his 

mysterious character gained him a mythical status in the eyes of the public, and he went on to 

receive the finest education available at the time, provided by the poet and philosopher Georg 

Friedrich Daumer (1800-1875). Towards the end of his life, the mysteriousness regarding his origin 

had turned from admiration of his innocence to accusations of him being a fraudster and a liar, 

culminating with Hauser being accused of tempting to commit suicide despite his own account of 

a stranger stabbing him. The miserable fortune of Hauser could, according to Eschricht, have been 

avoided if he had just been recognized from the medico-pedagogical viewpoint that could see him 

for »what he truly was: a small child in a 16-17-year old body«.123 

 

121 ”Om Idiotisme og Idiotasyler,” p. 54. 
122 D. F. ESCHRICHT (1857), ”Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie, fortalt of fortolket af Prof. Eschrict. Fire Foredrag, 
holdte for en Forsamling af Herrer og Damer i Efteraaret 1856 og udtogsviis i Industriforeningen den 18de og 25de 
Marts 1857,” p. 2.  
123 D. F. ESCHRICHT, “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 18. 
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Throughout his lectures, Eschricht showed a particular concern for the practice of ques-

tioning in which Hauser often appeared as the object to be interrogated (Udfrittet). The first men 

to encounter Hauser asked him a few questions about his origin and destination. Failing to provide 

any of the questions with sensible answers, one of the men brought Hauser to the local police 

station.124 Here he was asked about his name, place of birth, his previous handling and passport, 

but he seemed to purposely evade providing the police with any information. The police interro-

gation aimed at »making sure it was not a comedic act, that this Kaspar Hauser was no fraudster«. 

The relation between the questioner in position of authority (the police) and the questioned in the 

position of a stranger (Hauser) was thus one that aimed at revealing the true character of the one 

who was questioned: was he truly as stupid as he seemed or was it all just a comedic act, a deceiving 

act of fraud? The interrogation was a game of truth (stupidity) and false (fraud), with the stakes 

taking the form of Hauser’s authenticity as stupid and the possible outcome shaped in the form of 

a revelation. In this »judicial« form of veridiction, Hauser’s ability to read and write (although poorly 

executed) challenged his sincerity in the eyes of his interrogator, while his preference for bread and 

water over meat and wine favoured his authenticity in addition to the consistency of his childish 

act. The interrogation ended with Hauser’s case being unsolved due to the interrogator’s uncer-

tainty in casting a verdict. Even if he was later recognized as a »pure mirror of childish innocence«, 

Eschricht found it insufficient in regard to what Hauser truly was: 

At man dengang ikke endnu betegnede dette Misforhold mellem Aandsudvikling og Livsalderen med Navnet Idiot, gjør 

slet ikke Noget til Sagen. Men desværre vidste man dengang ei heller endnu, hvori et saadant Misforhold egentlig er 

begrundet, eller hvornaar og hvorledes det pleier at opstaae; ja man agtede ei engang paa den væsentlige Indflydelse, det 

maa have paa et Individs Selvstændighed og Tilregnelighed. Hvad Kasper Hauser var eller ikke var vilde man have be-

svaret fra det juridiske Standpunkt uden først at have faaet det besvaret fra det lægevidenskabelige. »Bedrager eller Ikke-

bedrager«, »Skyldig eller Uskyldig«, det var det Spørgsmaal, som det dengang først og fremmest kom an paa at faae 

besvaret. »Han er et Speil af barnlig Uskyld« heed det,– et mere afgjørende Svar, meente man, lod sig neppe tænke.125 

Recognizing Hauser as a child without taking account for the effects that his »mismatch between 

mental development and life age« had on judicial concepts of »independence« (Selvstændighed) and 

»accountability« (Tilregnelse) may have led to Hauser being declared a »non-fraudster« and »inno-

cent«. From the medico-pedagogical standpoint, however, these matters belonged to a different 

 

124 The following description is based on “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” pp. 9-14. 
125 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” pp. 27-28. 
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game of true and false than the ones framed by »fraudster or non-fraudster« and »guilty or inno-

cent«, and the judicial questions would have to bear in mind this ‘inner’ mismatch.  

How was independence important to the interrogative practice in case of Hauser? During 

the interrogation, Hauser was asked about his name, place of birth and so forth, to which he could 

only reply »not know« (veed ikke), »show home« (vise hjem) or »not good, not good« (ikke godt, 

ikke godt). To Eschricht, asking an idiot these questions was neither problematic due to their con-

tent nor the way in which they were asked. Instead, the problem was that the interrogator by asking 

Hauser these questions presupposed that he was able to tell the truth about himself, that he had 

access to the »dry and naked truth«.126 To be more precise, the problem was not that Hauser was 

presupposed to have access to truth as such, but that he was presumed to have access to a truth 

that was dry and naked, that is, objective truth. Moreover, the assumption that Hauser lacked access 

to objectivity did not directly follow from the medico-pedagogical conception of idiocy as »children 

wearing adults’ bodies«, and the lack of independence was not merely a negative quality following 

in the form of a non-maturity compared to adults. Instead, the child possessed a positive quality, 

an ability that would eventually diminish in normal people when reaching adulthood. The quality 

in question was an »instinctual gaze« (Instinctmæssigt Blik),127 which implied enhanced sensibility 

towards other individuals. This form of instinct was different from the self-preservational form 

that Esquirol and Hübertz found to be lacking with idiocy.128 In a lecture from 1856 titled How 

Children Learn Languages, Eschricht presented the physiological concept of »instinctual language or 

natural language« (Instinctsprog eller Natursprog) as the first »means of communication« available 

to children.129 The ability to interpret »inner emotions« (de indre Følelser) and »movements of the 

mind« (Sindets Bevægelser) through the tone of a voice, the look of an eye, the expression of a face 

and the movement and position of a body was neither acquired by practice nor experience.130 It 

was, according to Eschricht, an innate ability common to humans and animals, and it was this 

particular ability that allowed infants to »understand everything [they are] interested in«.131 Thus, 

 

126 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 30. 
127 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 50. 
128 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity: »Idiots do not always possess the instinctive faculties. They are below the brute; 
for animals posses the instinct of self-preservation and reproduction. Idiots do not possess this instinct, and have no 
sense of their existence« (p. 467). Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed: »Stundom tildækker en saa mørk Nat 
Idioternes aandelige Liv, at de hverken have Tanker, Forestillinger eller Begreber, end ikke en Gang det Instinct at 
søge Næring og at unddrage sig Faren« (p. 6-7). 
129 D. F. ESCHRICHT (1856), ”Hvorledes Børn lære Sprog. Et Foredrag holdt i Industriforening den 15de Februar 
1856,” Folkelige Foredrag, Bind 1, p. 209. 
130 D. F. ESCHRICHT, ”Hvorledes Børn lære Sprog,” p. 208. 
131 ”Hvorledes Børn lære Sprog,” p. 211. 
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while the immaturity related to idiocy on one hand stands in a negative relation to normalcy in 

terms of a lack of judgement, the instinctive nature of idiocy serves the idiot’s interest and stands 

in a positive relation to normalcy in terms of an excess of sensibility. In the case of Hauser, Eschricht 

thus found that the combination of Hauser’s own interest in accommodating the interest of his 

interrogators and his abilities to »sense« the ‘correct’ answers made him unreliable as a witness to 

his own existence. This relation Eschricht referred to as a »mismatch« (Misforhold).132 

While the ‘inner mismatch’ between mental development and life age (Mi) challenges the 

dependency of idiocy in the form of a lacking ability to make up one’s own mind, there also seem 

to be an ‘outer mismatch’ (Mo) of a different kind. This mismatch challenges the independency of 

idiocy through an excess of sensibility compared to what his interrogators presumed Hauser to 

possess. Mi is an articulation of an alienation where the nature of the individual is alien to the 

harmonious relationship between mental development and life age and thus excluded from the 

conception of normalcy. Mo on the other hand leads to a different conception of alienation; one 

in which the imbalance between the idiot’s sensible ability and the expectation others had to his 

sensibility produces the possibility of a reciprocal relationship in which answering the questions 

rightly seems to be an impossibility (see FIGURE 1.2.).  

 

 

132 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 35. 
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FIGURE 1.2. INDEPENDENCY AS INNER AND OUTER MISMATCHS  

 

This complication further challenges the upbringing of idiots in so far as »the main goal for all 

upbringing« consist in »keeping the child to truth«.133 The final section of this paragraph analyses 

the new problems of asserting accountability, which followed from the conception of independ-

ence in the form of Mi and Mo. This is important in order to understand the problems of assigning 

responsibility to individuals that followed when the conception of individuality in terms of a dif-

ference between mental age and life age diffused into different areas.134 

The judicial topic of accountability was widely debated in the 1820s following the contro-

versial publication of 1824 Afsindighed og Tilregnelse by Doctor Frantz Gotthard Howitz (1789-

1826).135 The thesis engaged with the question of determining the »capacity for punishment« of 

insane individuals from a (somatic) medical perspective, in which the actions of individuals suffer-

 

133 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 41. 
134 See Chapter 3 for more on the expansion that followed when psychotechnics gained ground in Denmark. 
135 Cf. Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, pp. 299-410 for an elaborate exposition on »Howitz-fejden«. 
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ing from insanity were not just »unreasonable (irrationales)«, but that they were just as much »phys-

ically necessary (intrincese necessarisæ)«.136 Howitz’ motivation for writing the submission approx-

imates the critique of Eschricht as he was also concerned with the lacking judicial concern for a 

medical point of view and its ability to detect intermediaries between the judicial binary code of 

guilt and innocence.137 Although the publication of Howitz mainly concerned itself with insanity, 

it also engaged with »those conditions that approximates insanity«.138 Howitz found there to exist 

four such »subjective conditions« and criminologists of his time to »refuse any influence by these 

conditions as mitigating the positive penal laws« as they reduced the subjective regards to a question 

of intentionality.139 Consequently, a sharp line was drawn between individuals in possession of the 

use of reason and those without such that the presence of »capacitas motivorum« either existed or 

not. According to Howitz this was problematic from a medical point of view, as »there exists no 

such line in Nature«,140 and the Danish penal system thus forced the judge into a position where 

he had to »set the boundary of capacity« between a number of uncertain cases, such as »between 

the silly and the idiot«.141 

The judicial problem of distinguishing between different conditions pertaining to the mind, 

however, did not go away with Howitz’ publication. In a series of lectures on the Danish civil laws 

from 1837-1838, scholar and politician Johannes Ephraim Larsen (1799-1856) noted that »weak-

mindedness«, like bodily illness, had very little influence on the »actual judicial impartiality, but that 

the former in general had »more significance in regard to the person’s independence or his right to 

have and administrate his own affairs«.142 Here, Larsen distinguished between two different forms 

of weakmindedness in relation to law: the mere weakmindedness (Forstandssvaghed) and the actual 

mind-deration (Aandsforvirring). Whereas the latter pertained to insanity, the former generally re-

ferred to »stupidity, foolishness and silliness«.143 The individuals suffering from these latter forms 

 

136 F. G. HOWITZ (1824), Om Afsindighed og Tilregnelse, p. 62. 
137 »(…) Juristerne, der stedse dreie sig om Strafcapaciteten, lagde en altfor skarp Grændse for Afsindighed og vare 
uvillige til med Lægerne at erkjende Mellemgrader og Overgange imellem Afsindighed og Normal menneskelig For-
nuftighed«. Quoted in Stemningssindssygdommenes historie i det 19. århundrede, p. 373.  
138 F. G. HOWITZ, ”§11: Om Tilregnelse i sadanne Tilstande som nærme sig Afsindighed,” Om Afsindighed og Tilregnelse, 
pp. 79-89. 
139 Om Afsindighed og Tilregnelse: »Nu er der blandt hine subjective Betingelser fire, nemlig Lidenskabelighed, Ruus, 
Tungsindighed og Forstandssvaghed, som paa Grund af den derved indskrænkede Frihed (Selvbestemmelse med al-
mindelig Menneskeforstand) kunne betragtes som analoge Tilstande til Afsindigheden« (p. 81). 
140 Om Afsindighed og Tilregnelse, p. 84. 
141 Om Afsindighed og Tilregnelse, p. 87. 
142 J. E. LARSEN (1857), Samlede Skrifter. Anden Afdeling. Første Bind, p. 152. 
143 J. E. LARSEN, Samlede Skrifter, p. 152. 
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of weaknesses were »generally not dangerous to themselves or others«, but they nevertheless ap-

peared problematic from a judicial point of view that had to assess »whether they are punishable« 

and determine »their capacity for witnessing« (Vidnesdygtighed).144 On a more general account, 

these weak-minded individuals appeared unfit for the responsibilities of having legal rights,145 and 

the question that intruded the judicial practice pertained to whether they could live up to the re-

quirement of having »the ability to possess rights« that was fundamental if individuals were to be 

recognized as »legal subjects« (Retssubjekter).146 

Returning to the story of Hauser, Eschricht’s way of framing the problem share common 

features with the above, and especially with Howitz’ emphasis on degrees of »capacitas motivorum« 

and Larsen’s notion of capacity for punishment and witnessing. To Eschricht, however, Hauser 

was not capable of being a fraud due to his sincere attempt to provide the interrogator with the 

best possible answer. What the interrogator neglected was the possibility of someone »committing 

fraud without being a fraudster« (Een bedrog uden at være Bedrager).147 Such was the case »every 

time someone unaccountable commits fraud«, but this was only the case until the productive forces 

of pedagogy had awakened the hibernating abilities of the idiot.148 Through the upbringing of 

Hauser, Daumer had turned the innocent into a fraud, and moreover a fraud who was particularly 

difficult to detect (gjennemskue), as one would neither suspect someone with such abilities of com-

mitting fraud nor of »following their selfishly calculated plans« (Egennytte beregnede Planer). Fur-

thermore, Hauser was a potentially powerful fraudster due to his »secure weapon of his instinctive 

gaze«,149 and the future task of pedagogy was thus to prevent idiots from becoming dangerous fraud-

sters rather than to arbitrate if the idiot was a fraudster or not. 

 

144 Samlede Skrifter, p. 152. 
145 Samlede Skrifter: »Den Magt, Raadighed eller Frihed, som i Retsforholdene tilkommer enhver Enkelt, kaldes Ret i 
subjectiv Betydning eller Rettighed. En saadan Rettighed bestaaer altsaa i en moralsk Evne eller Beføielse, ifølge hvilken 
den Berettigede enten selv kan foretage eller undlade Noget, eller fordre, at Andre skullet til hans Fordeel foretage eller 
undlade Noget« (p. 85). 
146 Samlede Skrifter, p. 86. 
147 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 211. 
148 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie”: »... men imidlertid var Idioten vaagnet saa temmelig af sin Døs, fik lidt mere 
Selvstændighed, tog selv forsætlig Andeel i Bedrageriet, og da Merker udgav sit Skrift, havde denne dygtige Criminalist 
Ret i, at Hauser var en Bedrager« (p. 106). 
149 “Kaspar Hauser, en sand historie,” p. 211. 
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CHAPTER 2: ESTABLISHING A PLACE 

FOR WORK IN THE TRANSITION 

FROM CURING TO IMPROVING 

§4. The slow transition in institutional commitments: escaping the obligating legacy of curability ∙ 

§5. The advancement of classification enabled by the trial department ∙ §6. The integrative normative 

framework of development: contributing to society through socialization and accumulation of 

knowledge 

 

At Fortidens Illusioner er bristede, har kun bidraget til at klare Forholdet. Fra alle Sider ses der nu nøgternt paa Aandssva-

geopdragelsen og dens Frugter. De, der staar i Gerningen, er ikke bundne af Fortidens store Løfter; med er ærligt Arbejde 

bag sig og med den Sikkerhed, Erfaringen giver, kan de uden Fare for store Fejltagelser drage Grænsen mellem, hvad der 

paa Andssvageopdragelsens Omraade er muligt, og hvad ikke. 

Emil Vilhelm Rolsted (1905), Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus 1855-1905, p. 151. 

 

At the start of the 20th century, the institutions for feebleminded (Aandssvageanstalter) had finally 

manifested their beneficiary position in the Danish society. At the 50th anniversary for the oldest 

of such institutions in Denmark, Gamle Bakkehus, principal (Forstander) Emil Vilhelm Rolsted 

(1848-1928) pointed to the past, present and future state of the care of Aandssvaghed. Here he noted 

that the caretaking was finally free from »the illusions« and »big promises of the past«, that the 

»institutions«, »granting authorities« and »population« now was in possession of »richer experiences 

than ever« and that the institutions would from now on be able to »perform its socially beneficial 

work« made possible by the ability to »draw the line« between what is possible in the upbringing of 

feebleminded and what is not.150 The present chapter seeks to understand how the same institutions 

that 50 years prior to Rolsted’s statement excelled on the optimism regarding the curability of idiocy 

became socially beneficial by acquiring the ability to draw a line between realistic and illusionary 

possibilities concerning the upbringing of the feebleminded. The chapter builds upon the hypoth-

esis that the analysis of the institutional development that enabled this ability provides novel in-

sights into the way in which boundaries and possibilities emerge within organizational frameworks 

concerned with their human resources and socially beneficiary work. 

 

150 E. V. ROLSTED (1905), Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus 1855-1905. Et tilbageblik. 
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The chapter consist of three paragraphs structured according to the thesis’ problematiza-

tion-analytical component. §4 studies the set of problems pertaining to the illusory past that the 

transition from curability to improvability could be understood as being responding to. Here, the 

investigation tracks the development of internal classifications as observed within the institutions 

Gamle Bakkehus and The Kelleric Institutions and analyzes their progress in accordance with their 

ability to articulate realistic expectations for the treatment of Aandssvaghed. §5 takes the fifth Nordic 

Meeting for the Abnormal Cause in Stockholm of 1903 as its point of departure, where the com-

parison of feebleminded across Nordic institutions appeared as a question that led to new questions 

regarding the abilities of feebleminded. This paragraph investigates the institutional development 

that enabled this question to be asked and seeks to understand how the practical instruments of 

assessing potential, developed within the institutional frameworks also allowed the institutions to 

guide their students out of the very same frameworks. §6 uses the experience-analytical component 

of normative framework to articulate the framework of development that connects the institutional 

ability of drawing a line between illusion and reality with socially beneficial work. This paragraph 

uses the philosophical debates concerned with developmental morality that appeared in the 1870s 

and 1880s in Denmark to understand how the institutions for feebleminded placed themselves in 

a normative framework where socialization and knowledge accumulation became apparent ways 

of conducting socially beneficial work. 
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§4. The slow transition in institutional commitments: escaping the obligating legacy 
of curability 

 

Det er af største Betydning for enhver Virksomhed, at dens Maal og Grænser ere rigtigt og udrueligt afstukne. (…) Der kan 

ikke være Tvivl om, at vi nu vilde have været et Stykke længere fremme i Aandssvageopdragelsen, dersom man tidligere 

havde fraveget Kimæren om Helbredelighed og tidligere havde opgivet eller lempet den teoretiske (intellektuelle) Under-

visning dèr, hvor Betingelserne for den ikke vare tilstede. Man vilde da snarere være kommen ind paa mere frugtbringende, 

praktiske Baner, og navnlig vilde den for Aandssvageopdragelsen saa særdeles vigtige manuelle Beskæftigelse (Sløjd i ud-

videt Forstand) og Friluftsarbejdet tidligere være kommet til sin Ret. 

Emil Vilhelm Rolsted (1894), “Aandssvageskolen og dens Metode,” p. 596. 

 

When Rolsted in 1894 reflected upon the practices of Gl. Bakkehus, the first curing-institution 

(Helbredelsesanstalt) for idiocy in Denmark,151 he distanced himself from the same notion of cur-

ability that paved the way to the establishment of the institution. In connection to this dissociation, 

Rolsted highlighted a practically centered treatment concerned with the potential betterment and 

improvability attained through manual work and employment.152 This practical approach stood in 

opposition to a theoretical approach that lacked the ability to recognize its limitation in treating 

patients and students, and it had failed to distinguish between those who were apt for a theoretical 

education and those who were incapable of it. There thus seem to have occurred a change with 

regard to the optimism of curability,153 where the criteria of improvability seem to have stepped in 

to replace that of curability, thereby foregrounding a special concern for adapting the treatment to 

the individual conditions of patients and students. The present paragraph seeks to understand what 

set of problems concerning the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed this institutional commitment 

to improvability was responding to.  

When Jens Rasmussen Hübertz returned from his travels to the many European curing-

institutions for idiots in the year 1854, he wrote letters to the King and The Prime Minister of 

Denmark in which he communicated his findings and his hope of there being established a com-

mittee for curing-institutions with regards to idiots in Denmark. Hübertz’ efforts eventually payed 

off, and The Committee for the Establishment of Curing-institutions of idiotic, weakminded and 

 

151 The institution was named ”Helbredelsesanstalten for idiotiske, svagsindige og epileptiske Børn paa Gamle Bakke-
hus ved København” when it opened in 1855, but was commonly referred to as Gl. Bakkehus. 
152 E. V. ROLSTED (1894), “Aandssvageskolen og dens Metode,” p. 596. 
153 See §2. 
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epileptic Children was founded in 1854 with Hübertz appointed to take on the position as the 

institution’s first principal.154 Under the committee, Hübertz published his extensive research on 

the curability of idiocy, in which he highlighted the need for efficient treatment if the aim was to 

be achieved.155 Hübertz showed a particular interest in delimiting the scope of individuals that 

would be beneficial for the institution to take under its wings, and age played a significant role in 

this delimitation.156 While Hübertz passed away shortly after the institution opened, his emphasis 

on age can be seen to have manifested itself in Gl. Bakkehus’ criteria for admission that, according 

to the first annual report, was restricted to »idiotic, weakminded and epileptic children between the 

age of 5-15, when their condition provides hope with regard to curability or improvement«.157 Fur-

thermore, Hübertz had proposed dividing the group of weakminded individuals into three groups 

according to the degree of their Aandssvaghed: »proper idiots« (Egentlige Idioter), »improper idiots« 

(Uegentlige Idioter) and »idiot-like« (idiotagtige).158 The combination of this tripartite division with 

the bipartite division of curable and incurable seem to have caused a range of problems to Hübertz’ 

successor, Professor Cand. Theol. Hans Peter Duurloo (1816-1892). In the institution’s annual 

report of 1856, he noted that »the institution provides, so to say, a sample card of all the nuances 

of idiotic shapes«,159 which made it practically impossible to provide specified treatment to any of 

the patients. Around 1860, Gl. Bakkehus finally became able to divide the treatment into two 

groups by returning to the bipartite division of curability and incurability, providing a higher form 

of education to the curable individuals. While the division of curable/incurable may have offered 

a way to differentiate between the treatment, it failed as a criterium for deciding who to accept into 

the institution. In the fourth annual report, Duurloo targeted the distinction between curable/in-

curable, as »it has, when admittance is requested for individuals who are not completely hopeless, 

not thought to deny the admittance and has legitimately allowed it since improvability to some 

degree is possible in all instances«.160 Duurloo’s comment pointed to the curability/incurability-

matrix being substituted for an improvability/non-improvability-matrix when applied in practice, 

 

154 Cf. E. V. ROLSTED, Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus 1855-1905. Et tilbageblik. 
155 J. R. HÜBERTZ (1855), Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed. 
156 J. R. HÜBERTZ, Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed: »Men er Idioten først kommen til en vis Alder, da er 
der ingen Udsigt for ham mere« (p. 12). See §2 and §11 for more on Hübertz emphasis on when to attain to the care 
of idiots. 
157 Cited in E. V. ROLSTED, Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 66. 
158 Cf. Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 37. 
159 Cf. Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 55. 
160 H. P. DUURLOO, “4. Årsberetning for 1858” cited in N. B. WINGENDER (1992), »..Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..« 
Børn og opdragelse i åndssvageanstalten Gl. Bakkehus 1855-1902, p. 41. 
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and in these years there seemed to have been a general discrepancy between classificatory schemes, 

the criteria hereof and the treatment provided accordingly. 

This shift from curability to improvability also included Gl. Bakkehus having its name 

changed in 1860 as the term curing-institution was changed to idiot-institution (Idiotanstalt). Fur-

thermore, in addition to the initial building, Det Rahbekske Hus,161 the institution obtained a new 

building in 1859 that came to be the new main building,162 which included a garden that allowed 

for more practical forms of treatment. In 1859, board member and Chief Physician Johannes P. 

Jacobsen (1805-1861) pointed to the possibilities that the garden enabled with regard to incorpo-

rating work-related activity in the form of »treatment, cultivation and education for a substantial 

part of students«.163 Jacobsen strongly emphasized the function of work in connecting the benefits 

of the individuals with that of institution, when the students:  

Strax føres ind i og øves ved en Gjerning, som senere kan hjælpe dem til en praktisk Virksomhed i Livet, hvorved de falde 

Andre til mindre Byrde. (...) Heller ikke tør det lades ganske ude af Betragtning ved dette Spørgsmaals Behandling, at Haven, 

naar den dyrkes efter vellagt Plan og overensstemmelse med Anstaltens Behov, vil afgive en oeconomisk ikke ubetydelig 

Udbytte for Husholdningen og derfor give børnene, der ere anbragte ved Havedyrkningen et levende Indtryk af det Nyttige, 

de udrette.164 

The emphasis on implementing work through an »ordered use of the children’s work-en-

terprise« (Arbejdsvirksomhed) and subsequent introduction of activities appear to have enabled 

the possibility of housing both curables and incurables, while also maintaining the rentability of Gl. 

Bakkehus.165 During these years, the scope of activities within the school was widened with the 

inclusion of gymnastics, singing and religion. The importance of practical activities as forms of 

treatment was already highlighted by Harald Selmer in his response to the Philiatric Society’s prize 

question in 1846,166 where he stressed that work, rather than being a universal entity, meant some-

thing different within a folly-institution than within a workhouse (Arbejdshus). Selmer underlined 

that »the demands that each of these institutions have to their workers are entirely different«; if the 

latter was to »condone the performance of the insane« it would »awake the other workers’ jealousy«, 

and the insane (afsindige) would suffer from having the demands towards their performance 

 

161 See APPENDIX 2.1.1. 
162 See APPENDIX 2.1.2. 
163 Cited in N. B. WINGENDER, »..Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..«, p. 208. 
164 “Skrivelser til bestyrelsen og forstanderen okt. 1855 - sep. 1862, nr.244, 15.nov.1859” cited in »..Drivhuset for den 
sygnende Plante!..«, p. 208. 
165 Cf. Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, pp. 66-74. 
166 See §1 for an engagement with the Philiatric Society’s prize question. 
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raised.167 Work was, according to Selmer, an activity that received particular attention due to the 

knowledge it generated with regard to individual differences on the one hand and on the other the 

pecuniary value that resulted from the working activities of individuals, who in all other aspects 

were conceived as a heavy cost to the institution as well as the State. The responsibility for the 

actions of insane individuals had been allocated to their next of kin (Frænde) by law as early as the 

13th century,168 and the scope of this responsibility extended to the next of kin having to pay for 

the expenses pertaining to the treatment of insane individuals. When the next of kin were unable 

to provide the financial aid, however, the State was obliged to step in and provide the necessary 

treatment. The State thus shared the institutional interest in providing a cost-efficient treatment, 

but Selmer hinted at this interest being a hindrance for work to take its appropriate form within 

folly-institutions, where it should merely be a »means« in the treatment.169 At Gl. Bakkehus, the 

combination of active treatment with the structural changes of 1862 enabled an institutional frame-

work for accommodating the upbringing of idiotic children along with the refuge and hospitality 

for »older idiots«, as the institution came to have two different departments and a broad variety of 

options in active forms of treatment.170 In 1870, the building that would eventually become the trial 

department (Forsøgsafdeling) was built,171 and it initially housed 28 »asylists« (14 men and 14 

women) between the age of twelve and 28. By 1880, this number had increased to 16 men between 

the age of ten and 38 and 16 women between the age of 15 and 42. Even within the department 

for upbringing and schooling the age definitions became less lenient when the staff realized how 

differently students reacted to different forms of treatment and schooling.172  
 

 

167 H. SELMER (1846), Almindelige grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning. Som fast Resultat af Videnskab og Erfaring, p. 77. 
168 J. R. HÜBERTZ (1843), Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 28. Also cf. »..Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..«, p. 
17 and E. M. RØNN (1996), De fattige i ånden... Essays om Kultur, Normalitet og Ufornuft, p. 71. 
169 H. SELMER, Almindelige grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning: »I en Arbejdsanstalt er selve Arbejdet Øjemed, i en 
Daareanstalt derimod kun Middel« (p. 77). 
170 “6. årsberetning for 1861-1862, p. 5” cited in »..Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..«: »Anstalten har to Afdelinger; i den 
ene af disse, Opdragelsesafdelingen, søger den at opdrage Idiotiske Børn eller forsaavidt muligt at forbedre deres aandelige 
og legemlige Tilstand; i den anden, Plejeanstalten, aanber den et Tilflugtsted for ældre Idioter«, (p. 42). 
171 See APPENDIX 2.1.3. 
172 Cf. Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, pp. 75-78. 
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FIGURE 2.1. DEVELOPMENT IN THE INSTITUTIONAL CLASSIFICATION173 

 

When Duurloo took on the position as principal for Gl. Bakkehus in 1855, the school for 

deaf and dumb that he had been in charge of was handed to Johan Keller (1834-1884), and within 

this school Keller opened a department for feebleminded children in 1865.174 Keller referred to the 

 

173  The different schematic representations for FIGURE 2.1. are based on the following source material: J. R. 
HÜBERTZ, Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark; Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed; Aandssvageanstalten paa 
Gamle Bakkehus; »..Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..«; J. KELLER (1867), ”Idioten og dens Helbredelighed”; J. KELLER 
(1879), Johan Kellers af Staten autoriserede Abnormanstalter. 
174 ”Skolen for åndssvage børn ved den Kellerske Anstalt”. See APPENDIX 2.1.4. 
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institution as an »abnormal-institution«, the function of which he in 1872 described as the »middle 

link between the normal school and the idiot-institution«.175 Keller initially suggested dividing his 

institution into three parts: One for the morons (Sinker), one for the improper idiots (uegentlige 

idioter) and one for the proper idiots (egentlige idioter).176 In the same year (1867) that Keller stated 

his wish for a tripartite division, Duurloo suggested a division between »idiots in a strict sense« 

(idioter i streng forstand), »Half-idiots« (Halvidioter) and »morons in a wider sense« (Sinker i videre 

forstand), which resembled Keller’s division.177 Nevertheless, whereas Keller to some extent dis-

tinguished between the different classes by the degree of Aandssvaghed like Hübertz did in 1855, 

Duurloo’s division was purely concerned with what the patients could achieve within the institu-

tions (see FIGURE 2.1.). Thus, it could seem as if Duurloo’s experience from having to live up to 

the heritage of Hübertz had led him to a classification based on what could be achieved inside the 

institution, and that this experience resulted in difference classification schemes between the two 

institutions at this specific point in time. This might be the reason why Keller in 1879 suggested a 

reorganization and restructuring of The Kelleric Institutions (De Kellerske Anstalter) to separately 

accommodate the divergent needs for treatment and hospitality between its students and patients. 

Furthermore, Keller’s suggestion for the reorganization of The Kelleric Institutions in 1879 marks 

a commitment to practice depending on law, as the proposal to provide a separately institutional-

ized solution for the incurable feeble-minded relied on state loan as guaranteed by The Law of May 

24th 1879. 178 

Rather than substituting the commitment to curability, the commitment to improvement 

appear to have emerged in a spontaneous manner through the practical dealings with Aandssvaghed 

and been developed in a piecemeal fashion rather than through an abrupt transformation. Through-

out these gradual reactionary adaptations, activity-based work slowly became more apparent in 

connection with the expansion of the institutions. Despite the sustaining unwillingness to admit 

the least capable patients into the institutions, the combination of expansions and activities seem 

to have made it possible for these individuals to be housed, which became necessary as no criteria 

(except for age) proved effective in segregating these individuals in advance. The following para-

 

175 Cf. Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 79. 
176 J. KELLER, ”Idioten og dens Helbredelighed,” pp. 92-93. 
177 »..Drivhuset for den sygnende Plante!..«, p. 46 
178 J. KELLER (1880), Asylet for uhelbredelige Aandssvage ved Kjøbenhavn, »Ved Lov af 24. Maj 1879 tilstodes der Ministeren 
for Kirke- og Undervisningsvæsenet Bemyndigelse til at yde Undertegnede et Statslaan til Oprettelsen af et »Asyl for 
uhelbredelige Aandssvage«, der i høj Grad ere deres Omgivelser til Byrde« (p. 3). 
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graph investigates how the establishment of trial departments could be seen as an adequate re-

sponse to the set of problems concerned with drawing the line between illusionary and realistic 

development and the new insights it enabled by these departments. 

 

 

§5. The advancement of classification enabled by the trial department 
 

Men den Begavelse, som gør, at den aandssvage klarer sig i Livet, er langt fra den intellektuelle Begavelse alene; men det 

er en Sum af Egenskaber, hentede fra snart sagt alle Menneskeorganismens Omraader, de legemlige saavel som de aandelige. 

I denne Henseende gælder ganske de samme Regler for den aandssvage som for den normale. Ligesom det normale Men-

neskes Evne til at bane sig Vej i Livet, til at udfylde en Plads og til at faa Betydning saavel i Familien som i det store 

Samfund afhænger af mange forskellige Egenskaber, saasom et sundt og kraftigt Legeme, uskadte Sanser, en god Forstand, 

en sædelig Karakter, en stærk og sej Vilje parret med Evne til at omgaas Mennesker og vinde Sympati hos Mennesker, 

saaledes vil den aandssvage klare sig desto bedre i Livet, jo mere »begavet« han er i alle disse forskellige Retninger. 

Emil Vilhelm Rolsted, Vore Elevers Begavelse. Foredrag, holdt under  

 det 5. nord. Møde for Abnormsagen i Stockholm (1903), p. 5. 

 

In relation to the fifth Nordic meeting for the Abnormal cause in Stockholm, Rolsted presented 

the results from a survey he had conducted across the Nordic institutions concerned with the 

question: how gifted are our students? Rolsted had developed a thorough scheme that he asked 

each principal to fill out, and these revealed a range of interesting differences between the Danish, 

Swedish and Norwegian institutions. The present paragraph investigates the emerging presence of 

Aandssvaghed in the form of giftedness by first analyzing the development that enabled Rolsted to 

ask his question from the perspective of institutions engaged with Aandssvaghed and how the prob-

lem of upwards segregation emerged (5.1), and second by looking into the comparisons that these 

answers allowed for and the expectations they revealed with regard to the feebleminded individuals 

(5.2). 

5.1. In 1886, a commission was established with the purpose of discussing and creating a 

proposal »for the changes that should be carried out for the internal organization of the institution, 
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as well as the methodological treatment of its students«.179 The commission provided a response 

that aimed specifically at four key points: 1) Definition of the concept of idiocy; 2) Institutional 

definitions of students; 3) Internal segregation of students; 4) The role of the principal. By arriving 

at an agreed upon definition of idiocy, the committee sought »to draw the boundaries for the re-

sponsibility of the institutions for the feebleminded, in order to reject the mad and proper morons 

from this«.180 The well-defined boundaries would make it more clear who should be accepted into 

the institutions and who should be rejected. 

By the second and third points, the commission sought to secure a way that enabled the 

best treatment of the many types of students and patients in the institutions, and this should be 

achieved through well-informed classification and segregation. The goal was to create boundaries 

in accordance with the potential of each individual student:  

Som Maalet for Anstaltens Virksomhed angives Individernes legemlige og aandelige Udvikling indtil Mulighedernes 

Grænse, som Middel hertil Overtagelse af samtlige Hjemmets og Skolens Pligter, hvorhos Nødvendigheden af en gennem-

først Klassifikation stærkt fremhæves, idet der først drages Skel mellem de udviklelige og de uudviklelige (…). De udvik-

lelige gennemgaar først en Forsøgsafdeling, hvorfra de efter Evnernes Art og Grad dirigeres enten til den teoretiske Afdeling 

(»Læseskolen«) eller til den praktiske Afdeling (»Arbejdsskolen«).181 

Consequently, both Gl. Bakkehus and The Kelleric Institutions adapted to the suggested 

principles by having new students placed in trial departments (Forsøgsafdelinger) where they would 

be systematically »tested and receive the first upbringing and teaching«,182 and from there be eval-

uated and placed in either the theoretical department (Den theoretiske Afdeling/Læseskolen) or 

the practical department (Den praktiske Afdeling/Arbejdsskolen).183 This made it possible to more 

accurately identify, define and segregate the students and patients in accordance with their potential 

for development rather than by predefined specific definitions. The adaptation to new principles 

led to further demands and expectations for both institutions, which created the need for further 

expansions and reorganizations if they were to live up to these. The Kelleric Institutions had ac-

quired Karens Minde as asylum in 1880 and Gl. Bakkehus acquired Ebberødgaard for the same 

 

179 »..Drivhuset for den sygnende plante!..«, p. 51. The commission consisted of Priest Ewaldsen, Doctor Petit, Professor 
Duurloo, Doctor I.F. Nielsen, Doctor C. Keller and Headteacher Prytz. 
180 Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, »Denne søger først gennem en Definition af Begrebet Idioti at trække Græn-
serne for Aandssvageanstaltens Omraade, idet den navnlig afviser sindssyge og egentlig Sinker fra dette« (p. 92). 
181 Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 92. 
182 C. KELLER (1890), De Kellerske Aandssvage-Anstalter: »I denne Afdeling indsættes strax enhver Elev, der indkommer 
paa Anstalten, for her at blive prøvet og for her at modtage den første Opdragelse og Undervisning« (p. 18). 
183 See APPENDIX 2.2.1 for an example of the knowledge generated by the trial department at The Kelleric Institu-
tions. 
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purpose in 1890, and these acquisitions made reorganization a realistic possibility. For the individ-

uals incapable of development, the asylums were meant to distinguish between children and adults 

and separate the latter category into initially men and women and from here further separate those 

who were calm, clean and able to work from those who were restless, unclean and unable to work. 

To obtain the desired knowledge, the trial departments were structured in a way that provided a 

general overview of the capabilities of the students in various topics, and these were practically 

identical between the two institutions.184 Though various forms of trial schools were established 

prior to the establishments of both Gl. Bakkehus and The Kelleric Institutions,185 it was not until 

after the reorganization of The Kelleric Institutions in 1886186 and Gl. Bakkehus in 1887187 that the 

trial departments achieved a prevalent importance for the introductory evaluation, and subsequent 

segregation of students, as prescribed by the commission of ’86.188 Comparison, evaluation and 

competition were by no means new aspects in schools and institutions,189 but the level of detail put 

into the school system also reconfigured the parameters that the students could be compared by. 

Here, the trial department was of special relevance and interest, as the much stricter separation of 

unimprovable from the improvable students enabled detailed evaluation and comparison of the 

improvable students with regards to their medical, pedagogical and moral development. Rather 

than being a question of designating someone to the class that they belonged to due to their nature, 

it was a matter of »highest importance for any kind of enterprise that its goals and limits are cor-

rectly and soberly defined«,190 and thus a question of efficient organization (see FIGURE 2.2.). 

 

 

184 Cf. C. KELLER, De Kellerske Aandssvage-Anstalter, p. 19 and Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 113. See also 
APPENDIX 2.2.2 for at comparison of the different forms of physical activities at respectively Gl. Bakkehus and The 
Kelleric Institutions. 
185 Duurloo used it in 1850 while being at The Small School for Deaf and Dumb (Den lille Døvstummeskole) but also 
the early iterations of Gl. Bakkehus saw it introduced as addition to the initial segregation between boys (Drengeklas-
sen), girls (Pigeklassen) and the playgroup class (Legestueafdelingen), cf. A. PRYTZ (1885), Til minde om Professor Johan 
Keller, pp. 4-5; E. PETIT (1888), ”Forandringer i Idiotanstaltens indre Organisation efter forudgaaet Overvejlese af en 
dertil af Bestyrelsen nedsat Kommission,” pp. 8-9. 
186 »..Drivhuset for den sygnende plante!..«, p. 277. 
187 »..Drivhuset for den sygnende plante!..«, p. 382. 
188 Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 92. See APPENDIX 2.2.3 for an overview of the different departments 
at respectively Gl. Bakkehus and The Kelleric Institutions. 
189 Cf. §4, foodnote 45 and Almindelige grundsætninger for Daarevæsnets Indretning, p. 77. 
190 “Aandssvageskolen og dens Metode”, p. 596. 
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FIGURE 2.2. SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THE TRIAL DEPARTMENT  

 

 The committee’s fourth point regarded the principal’s role and stressed that the principal 

had to take both the doctoral and pedagogical expertise equally serious. Most experts within the 

field of Aandssvaghed exclusively belonged to either the medical or the pedagogical practice, and the 

committee dictated that »he should at his side have a pedagogue [or doctor] whose advice and 

opinion he in the cases of teaching [or hygienic or sanitary] is under duty to take into account and 

follow insofar possible«.191 The committee highlighted that in order to achieve satisfactory results, 

institutions depended on both types of authority and knowledge. The effect of the committee’s 

work in this regard can be seen with a change in the management of Gl. Bakkehus, where Duurloo 

was replaced by Rolsted in 1887, whose style of management was more lenient, pragmatic and 

inclusive towards the medicinal approach, and he was installed with the aim of living up to all four 

points that the committee identified as crucial.192 

 A few years prior to the committee’s work, The Kelleric Institutions had secured initial 

economic support from Rejersenske Fund to help a few of their more gifted students, particularly 

those who had gone through the Christian confirmation and were able to undertake an apprentice-

ship in crafts.193 Not only did these efforts mark a new concern for the more gifted students, but 

they also ushered a changing conception of Aandssvaghed where the relation between the individual 

and the outer world was included. The relations between the ability to work and the expectation of 

self-support that began to be articulated enabled new answers to the question of what one could 

hope to become, where answers thus far at most regarded becoming a lesser burden to oneself and 

 

191 Aandssvageanstalten paa Gamle Bakkehus, p. 93 
192 »..Drivhuset for den sygnende plante!..«, p. 54. 
193 The economic support consisted in 200 kr. per year for five years, adding up to a total of 1000 kr. Cf. . KELLER 
(1879), Johan Kellers af Staten autoriserede Abnormanstalter. 
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others. Simultaneously with the emerging expectations for the most gifted students, the classifica-

tion of the students with least potential for development also advanced. The Law of May 24th 1879 

enabled the reorganization of The Kelleric Institutions by providing the needed funding for a new 

separate asylum for incurable feebleminded (Asyl for uhelbredelige Aandssvage).194 The Kelleric 

Institutions used the funds to acquire Karens Minde and use it as asylum, which in turn enabled a 

more focused effort towards those children that were actually improvable (see FIGURE 2.3.). 

 

FIGURE 2.3. THE 1879 REORGANIZATION OF DE KELLERSKE ANSTALTER195  

 

By creating specific facilities for the incurable feebleminded, these individuals no longer 

merely appeared as undocumented, unwanted and disturbing presence within those classrooms 

assigned for the development of the improvable children. Instead, they were given the attention 

that had been required for long and segregated accordingly,196 and this seemingly minor change was 

part of a more substantial shift in perspective; a shift in which there was added further importance 

 

194 The State pledged an annual support of 15000 kr. (for the guaranteed hospitality of 25 patients in the asylum), while 
furthermore lending 110000 kr. to acquire the needed facilities. Cf. J. KELLER, Asylet for uhelbredelige Aandssvage, p. 4. 
195 The schematic representation for FIGURE 2.3. is based on autoriserede Abnormanstalter. 
196 autoriserede Abnormanstalter, pp. 23-25. 
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to the role of confirmation and the possibility of conceiving the students as what they could be-

come, rather than what they could not. Confirmation was, however, not a guarantee for independ-

ence in itself. Of the 21 students that received their confirmation from The Kelleric Institutions in 

1878, nine boys got apprenticeships, two girls became maidens and one girl was transferred directly 

to the work home for deaf and dumb girls, while the remaining returned to the institution, demon-

strating that life beyond the institutions was still an unattainable goal to most. 

Following reorganizations and establishment of trial departments, a concern for a group 

belonging to Aandssvaghed that thus far had received little attention suddenly appeared: the students 

that distinguished themselves as more improvable and with much higher potential than that of their 

peers. These were the morons (Sinkerne). The very same institutions that just a few years before 

lacked an effective way of classifying and separating the unimprovable students had now obtained 

the detailed knowledge that allowed for differentiation among the students with the most perspec-

tive and potential: 

(…) vi ved tillige, at det ikke altid er en lige god Paavirkning, disse vore bedste Elever faa ved Samlivet med laverestaaende 

aandssvage Kammerater, og at det for et Barn, der har Betingelser for at kunne udvikles til at gaa ud i Livet, er om ikke en 

Straf saa dog noget højst uheldigt at skulle gaa hele sit Liv under Mærket »aandssvag«. Derfor, hvis der skabes en Institution 

som Mellemled mellem Aandssvageskolen og Normalskolen, til hvilken vi kunne henvise dem af vore Elever, der give os 

Anledning til at nære sikker Forventning om, at de kunne udvikles til nyttige Samfundsmennesker, vil ingen hilse den med 

større Glæde end vi, der altsaa skulde give dem det bedste, vi har.197 

A separate school for morons was suggested by teacher Marius Damm (1861-1922) in 1898 with 

the purpose of stimulating a specific segment of students: Those overqualified for the theoretical 

departments and held back by the other students; those who could be expected to achieve at least 

some degree of self-sufficiency, yet still underqualified for the normal schools. Whereas Keller in 

1872 had positioned The Kelleric Institutions as the »middle link between the normal school and 

the idiot-institution«, Damm’s suggestion reflected a similar desire for yet another middle-link. 

Moreover, Damm sought to differentiate between similar classifications (morons, proper and im-

proper idiots) but the differentiation now targeted an upwards segregation of the students, while 

Keller was concerned with the downwards segregation. 

5.2. When Rolsted gave his speech titled Our Student’s Giftedness at the fifth Nordic meeting 

for the Abnormal cause in Stockholm, it was intended as a contribution to the discussion about 

 

197 M. DAMM (1898), ”Om Hjælpeskoler for svagt begavede Børn,” p. 428. 
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the potentially best yardstick (Maalestok) for comparing students across the Nordic countries. The 

discussion arose from a question pertaining to the association’s fourth meeting in Copenhagen in 

1898: »whether Norway or Denmark have the most gifted students in their institutions?«198 This 

question proved to be particularly difficult to answer for two reasons. Firstly, the Norwegian 

schools for feebleminded were obliged by law to have the feebleminded children follow the aims 

of the public school and »prepare them for confirmation and teach them for the practical enterprise of life«.199 

Furthermore, the Norwegian law prescribed mandatory school attendance (Skoletvang) for the 

feebleminded, and the institutions were required to dismiss students when it seemed unlikely for 

them to achieve this aim. In Denmark, no mandatory school attendance existed with regard to the 

feebleminded, and there existed no »lower limit« that enabled the institutions to dismiss their stu-

dents.200 There was thus a good reason to expect Danish institutions to have the least gifted stu-

dents, and the comparison between students across institutions would consequently be skewed. 

Secondly, when relying on the experience of experts, »then we are confronted with the peculiar 

phenomenon that Norwegians and Danish, each relying on their own experience, have derived at 

diametrically opposite results«.201 According to Norwegian experts, the Danish students seemed to 

be the most gifted, while the Danish experts in turn thought the Norwegian students to exceed the 

Danish students. Rolsted explained this peculiarity thus: »one knows one’s own students the best, 

and the better one knows the feebleminded, the better one sees his weaknesses, his large limita-

tions«.202 

Rolsted expressed a demand for more generalizable yardsticks opposed to those provided 

by subjective judgements. One possible suggestion was the rate by which students from each insti-

tution obtained the Christian confirmation, but since the Norwegian institutions were required by 

law to lead their student to confirmation and dismiss those who were unfit, these figures would 

presumably be skewed as well. The result from the questionnaire that Rolsted had asked each in-

stitution to fill out confirmed his intuition.203 The results showed that 64% and 53% of students at 

respectively Gl. Bakkehus and The Kelleric Insitutions were judged unfit for obtaining confirma-

 

198 E. V. ROLSTED, Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 2. 
199 Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 2. 
200 Mandatory school attendance for feebleminded individuals came into force in Denmark with the law of 1959. Lov 
nr. 192 af 5. juni 1959 om forsorgen for åndssvage m.v. Cf. G. IVERSEN (1973), En Gang Åndssvag – Altid Åndssvag, p. 
47. 
201 Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 3. 
202 Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 4. 
203 See APPENDIX 2.2.4. for the results. 
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tion; the figures for the Norwegian institutions were 15%, 10% and 11%, for the Swedish institu-

tions the figures were 64% and 35% and in the Finnish institution in Perttula 32% of the students 

were declared unfit for confirmation. Moreover, Johan Keller’s youngest son, also named Johan 

Keller (1866-1930),204 attended the Nordic meeting in his function as pedagogue at The Kelleric 

Institutions, and here he raised concern with specific regard to the confirmation of feebleminded.205 

J. Keller had observed a range of such confirmations and had here found the requirements to be 

rather sloppy, as the priest did all the work while the »the feebleminded confirmands themselves 

were silent, either yawning and looking stupid or dull and indifferent«.206 He found the confirma-

tion to be important among the students, but rarely due to religious reasons. Instead, this joy for 

confirmation regarded the »worldly thoughts and emotions«, »the longing to escape school, the 

prospect of wearing the equipment, the unusual activities with the priest and the church«, and the 

most common reason was due to internal comparison: »when Peter gets to be confirmed, why do 

I not?«207 In short, giving into these considerations was close to blasphemy, which was something 

»one should beware of«,208 and J. Keller’s remarks pushed the notion that there could be other ways 

to accommodate the »worldly thoughts and feelings« of the feebleminded students. 

The most suiting criteria seemed to be the extent to which students were able to take care 

of themselves after leaving the institutions, which Rolsted had included under the heading »Future 

prospects in general«. By this yardstick, however, the difference between the Nordic institutions 

also appeared to be unusually large. In 1899, Johan Keller’s oldest son and heir to The Kelleric 

Institutions, Christian Keller (1858-1934), referred to the research presented at the fourth Nordic 

meeting of 1898, where it was concluded that 27% of the graduates from Swedish institutions were 

self-sufficient; 46.5% of Norwegian feebleminded graduates were self-sufficient; 14% of the grad-

uates at Gl. Bakkehus were self-sufficient; and just 7.5% of the graduates at The Kelleric Institu-

tions were self-sufficient.209 From these results, C. Keller concluded that the difference between 

the Nordic institutions was caused by different abilities of the students. At the fifth Nordic meeting, 

Rolsted’s research also aimed at finding out if the different levels of capabilities had anything to do 

with the different results, and he came to the conclusion: 

 

204 The two Johan Keller’s are distinguished in the references as the younger being referred to as Johan Keller (d.y.) – 
“den yngre” [the younger]. 
205 J. KELLER (d.y.) [1903] (1904), ”Aandssvages Konfirmation”. 
206 J. KELLER (d.y.), ”Aandssvages Konfirmation,” p. 340. 
207 ”Aandssvages Konfirmation,” p. 341. 
208 ”Aandssvages Konfirmation,” p. 342. 
209 C. KELLER (1899), ”Sinken og den Aandssvage. En Grænseregulering,” p, 82. 
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at Eleverne I alle de 4 Lande staar omtrent paa samme Højde, saavel hvad legemlig Sundhed som hvad Intelligens og Sæ-

delighed angaar; men desuagtet er Konfirmationsprocenten 2 a 3 Gange saa stor i Norge, Sverige og Finland som i Danmark; 

og Procenttallet af dem, der helt eller delvis kan sørge for sig selv, er over 3 Gange saa stort i de 3 nævnte Lande som i 

Danmark.210 

The »mystery« that Rolsted’s research had revealed was that no noteworthy difference existed be-

tween the students’ abilities, to which the question why Danish students’ seemed to be worst off 

after graduating still remained. Rolsted further concluded that the future task of the Nordic insti-

tutions would be to segregate the »middle class« that in his scheme was depicted as those who »can 

be outside institutions but unable to be useful« under the heading »Future prospects in general«.211 

In this way the institutions could concentrate on those »truly perfectible feebleminded«.212 

The fifth Nordic meeting thus ushered changing yardsticks for successful caretaking of 

Aandssvaghed, where the need for comparable figures appeared to be of utmost importance. It was 

also the event in which the aim of confirmation was substituted for that of life. The following 

paragraph investigate the new forms of problems and response that occurred with this change in 

relation to the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed. 

 

 

§6. The integrative normative framework of development: contributing to society 
through socialization and accumulation of knowledge 

 

En Betingelse for, at Forestillingen om en væsentlig Lov kan danne sig, er, som vi tidligere have set, at Individet har levet 

sig ind i Tanken om den større Helhed, til hvilken det hører. Dette sker gjennem Opdragelsen, og derfor er Opdragelse ogsaa 

Forudsætning for Selvopdragelse. Mennesket maa ledes, for at kunne lede sig selv. Friheden i Betydning af Evne til Selv-

opdragelse kan kun blive til, hvor denne Betingelse er fyldestgjort. Atter her se vi, hvor nøje den Enkelte er knyttet til det 

Hele; hvad han formaar, er afhængigt af hans Forhold til dette. Det er kun det fuldt udviklede Individ, som kan være frit i 

den Betydning, i hvilken vi her tage dette Ord. 

 Harald Høffding, Om Grundlaget for den humane Ethik (1876), p. 122. 

 

 

210 Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 8. 
211 See APPENDIX 2.2.4. 
212 Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 11. 
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In the previous paragraphs, the relations in which the institutions found themselves with regard to 

the students on one hand and the environment on the other appeared as being constantly re-nego-

tiated due to the occurrence of new problems followed by new technical possibilities to solve these. 

A development could be observed in §4 in the relation between 1) the classification schemes, 2) 

the criteria for classification and 3) the treatment offered to each class, where there initially seemed 

to be a discrepancy between the three due to the classification schemes being foregrounded (see 

FIGURE 2.1.). When the treatment slowly stepped forward as that, which the others were defined in 

relation to, the efficiency by which these three worked in favor of the institutional task of improv-

ing their patients seemed to have increased. In §5 however, the institutions appeared to be pointing 

beyond their own borders and into life: the place that only the »truly perfectible« feebleminded 

could have a chance of entering. The technical instruments that made this pointing-forward into 

the ‘outer world’ possible were developed in relation to the institutions becoming structured ac-

cording to their ‘inner world’. This paragraph applies the experience-analytical dimension of nor-

mative frameworks to articulate how the technical instruments of assessing individual potential that 

was developed within the prescriptive patterns of the institution became useful within the signifi-

cantly broader prescriptive pattern of life itself. 

The relation between life and individual had been vividly debated in Denmark in the pre-

ceding years, as the work on evolution by British intellectuals appeared to the Danes as something 

that required a response. This work of course counted the biological studies by Charles Darwin 

(1809-1872), but between the philosopher Harald Høffding (1843-1931) and the later Nobel lau-

reate in literature Karl Gjellerup (1857-1919), it was the implication for moral theory and the work 

by Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) in particular that called for attention. In 1880, the faculty of phi-

losophy at Copenhagen University posed the following prize question: »What significance does the 

contemporary conception on heredity have for the evaluation of the basic concepts of morality?«213 

In his winning reply, Gjellerup confronted the entire history of moral philosophy with Herbert 

Spencer’s notion of a developmental morality (Udviklingsmoral), which he also referred to as mo-

rality of heritage (Arvelighedsmoral).214 Here, neither the moral philosophy of John Locke215 or 

 

213 Cited in K. GJELLERUP (1881), Arvelighed og Moral. En Undersøgelse: »Hvilken Betydning har den nyere Tids Forestil-
ling om Arvelighed for Vurderingen af Moralens Grundbegreber« (p. I). 
214 K. GJELLERUP, Arvelighed og Moral, »Arvelighedsmoral er et med Udviklingsmoral« (p. 170). 
215 Arvelighed og Moral, p. 29. 
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Immanuel Kant216 stood a chance compared to the developmental moral of Spencer as it appeared 

to transgress the boundary that existed between rationalism and empiricism: 

Det lader sig endvidere forudsee, hvorledes denne Moral vil stille sig overfor det brændende Stridspunkt mellem Intuition-

ister og Empirister. Striden føres her ikke blot om medfødte moralske Ideer, men ogsaa om Tankeformer, og Udviklingslæren 

har givet Intuitionister Ret i, at f. Ex. Rums- og Tidsanskuelsens Anlæg ere medfødte, men paa den anden Side fastholder 

den med Empiristerne (eller Associationisterne), at de ere erhvervede ved ophobede Erfaringer – kun, vel at mærke, ikke det 

enkelte Individ, men hele Slægtens.217 

The developmental morality thus combined the empirical utility-principle with a »total outlook« 

(Totalanskuelse), which proved more dynamic than the Kantian interpretation of history as the 

developmental morality was imbedded in a changing »breed« (Slægt) rather than »tradition and 

upbringing«.218 It maintained the utilitarian maxim that the final aim of morality is the greatest hap-

piness,219 and added »that it could not be otherwise, it is a necessary consequence of the law of 

evolution«, which meant that the moral senses that distinguish pleasure from pain were conceived 

to be a product of the evolutionary process of the breed.220 The developmental morality thus re-

jected the a-priory notion of »the idea of good« and instead connected the value of good with the 

higher level of development: 

Se vi nu hen til Udviklingstheorien, da viser det sig, at vi kalde den relativt mere udviklede Handlemaade god. Thi Udvik-

lingen bestaaer jo i en stedse højere Correspondance mellem Organismen og Omgivelserne, og en stedse fuldkomnere Til-

lempning af Handlemaaden. (…) Det stemmer med denne Betragtning, at Ethiken, hvis Hovedkategori er det Gode og Mod-

sætningen, det Slette, netop har de mest udviklede Handlinger til sit Omraade. (…) Heraf følger da, at det højeste Gode maa 

fremkomme, naar Handlemaaden er udviklet til den fuldkomnest mulige Grad. Udviklingens og Moralens Endemaal falde 

sammen.221 

Hence, good actions were actions that had adapted to the society in which they took place, so that 

the relation between individual and society were one where each side depended on the other for 

the possibility of good actions to take place.222 Whereas the utilitarian morality disregarded duty 

 

216 Arvelighed og Moral, p. 31.  
217 Arvelighed og Moral, p. 173. 
218 Arvelighed og Moral, p. 31. 
219 J. Bentham [1780] (1907), An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation: »By utility is meant that property 
in any object, whereby it tends to produce benefit, advantage, pleasure, good, or happiness (…) or (…) to prevent the 
happening of mischief, pain, evil, or unhappiness to the party whose interest is considered« (p. 12). 
220 Arvelighed og Moral, p. 176. 
221 Arvelighed og Moral, pp. 233-235. 
222 Arvelighed og Moral: »(…) saa maa trods de individuelle Forskjelligheder Samfundets Gennemsnits-Intelligens og 
Moral sætte en Grændse for den Højde, hvortil det enkelte Individ kan svinge sig op« (p. 246). 
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and virtue, the developmental morality took the number of duties to be increasing through the 

process of evolution, and that the action of duty (Pligthandlingen) eventually turned into the inter-

nalized action of virtue (Dydshandlingen) as the breed developed and good acts were conducted 

voluntarily.223  

In 1874, Høffding introduced a range of English intellectual thoughts into Denmark.224 He 

built upon these thoughts in his work on human ethics from 1876, particularly inspired by Spencer’s 

developmental morality.225 Like Gjellerup, Høffding emphasized the novelty with which this moral 

system conceived of the relation between the individual and the whole, and he explicitly pointed 

to the novel form of individualism that the new science of evolutionary biology enabled: 

Den nyere Videnskab som lægger en særegen Vægt paa Forholdet mellem Organismen og dens Tilværelsesvilkaar, har 

derved banet Vejen for en fyldigere Opfattelse af Individualiteten, som man tidligere ofte betragtede som en isoleret Enhed. 

Det er i den Maade, hvorpaa der reageres mod visse Betingelser, at Individualiteten lægger sig for Dagen. Det Individuelle 

er ikke Substans, men Funktion.226 

Conceiving the individual as function rather than substance meant that the developmental morality 

disregarded any notion of an individual existing in and by itself, as it always belonged to a larger 

organism (such as the breed or the society) qua function. The function was itself restricted to the 

larger organism, from which it inherited its positive qualities in the form of »Ethical capital« or 

»inherited moral capital«.227 Høffding referred to the developmental morality as »the sympathy 

moral« (Sympathimoralen), where the notion of sympathy came from the actions being conducted 

spontaneously with regard to the multiple relations that connected an individual to other individu-

als as well as to larger organisms, and the sympathy moral thus also grew in relation to the evolu-

tionary process.  

To the institutions for feebleminded in Denmark, the conception of a developmental mo-

rality ushered a new framework in which the institutions would have to consider both their own 

actions and the actions of their patients in relation to much larger organisms; that of society and 

of life. Besides expanding the scope of responsibility, the normative framework of development 

enabled the incorporation of various existing frameworks into a single framework with regard to 

 

223 Arvelighed og Moral, p. 295. »Voluntarily« is in this sense used synonymously with reflex-like and automated, not to 
be confused with the liberal understanding where voluntarily means free from compulsion. 
224 H. HØFFDING (1874), Den engelske Philosophi i vor Tid. 
225 H. HØFFDING (1876), Om Grundlaget for den humane Ethik. 
226 H. HØFFDING, Om Grundlaget for den humane Ethik, pp. 111-112.  
227 H. HØFFDING (1880), ”Sympathimoralen og Udviklingshypothesen,” pp. 136-137. 
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the conception of improvement, the object of concern, the preventive conduct and the techniques 

used. At the time of the fifth Nordic meeting for the Abnormal cause in Stockholm in 1903 there 

seemed to have been three normative frameworks at play pertaining to respectively the physician, 

the pedagogue and the priest. The normative framework of the physisician consisted in recognizing 

the feebleminded as sick, thereby placing them in opposition to healthy. As the task of curing 

Aandssvaghed from early on appeared to be an impossible task,228 the physician mainly became oc-

cupied with matters pertaining to cleanliness and hygiene. However, when the conception of idiots 

as »children wearing adults bodies« won ground in Denmark,229 the medical viewpoint was high-

lighted as being the only viewpoint able to take this inner mismatch into consideration, and the 

physician seem to have played a continuous part in the practice of diagnosis through the technique 

of medical examination. With regard to prevention, the physician’s function consisted in identifying 

the externalities that might cause Aandssvaghed and prevent individuals from coming into contact 

with particular environments, states of mind (Sindstilstande) and so forth.230 The normative frame-

work of the pedagogue divided individuals into groups of perfectibles (or improvables) and imper-

fectibles (or unimprovables), as only the first group was able to enter this framework, and this made 

children the obvious object of concern. Whereas the normative framework concerned with the sick 

and healthy dealt with a code that to a large extent was binary, the normative framework of per-

fectibility encouraged a gradual course, in which the development of theoretical and practical abil-

ities was measured and compared to the corresponding age group. Though the valorization of 

normalcy here appeared more subtle than in the case of health, normal in the form of average still 

appeared as something the feebleminded were judged in relation to, and Aandssvaghed was specifi-

cally abnormal with regard to development. The task of prevention in the pedagogical framework 

concerned the individuals themselves rather than the effects of externalities (besides removing chil-

dren from bad homes), and the main tasks consisted in preventing the children from ending up at 

the poverty house (Fattighuset) or in jail. The two techniques of discipline and teaching corre-

sponded to these aims, whereas the former regarded correction (Afrettelse) towards decent behav-

ior through punishment and the latter regarded correction towards correct answers to questions. 

While the priest himself played an insignificant part to the institutions, the importance that the 

confirmation played to the feebleminded created a connection to the outer world with its Christian 

 

228 See §4. 
229 See §3. 
230 See §11 for more on the pathological problematization of Aandssvaghed. 
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and civil (borgerlige) values. The confirmation divided individuals into groups of mature and im-

mature and worked by targeting the »worldly thoughts and emotions« of children, thus treating 

morality differently than the pedagogical framework, where morality only appeared problematic 

when order had already been disturbed and boundaries already been crossed. Instead, the worldly 

framework figured as the gateway between the institutional world and the societal world through 

assessing the moral potential of children by the way they answered difficult moral questions and 

specific questions about Christianity. The task of prevention thus took the viewpoint of society in 

this case as these assessments prevented immature individuals from entering the social sphere (see 

FIGURE 2.4.). 

 

FIGURE 2.4. THE NORMATIVE FRAMEWORK OF DEVELOPMENTALITY 

 

With the knowledge accumulation enabled through the schemes developed in the trial de-

partments231 and further advanced by Rolsted,232 these assessments of respectively hygiene, abilities 

and future prospects were all gathered into a single index, making the division of frameworks ob-

solete. Furthermore, the accumulation enabled a new form of preventive conduct that on one hand 

combined the three frameworks and on the other aligned itself with the developmental morality. 

This new form of prevention consisted in »socialization«, of which Sofie Rifbjerg (1886-1981), who 

was a physician at The Kelleric Institution and later became one of the most influential child psy-

chologists in Denmark, described thus: 

 

231 See APPENDIX 2.2.1. 
232 See APPENDIX 2.2.2. 
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Tilbage bliver da »Socialisering«. Herved forstaas først og fremmest en omfattende Opdragelse af alle udviklingsmulige 

Aandssvage, heri indbefattet en Arbejdstræning, som vil gøre det muligt for alle at udnytte de svage Arbejdsmuligheder, de 

maatte have. Men der forstaas ogsaa noget andet og mere. (…) den største Fare for en voksende Aandssvaghed ligger i 

Grænsegruppen, og derfor er det af den største Betydning at have Opmærksomheden henvendt paa den. Først gælder det 

selvfølgelig om at erkende den (…) gennem Fattigvæsenet, Sindssygehospitaler og Fængselsvæsenet [og] faa Oplysning om 

mange af Tilfældene; men da det først og fremmest gælder om at forebygge, er det Skolen, der fremfor andre Institutioner 

vil kunne gøre Nytte ved at finde de Individer, som det gælder om at have Opmærksomheden henvendt paa.233 

Rifbjerg describes the task of socialization as relying on upbringing and accumulation of knowledge 

towards the aim of making the children »a smaller burden for themselves and society«.234 The object 

of concern was not just partial aspects of the child, but rather what Rolsted referred to as giftedness 

(begavelse)235 and what the child psychologist Alfred Lehmann (1858-1921) referred to as »the hu-

man characteristic« (det menneskelige særpræg).236 This emerging normative framework with its 

conception of continuous adaptation, giftedness in relation to the larger organism of the breed and 

prevention through socialization and its reliance on data collection could thus be called Developmen-

tality as it takes development to be both its starting point and the thing that needs to be promoted. 

Within the framework of Developmentality, the three existing matrices of the institutions act in the 

interest of society by generating knowledge about individuals from a young age and preventing the 

feebleminded from, to use the words of Karl-Kristian Steincke, »lowering the average level of in-

telligence and societal order«.237 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

233 S. RIFBJERG (1934), ”To Forslag til forebyggende Børneforsorg,” p. 175. 
234 S. RIFBJERG, ”To Forslag til forebyggende Børneforsorg,” p. 176. 
235 Vore Elevers Begavelse, p. 5. 
236 A. LEHMANN (1913), Den Individuelle Sjælelige Udvikling. Grundtræk af den Pædagogiske Psykologi: »Begavelsen er det 
givne, det medfødte, som Individet ikke formaar at ændre, men hvad der paa dette givne Grundlag kan erhverves af 
Kundskaber og sjælelige Færdigheder er til en vis Grad uafhængigt af Karakterudviklingen. (…) Det bliver saaledes 
Intelligensen, Temperamentet og Karakteren, vi paa en eller anden Maade maa finde Udtryk for, hvis vi vil angive et 
Menneskes Særpræg« (p. 113). 
237 K. K. STEINCKE (1920), Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, Oversigt over og Kritik af den samlede Forsørgelseslovgivning samt Betænk-
ning og motiverede Forslag til en systematisk Nyordning. Bind 1: Almindelig Del, p. 235. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE AGREEABLE  

RELATION TO ONESELF IN KNOWING 

ONE’S DISPOSITION FOR WORK 

§7. The intruding need for redefining the boundaries of Aandssvaghed ∙ §8. The psychotechnical pos-

sibility of leading individuals to normalcy ∙ §9. The practice of constituting oneself through agreeing 

to become what one already was dispositioned for becoming 

 

Spørges der nu: Bør da Grænsen mellem Sinken og den Aandssvage, Sinkeskolen og Aandssvage-Anstalten sættes som 

anført, kan derpaa endnu ikke gives noget afgørende Svar: det maa være Fremtiden forbeholdt at vise (…) hvormange af 

dem, som har løbet hele Sinkeskolens Scala igennem og naaet dens Maal, vil efter kortere eller længere Tids Kamp for den 

frie selvstændige Tilværelse krybe i Ly under Aandssvagevæsenets Organisationer, der ligge. Spørgsmaalets Kærne. 

Christian Keller (1899), ”Sinken og den Aandssvage. En Grænseregulering,” p. 84. 

»Svaret tilhører Fremtiden!« Om 10 Aar tales vi ved igen! Saa gør vi Resultatet af vore Undersøgelser op. Viser det sig, at 

alle, med mindre end 3-Aar Difference – har udviklet sig fra »forsinkede« Børn (Sinker) til normale Samfundsborgere, da 

var Grænselinien altsaa draget rigtigt. 

Christian Keller & Marius Damm (1914), ”Den Aandssvage og Sinken,” p. 262. 

 

In both 1899 and 1914 Christian Keller engaged with Marius Damm on the question of how and 

where to draw the line between the feebleminded (Aandssvage) and the morons (Sinkerne). In both 

instances Keller stated that the only way to verify whether or not the correct line had been drawn 

would be to wait and see for the future results. However, what they should wait for differed sub-

stantially between the two debates. In 1899, Keller remarked that the future would verify the level 

of self-sufficiency (Selvforsørgelse) by revealing the number of moron-school graduates who ended 

up in the hands of the service for feebleminded (Aandssvageforsorgen). In 1914, Keller pointed 

towards the future again, but this time it was to verify the level of normalcy by seeing how many 

of the morons who had become »normal citizens«. In the preceding chapters that mainly covered 

the dealings with Aandssvaghed up until the end of the 19th century, the individual predominantly 
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appeared as shaped by its surroundings in medical institutions aiming at curability238 or pedagogical 

institutions aiming at improvement.239 Around the transition to the 20th century, however, strong 

efforts to articulate Aandssvaghed in relation to subjectivity can be observed, and these efforts led to 

new forms of concern regarding the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed in Denmark.  

This chapter seeks to understand what it entails when the answer to the question of what 

one can become changes from self-sufficient to normal through investigating the practices and 

activities by which one constituted oneself as a normal subject in relation to Aandssvaghed. §7 en-

gages with the question that intruded the Danish care service of Aandssvaghed and particularly The 

Kelleric Institutions in the beginning of the 20th century, of whether or not moral defectiveness 

should be included in the conception of Aandssvaghed. This question was closely linked to the ques-

tion of sterilization, and the paragraph analyses the set of problems about the unnoticed presence 

of Aandssvaghed that Christian Keller’s strong objection to this inclusion was responding to. §8 

seeks to understand the conception of normalcy that emerged in relation to the development of 

psychometrics in Denmark as an adequate response to the problem of including both moral and 

intellectual deficiency in a collective experience of Aandssvaghed. §9 applies the experiential-analytic 

component of the self-pragmatics to articulate how shifts of practice also constituted shifts in con-

ditions for self-relations. This is seen in the movement from relating to one-self on an axis of 

normal/abnormal towards an expanding articulation and experience of normalcy that claims the 

ability to include previously excluded forms of Aandssvaghed. 

 

 

  

 

238 See Chapter 1. 
239 See Chapter 2. 
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§7. The intruding need for redefining the boundaries of Aandssvaghed 

 

Og jeg er tilbøjelig til at tro, at den Dag, det amerikanske Aandssvage-Væsen definerer »Aandssvaghed« omtrent som den 

gamle Verden og dermed viser fra sig de »moralsk-Aandssvage uden Intelligensdefect«, vil hele Asexualisations-Spørgs-

målet falde.  

Christian Keller (1905), ”Aandssvaghed,” p. 107. 

 

After Johan Keller passed away in 1884, the responsibility of administering The Kelleric Institu-

tions was passed on to his son Christian Keller. It would seem as if the principal of the largest 

institution engaged with taking care of Aandssvaghed in Northern Europe would be in a strong po-

sition to make accurate predictions about the future for this particular service. However, the state-

ment above may serve as one of the most inaccurate predictions about the 20th century, as the 

question of »de-sexualization« (Asexualisering) never »fell«. Instead, C. Keller joined Karl Kristian 

Steincke’s commission for sterilization of 1924 where he conveyed the initial suggestion for the 

law on sterilization that came into force in 1929240 and with specific regard to Aandssvaghed in 

1934.241 This paragraph takes the inaccurate prediction by Keller as its point of departure and uses 

his emphatic distinction between intellectual and moral deficiency as a lead to investigate the set of 

problems that his resistance to include moral deficiency could be responding to regarding the un-

noticed presence of Aandssvaghed.  

In 1899, a letter was sent to institutions for feebleminded across Europe, asking about the 

extent to which »de-sexualization« was exercised on the feebleminded, which operational methods 

were used, and so forth.242 According to Christian Keller, the letter was sent by »a highly regarded 

American colleague«, but he received no replies as no such practice existed in European institutions 

for feebleminded. Keller saw this to be a consequence stemming from different conceptions of 

Aandssvaghed in the »new world« (America) compared to the »old world« (Europe). To depict this 

difference Keller translated two articles from the Journal of Psycho-Asthenics written by Dr. Med. 

Martin W. Barr (1860-1938) and Dr. Med. Samuel D. Risley (1845-1920) in 1906. Barr reported 

that 88 feebleminded had ben de-sexualized, and that he considered »desexualization to be a natural 

 

240 Lov nr. 130 af 1. juni 1929. 
241 Lov nr. 171 af 16. maj 1934. Cf. L. KOCH (1996), Racehygiejne i Danmark 1920-1956, pp. 58-60. 
242 C. KELLER (1905), “Aandssvaghed, pp. 105-106.  
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treatment – and prevention – of Aandssvaghed«.243 According to Risley, the provision of asylums and 

schools for the feebleminded had brought no lasting results for bettering these individuals, and 

they should thus be restricted »from being admitted the free choice of action or to freely choose 

occupation«.244 The Americans heavily debated the best action with regard to the »hopeless position 

that the habitual criminal and the feebleminded occupy«,245 and some even went as far as to suggest 

their execution.246 This form of problematization with regards to Aandssvaghed differed substantially 

from the Danish problematization, and according to Keller, the difference stemmed from different 

conceptions. Whereas Barr in 1904247 had defined Aandssvaghed thus: »Feeblemindedness including 

idiocy and imbecility, is defect either mental or moral or both«,248 the European view was: »no 

Aandssvaghed without intellectually deficiency«.249 The problem with Barr’s definition was the inser-

tion of »or moral«, as the intellectual deficiency in a European context was a »conditio sine qua 

non«, and Keller’s disregard of de-sexualization as applicable to feebleminded came down to 

Aandssvaghed being expanded to also include conditions where there was no sign of intellectual 

deficiency. 

Moral deficiency was, however, not a problem that the Danish institutions had not already 

been confronted with. In 1902, Keller reported that the »feebleminded criminal« (Aandssvage for-

bryder) who was acquitted by law due to his Aandssvaghed, ended up at the institution where he 

»appears as feebleminded and exclusively as this«.250 The problem that these »unpredictable fee-

bleminded« posed to the institutions concerned how difficult they were to effectively punish,251 

and this all came down to »the naturel, not the more or less random individual action«.252 The Chief 

Physician at Ebberødgaard, Albert Henriksen Friis (1874-1929) had in an article from 1901 referred 

to these »antisocial idiots« being »mendacious, thievish, often highly sexual with and without per-

version, grubby and highly undisciplined, stray, indifferent to all work«.253 In response to Keller’s 

statements on the feebleminded criminal, Friis showed concern for Keller’s definition hereof, as 

 

243 C. KELLER (1906), ”Den Aandssvages Kønsløsgørelse,” pp. 161-162. 
244 C. KELLER, ”Den Aandssvages Kønsløsgørelse,” p. 163. 
245 ”Den Aandssvages Kønsløsgørelse,” p. 162. 
246 W. D. McKim (1900), Heredity and Human Progress: »The painless extinction of these lives would present no practical 
difficulty« (p. 193), and McKim suggested »a painless death« (p. 195) with reference to carbonic acid gas.  
247 M. W. Barr (1904), Mental Defectives: their history, treatment, and training.  
248 Cited in C. KELLER, “Aandssvaghed,” p. 104. 
249 ”Aandssvaghed,” p. 104. 
250 C. KELLER (1902), “Den aandssvage Forbryder,” p. 211. 
251 C. KELLER, “Den aandssvage Forbryder”: »Den moralske Gjærde, som det er muligt at opstille for de 2 førstnævnte 
Grupper normale Mennesker: det personlige Vagttilsyn, støttet af Trudsel om stræng Straf for Misbrug af Friheden, 
falder til Jorden her, hvor der er Tale om utilregnelige aandssvage« (p. 214). 
252 “Den aandssvage Forbryder,” p. 216. 
253 A. FRIIS (1901), “Om et Par Aandssvagetyper,” pp. 88-90. 
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Keller merely spoke of those with a »criminal disposition« rather than those who had already com-

mitted a crime, and Friis was concerned that any new measures taken in this direction would lead 

to deportation of »all unpleasant patients«.254 In 1907, the younger brother of Christian Keller, the 

pedagogue Johan Keller, raised his concern with regard to the »freedom lovers« or »tramps« that 

attended his school at The Kelleric Institutions.255 These children who »really belonged nowhere« 

had an »uncontrollable urge« (ubetvingelig Drift) to run off and they were impossible to effectively 

punish; as soon as the »urge again appears, they surely show no fear by the thought of punishment, 

and without any worry they flee again«.256 Whipping as corporal punishment seemed to J. Keller to 

be without effect, and applying such means when one knows of the lacking effect just enhanced 

the brutality pertaining to this form of punishment.257 

House officer (Reservelæge) at The Kelleric Institutions, Hother Scharling (1873-1944), 

was one of the strongest proponents of including moral deficiency into the concept of Aandssvaghed, 

and he engaged in multiple debates with Christian Keller on the topic. In 1909, Scharling stressed 

that »the feebleminded condition holds a danger to society«, and that this danger on one hand came 

from »children fathered by feebleminded or degenerated parents almost always become fee-

bleminded« and on the other from »an unrestrained sex drive being characteristic for a significant 

amount of feebleminded, who, when on the loose, recklessly and brutally lends themselves to their 

drive«.258 Here, Scharling used feebleminded »in its widest sense including both intellectually and 

morally deficient individuals«,259 and in 1911 he further stressed that he conceived Aandssvaghed to 

include »all forms of psychic defects (…) regardless of an intellectual deficiency being present or 

not«, and he further added that »it is inconceivable to me, why one should be unable to conceive 

of Aandssvaghed without an intellectual deficiency«.260 Keller replied to this final remark by stating 

that such conception would be a »contradictio in adjecto«, and that it might work as a »thought 

experiment«, but in practice it would be necessary to divide Aandssvaghed into two subcategories: 

 

254 A. FRIIS (1903), “Den andssvage Forbryder,” pp. 52-53. 
255 J. KELLER (d.y.) (1907), “Hvorledes skal man forebygge Vandrelysten hos aandssvage, og hvorledes skal man 
straffe den?”, p. 312.  
256 J. KELLER (d.y.), “Hvorledes skal man forebygge Vandrelysten hos aandssvage,” p. 313. 
257 “Hvorledes skal man forebygge Vandrelysten hos aandssvage,” p. 313.  
258 H. SCHARLING (1909), “Bidrag til Diskussionen om aandssvages Kønsløsgørelse,” p. 188. 
259 H. SCHARLING, “Bidrag til Diskussionen om aandssvages Kønsløsgørelse,” p. 190. 
260 H. SCHARLING (1911), “Om Behandlingen af forbryderiske Børn, med særligt Henblik paa aandssvage, forbryde-
riske Børn,” p. 38. 
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»the weak-minded feebleminded and the weak-moral feebleminded«,261 and ended his reply by ask-

ing: »what would be won thereby?« To Keller, the two forms of deficient individuals had a particular 

poor influence on each other:  

De velbegavede moralske Undermaalere føler sig uvel, dragne nedad ved at tvinges ind i de forstandssvages Flok, og denne 

sidste faar sine mulige moralske Svagheder udviklede ved at slaa Følge med de forbryderiske gode Hoveder, som hurtigt 

indtager Førerstillingen.262 

Keller thus pointed to an issue regarding the problems these two groups caused for each other 

when being grouped together. To further understand this difference between intellectual and moral 

deficiency, the investigation turns to the early and highly influential conceptions of Aandssvaghed 

within French psychiatry from the beginning of the 19th century.263  

In Jean-Étienne Dominique Esquirol’s conception, a distinction appeared between the id-

iot and the imbecile. The idiot he characterized as individuals where »the intellectual and moral 

faculties are almost null«,264 resulting in them seeming »to be machines, set in motion to produce 

invariably the same movements«265 with »no sense of their existence«.266 The imbecile was »nothing 

of themselves« as all their actions needed initiation from external impulses, and Esquirol charac-

terized them as »self-satisfied, (…) deceitful, mischievous, liars, quarrelsome and irascible«, and 

added that »if they work, it is necessary to direct and excite them incessantly, since they are exces-

sively indolent«.267 Despite the seemingly blurred line between the two, Esquirol appeared to point 

towards a distinction between individuals who were nothing of themselves (idiots) and individuals 

who were nothing for themselves (imbeciles); the former being conceived as merely nothing and 

completely without a will, the latter being conceived as something possessing a will, but merely a 

will driven by external impulses and thus never driven by the individual’s own mind. Esquirol thus 

pointed to two ways in which the independent will appeared problematic, where the will in idiocy 

lacked a self that could determine it, and the will in imbecility lacked a self that could control and 

direct it. Esquirol’s student Edouard Séguin, the initial discoverer of the idiot’s curability, disre-

garded the imbecile to be curable since »the same causes which leaves, at the outset of life, the idiot 

 

261 C. KELLER (1911), “Aandssvage uden Forstandsmangel,” p. 83. While the term »weak-minded« have been used in 
Chapter 1 as a translation of Sindssvaghed, the term is re-used in the present chapter in translating Forstandssvaghed as 
opposed to weak-moral. 
262 C. KELLER, “Aandssvage uden Forstandsmangel,” p. 84. 
263 See §2 for more on the Danish efforts to convey this tradition. 
264 J-E.D.Esquirol [1838] (1845), Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 454. 
265 J-E.D.Esquirol, Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 468. 
266 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 452. 
267 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 452. 
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incapable, ignorant and innocent, leaves, later, the imbecile self-confident, half-witted, and ready 

to receive immoral impressions, satisfactory to his intense egotism«.268 That the idiot lacked a will 

was exactly what made him a possible object for Séguin’s moral treatment consisting of socializing 

the will, and this was not the case with the imbecile: »to-day he is an imbecile, to-morrow he may 

be a criminal«.269 

Insofar as the Danish care of Aandssvaghed was built upon the curability of idiocy in the 

form of a treatment Harald Selmer termed »producing«270 with regard to an idiot who possessed 

no will, the issue of including moral deficiency in the concept of Aandssvaghed reappears in a new 

light. Lacking an intellectual deficiency is not merely a lack; it also means that the morally deficient 

possesses a will, and the treatment of moral deficiency regarded a correction (Afrettelse) of the will 

rather than producing a will. In this light, Keller’s objection seems to regard the inability by the 

Danish care of Aandssvaghed to obtain individuals who’s will appear problematic in an entirely dif-

ferent way than what the care service was established to handle. The following paragraph investi-

gates the attempts to articulate conceptions of Aandssvaghed in ways that enabled both depictions 

of the will by looking not to the least capable of the feebleminded, but rather to those who were 

destined to escape its dark shadow: the morons (Sinkerne). 

 

 

§8. The psychotechnical possibility of leading individuals to normalcy  

 

Samfundsmæssigt set er der ingen Tivl om, at man staar sig ved at udvide Aandssvaghedens Begreb, idet Samfundet er bedst 

tjent med at kende sine Undermaalere og yse dem det Værn og Beskyttelse, som de tiltrænger. (Chr. Keller). 

Hans Peter Tulinius Ørum (1925), ”Kan man anvende Intelligensmaaling til  

Erkendelse af Aandssvaghed,” p. 25. 

 

 

268 E. Séguin (1866), Idiocy and its moral treatment by the physiological treatment, p. 69. 
269 E. Séguin, Idiocy and its moral treatment by the physiological treatment, p. 70. 
270 H. SELMER (1851), ”Om Idiotisme og Idiotasyler”: »Hin gaaer ud paa at udvikle de rudimentære Evner saa meget 
som muligt, paa at forvandle et fyrisk Væsen til et intelligent, altsaa paa at bringe det som tidligere kun eksisterede i 
Muligheden til at træde frem i Virkeligheden. (…) Den er (…) altaa mere producerende« (p. 56). 
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In a lecture given by Dr. Med. Hans Peter Tulinius Ørum (1877-1950) in 1924 to The Danish 

Feebleminded-School’s Teacher’s Association, Ørum engaged with the question of how the meas-

urement of intelligence could be used to recognize Aandssvaghed.271 During the past 20 years, efforts 

to develop the measurement of intelligence were made across the institutions for feebleminded, 

especially within The Kelleric Institutions where principal Keller first introduced the test in 1909272 

and physician Bodil M. Hjorth (1873-1968) together with Keller devoted their efforts to introduce 

the international traditions. Ørum started his lecture by noting how difficult it was to define nor-

malcy, to which he concluded: »Normal is only that, which functions according to the intention«.273 

To understand how the measurement of intelligence, or psychotechnics (Psykoteknik) as it became 

known, enabled such understanding of normalcy, the investigation turns to its three main tasks as 

articulated by the psychologist Alfred Lehmann: 1) define the enterprise that preferably should be 

conducted; 2) identify the individuals suited for a particular task; 3) indicate how a given task is 

accomplished appropriately.274 Through investigating how psychotechnics emerged by living up to 

these three main tasks, the paragraph seeks to approximate an understanding of the conception of 

normalcy it enabled in responding adequately to the set of problems concerned with including both 

an uninitiable will and an uncrontrollable will in a collective experience of Aandssvaghed.  

Defining what to measure when measuring intellectual capabilities varied among forms of 

intellectual testing in accordance with the purpose that the measured ability was intended to con-

tribute to. The measurement of intelligence can be traced back to Esquirol, who assessed the degree 

of idiocy by the idiots’ ability to speak and divided them accordingly at the lunatic hospitals at 

Bicêtre and La Saplêtriére in Paris. With the task restricted to speech, Esquirol depicted how freely 

the individual spoke and how large his vocabulary seemed to be.275 These measures sufficed with 

regard to assessing a pathological condition such as idiocy, but if Esquirol had assessed healthy 

individuals by applying the same method he would have found it difficult to distinguish between 

the higher levels of ability. Furthermore, the ability to speak was a rather restricted ability in relation 

to conducting useful enterprise. Another attempt to measure intelligence was made by James 

McKeen Cattell (1860-1944), the first president of the American Psychological Association, who 

coined the term mental test in 1890,276 but his test failed to become popular within the Danish care 

 

271 H. P. T. ØRUM (1925), ”Kan man anvende Intelligensmaaling til Erkendelse af Aandssvaghed,” pp. 24-71. 
272 C. KELLER (1909), ”Nyere Forsøg paa en metodisk Inddeling af Aandssvaghed,” pp. 1-7. 
273 H. P. T. ØRUM, ”Kan man anvende Intelligensmaaling til Erkendelse af Aandssvaghed,” p. 24. 
274 A. LEHMANN (1918), ”Psykoteknik: om størst udbytte af legemligt og aandeligt arbejde,” p. 403. 
275 Mental Maladies: A Treaty on Insanity, p. 470. 
276 J. M. Cattel (1890), “Mental Tests and Measurements,” pp. 373-381. 
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of Aandssvaghed, possibly due to the test’s emphasis on mechanic bodily functions, which he termed 

»psychophysical« functions.277 Instead, it was the intelligence tests developed by French psycholo-

gist Alfred Binet (1857-1911) and physician Theodore Simon (1872-1961) that became highly in-

fluential. In 1896, Binet and French-Russian physiologist Victor Henri (1872-1940) designated ten 

higher »mental functions« (Opérations mentales) that would be of interest to measure through 

tests.278 Binet’s work on testing higher mental functions continued with Simon, and in 1905 they 

published their intelligence test consisting of 30 tasks that would enable the depiction of these 

mental functions.279 This was the test that The Kelleric Institutions worked on translating into 

Danish, and the emphasis on functionality was retained during the translations as it became a matter 

of assessing »reactions«: 

Ved Hjælp af de 30 Intelligensprøver, som udgør det Binet-Simonske System, har disse 2 Undersøgere, som det vil vides, 

opstillet bestemte Reaktioner for det normale Barns Intelligens-Standpunkt. Varierende fra Aar til Aar i Aldersudviklingen, 

fra det 3die til det 13de Aar. Viser nu Prøven, for Eksempel af et 10-Aars Barn, at det kun kan klare Reaktionen for det 

normale 7aarige Barn, at det altsaa i Intelligens er 3 Aar tilbage for sin Alder, da bør det, hævder Binet et Simon, betegnes 

som abnormt, som aandssvagt.280 

The test developed by Binet and Simon was translated into English by the Director of Research at 

the Vineland insitutions for feebleminded Henri H. Goddard (1866-1957), and The Kelleric Insti-

tutions paid close attention to his work. Goddard’s translation was further developed by Lewis 

Terman (1857-1956), who’s revision enabled the expansion of psychotechnics to also enable the 

measurement of highly gifted individuals.281 Where Esquirol’s test seemed to lack applicability with 

regards to higher level of intellectual ability, the emphasis on reactions in Binet’s test made it ap-

plicable to all individuals and enabled the comparison of the individual’s ability to solve problems 

with the normal level of ability according to the age-group one belonged to. The tasks increased in 

difficulty with each age but also in kind, such that the test for six-year-olds included a test on 

 

277 See APPENDIX 3.1.1. for a depiction of the ten tests developed by Cattel. 
278 A. Binet & V. Henri (1896), ”La psychologie Individuelle,” pp. 411-465. Here, Binet and Henri criticized Cattel’s 
physical-sensory approach to testing mental abilities. See APPENDIX 3.1.2. for the ten functions depicted by Binet 
and Henri. 
279 See APPENDIX 3.1.3. for a depiction the 30 test developed by Binet and Simon. 
280 C. KELLER (1910), ”Intelligens-Prøverne,” p. 43. 
281 Cf. L. Terman (1916), The Measurement of Intelligence: An explanation of an complete guide for the use of the Stanford revision 
and extension of The Binet-Simon Intelligent Scale. 
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aesthetic appreciation282 and the test for ten-year-olds included questions designed to depict con-

sideration (Omtanke).283 The test measured the ability to react to challenges, which later became 

known as problem-solving,284 and the challenge pertaining to develop these test lied in defining a 

task where experience would not make a difference to the obtained result, such that the test meas-

ured »the naturel« (Naturellet) of the individual rather than what he or she had learned through 

education.285 

The second objective that the psychotechnical approach should be able to accomplish if it 

was to enable the new form of normalcy was the task of identifying those best suited for certain 

type of enterprise. In introducing the test to the Danish context, Keller highlighted Goddard’s 

successful attempt in applying the test to a large group of people with reference to Goddard work 

of 1911 where he tested 1,547 school children of a smaller town (see FIGURE 3.1).286 Out of the 

1,547 children, 554 matched their physical age, 329 were one year ahead and 312 one year behind, 

which meant that 1,195 of 1,547 found themselves within the range of individuals who could be 

expected to become natural, normal citizens.287 However, Goddard stressed how this became sig-

nificantly more relevant when compared to their distribution within the »year-system« of the 

school,288 as it accentuated the discrepancies between individual’s mental age and their placement 

in the year-system. 

As such, psychotechnics also worked as an instrument for criticizing the established system, 

where it enabled a way of articulating the school systems inability to accommodate the individual 

needs. Furthermore, by applying the test to a large group of individuals with different intellectual 

capabilities Goddard thus expanded the use of an instrument developed by studying the fee-

bleminded.289 Hence, the slow development of these abnormal individuals enabled an efficient and 

accurate evaluation of subjects regardless of their mental state. To use Goddard’s own words, »one 

could be tempted to consider it a fortune that feebleminded children exist«.290 However, the ex-

pansion in the applicability of these tests was not limited to the application on normal children. 

 

282 See APPENDIX 3.1.4. 
283 See APPENDIX 3.1.5. 
284 H. TORPE (1948), Intelligensforskning og intelligensprøver. Kritisk belyst ud fra nyere undersøgelser over tænkningens psykologi. Med 
et tillæg om intelligensundersøgelsernes resultater, p. 133. 
285 C. KELLER, ”Intelligens-Prøverne,” p. 43. 
286 C. KELLER (1911), ”Atter Binets Forstandsprøver,” p. 289. 
287 C. KELLER, ”Atter Binets Forstandsprøver”, pp. 290-291. 
288 By »year-system«, Goddard referred to the regular school-system of dividing students according to age. 
289 Cf. A. Binet & H. Simon [1907] (2011), Mentally Defective Children, p. 3. 
290 H. H. GODDARD (1911a), ”Studiet af normale og abnorme Børn. Foredrag holdt i Bryssel vedr. ’Aandssvageanstal-
ten som særlig gunstigt Hjemsted for videnskabelige Undersøgelser,” p. 2. 
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FIGURE 3.1. GODDARDS EXAMINATION OF THE BINET TEST291 

 

Efforts to apply the tests in identifying the best suited individual for a given task took place in 

regard to both the army292 and the work market.293 Major General Holten Castenschiold (1865-

1950) stressed the short timespan afforded in educating soldiers so that time had to be »used to the 

fullest«, leaving no room for »mistakes when selecting personnel for specific positions«.294 The in-

troduction of intelligence testing in the Danish army afforded a »system of trials that provides 

 

291 H. H. Goddard (1911b), ”Two Thousand Normal Children Measured by the Binet Measuring Scale of Intelli-
gence,” pp. 232-272. 
292 P. BAHNSEN & K. VEDEL-PETERSEN (1929), Beretning om resultatet af Psykotekniske Intelligensprøver i Landstormen. 
293 K. VEDEL-PETERSEN (1924), ”Om anvendelse af Psykoteknik. Forsøg indenfor Københavns Kommune,” pp. 138-
143. 
294 H. CASTENSCHIOLD (1929), ”Fortale” in P. BAHNSEN & K. VEDEL-PETERSEN, Beretning om resultatet af Psykotekniske 
Intelligensprøver i Landstormen pp. 3-5. 
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objective knowledge about the personnel’s intelligence«.295 Such application demonstrated the po-

tential reach for all kinds of enterprise: 

Med pasende Ændringer vil de naturligvis ligesaa vel kunne anvendes til at sikre de forskellige borgerlige Virksomheder 

mod Tilgang af ubrugbare Kræfter, hvorved Samfundet aabenbart lider et dobbelt Tab: det mister de paagældende Individer 

paa Omraader, hvor de kunde gøre Fyldest, og belemres med dem i Stillinger, hvor deres Arbejde er utilfredsstillende.296 

Thus, the identification of suitable individuals created value in two ways: on one hand by preventing 

someone from doing work he or she was unsuited for and on the other by having particular tasks 

done by the best suited individuals. In the light of these contribution it could seem peculiar that 

teacher at The Kelleric Institutions Augusta Fistaine (1866-unknown) expressed her concern that 

»in the evaluation of the intelligence of truly feebleminded it seems to me to be without any signif-

icance«,297 but what she found lacking in these test was exactly what the test developed by Esquirol 

achieved in recognizing idiocy. As the following quote by social economist and statistician Knud 

Vedel-Petersen (1892-1965) shows, this purpose was no longer the guiding principle when testing 

intelligence: 

Man hævder endvidere, at Livet bliver for rubriceret. Hvert Individ bliver vejet og maalt og bliver omsat i Tal og Kolonner. 

Selvbestemmelsesretten bliver indskrænket, der gaar noget tabt af Livets Poesi! Hertil er at svare, at Erhvervsvejledningen 

kun vejleder, den giver Raad, men tager ingen Bestemmelse for den enkelte, dernæst bygger den netop paa det individuelle, 

det forskelligartede, og den hjælper den enkelte til netop at finde sin Plads.298 

What Vedel-Petersen emphasized was the psychotechnical possibility of providing much needed 

guidance and assistance to both teacher, doctor, student and patient by helping the teacher and 

doctor in assessing the student and patient »correctly«, thereby allowing for the student and patient 

to receive an indication of where their »natural place« could and should be. 

With regard to the third main task of psychotechnics, that is to indicate the appropriate 

accomplishment of a task, three aspects in particular evoked attention: the time spent, the energy 

used and the test subject’s perception of the test situation. The role played by time was heavily 

debated among those who worked to introduce the tests in Denmark, as it was unclear how rigor-

ously the timestamps should be applied. As Keller noted: »if it is positive to answer in 20 seconds, 

 

295 H. CASTENSCHIOLD, ”Fortale”. 
296 A. LEHMANN, ”Psykoteknik: om størst udbytte af legemligt og aandeligt arbejde,” p. 401. 
297 A. FISTAINE (1914), ”Binet-Systemet,” p. 85. 
298 K. VEDEL-PETERSEN (1924), ”Om anvendelse af Psykoteknik. Forsøg indenfor Københavns Kommune,” p. 143. 
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is it then negative to answer in 21 seconds?«299 While measuring the speed by which a reaction had 

been performed was important for distinguishing between age-groups and was introduced with 

this exact purpose in mind,300 time-measurement in practice became something the tester could use 

as guidance when in doubt about the test subject’s performance.  

The notion that the task should be completed using the least amount of energy was devel-

oped by Lehmann who referred to »the effectiveness of the machine« (Maskinens Nyttevirkning) 

as an articulation of the proportion of energy used in accomplishing a given task, applicable for 

deciding upon the »economic system of work in different occasions«.301 Lehmann applied the laws 

of energy to the human body, and despite the lacking ability of measuring the effect on mental 

work (Aandeligt arbejde), he was convinced that these laws applied in this instance as well.302 When 

applied to the spiritual life, the law of energy could be used to depict how well an individual was 

suited to a given task according to the amount of energy he used: »the less effort a human feels in 

its work, the less energy it costs for him to achieve a certain result and the more suited he must be 

said to be for the specific enterprise«.303  

That the test subject’s perception of the test situation received attention can be observed 

on multiple occasions. When Keller reviewed the test developed by Italian professor in psychology 

Sante de Sanctis (1862-1935), he remarked Sanctis’ emphasis on not having »the child feeling anx-

ious« and that the child should »perceive the situation as a form of play«.304 The same notion was 

repeated when Keller conveyed Goddard’s review of Binet and Simon’s test, where Goddard 

stressed that »the examination must take place in play so that the child does not feel anxious or 

impressed by the tester’s person, but freely and confidently speaks with him«.305 In turn, this em-

phasis on the child’s perception increased the demands with regard to the tester’s ability in judging 

as well as to his personal ability in facilitating confidentiality and of »having the ability to descend 

to the child’s view and make it perform its best«.306 The tester should furthermore be aware of 

»automatism in the response of the child«, since this would prevent knowledge-generation of the 

child’s ability to react to new circumstances.307  

 

299 C. KELLER (1915), ”Binet’s Forstandsprøver, atter bedømt af sagkyndig Kritiker,” p. 6. 
300 C. KELLER (1910), ”Forstandsprøver,” p. 142. 
301 A. LEHMANN (1905), Om legemeligt og aandeligt Arbejde, pp. 6-7. 
302 A. LEHMANN, Om legemeligt og aandeligt Arbejde, pp. 9-10. 
303 ”Psykoteknik: om størst udbytte af legemligt og aandeligt arbejde,” p. 404. 
304 C. KELLER (1909), ”Nyere Forsøg paa en metodisk Inddeling af Aandssvaghed,” p. 3. 
305 ”Intelligens-Prøverne,” p. 44 
306 C. KELLER (1915), ”Binet’s Forstandsprøver, atter bedømt af sagkyndig Kritiker,” p. 6. 
307 B. M. HJORTH (1913), ”Binets Intelligensprøve i Amerika,” p. 124. 
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 Returning to Ørum’s definition of normalcy as that which functions according to the in-

tention, it now becomes easier to conceive of how this conception emerged in relation to the de-

velopment of psychotechnics. When the measured task appeared in the form of a reaction, the 

measured entity became that of the individual’s mental ability to adapt to the circumstances, which 

is a strictly functional conception of mental abilities. The normal level of adaptation became de-

fined according to the level that was expected of each age group, and these levels were gradually 

changed in the multiple reviews of Binet’s test by, for instance, moving a task one grade upwards 

or one grade downwards. In the end, the expected level of performance correlated with a normal 

distribution, as they were designed in such a way that the number of students fitting in each class 

was equal to the calculated expectations hereof. When the psychotechnical system reached this 

level, the only way to become normal would be to live up to the potential one was measured as being 

capable of achieving, restricted by one’s own natural disposition. The test situation disregarded any 

difference between a lacking will to perform and an uncontrollable will; all were tested according 

to the same standard (their age group), and no group were declared unfit for testing. The only thing 

that could prevent one from becoming normal was one’s interest in becoming so, as Ørum so 

fittingly formulated it: »Deciding for many people’s development is the interests and it seems that 

the interest can unfold forces without any particular giftedness in a single area«.308 Furthermore, as 

the testing was developed by studying the slow development of the feebleminded, the experience 

of being feebleminded could be said to have enabled and constituted the scale of intelligence. De-

spite Keller’s initial opposition to expanding the concept of Aandssvaghed, it now appears clear how 

he could come to be a proponent of expanding the conception of Aandssvaghed without changing 

his mind. Rather than expanding the experience of Aandssvaghed by including moral deficiency to 

an already established conception constituted around a will incapable of willing, it appears to have 

expanded through substituting this will for the interest in establishing one’s potential for what one 

can become. 

The following paragraph applies the experiential dimension of self-pragmatics to further 

understand how the interest as described above worked within the practice of constituting oneself 

as feebleminded. 

 

 

 

308 ”Kan man anvende Intelligensmaaling til Erkendelse af Aandssvaghed,” p. 71. 
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§9. The practice of constituting oneself through agreeing to become what one was 

already dispositioned for becoming 

 

Der er Træer, som slet ikke blomstre eller bære nogen Frugt, men det sker ogsaa saa tidt, at et Træ er ganske fuldt af Blomster, 

og dog bliver der ganske liden Frugt derpaa, som bliver moden og bliver bestandig i alle Storme. Mange Blomster, ja vel de 

fleste, falde af førend der bliver nogen Frugt; mange Frugter falde af, medens de ere ganske smaa, atter mange, naar de ere 

lidt større, og saadan blive de ved efterhaanden at falde af, indtil tilsidst, naar Frugten er moden og skal plukkes af, da er der 

helt faa, som ere blevne siddende og have kunnet trodse al Slags Vejr. 

Marie Kirstine Hansen (1884), Under Korset. Erindringer, fortalte af Marie Kirstine Hansen, p. 23.  

 

With the expanding use of psychotechnics, Goddard’s wish that »humanity in general and science 

in particular could reap great utility by studying these children, their intellectual ability, their moral 

properties and their corporal condition« seemed on the verge of being realized.309 Whereas subjects 

of Aandssvaghed up until this point had mainly been understood in relation to normalcy and thus as 

abnormals, the expansion of intelligence testing challenged and expanded this relation by introduc-

ing new ways of constituting oneself as a spiritual (Aandeligt) subject and hence as a possible sub-

ject of Aandssvaghed. This paragraph investigates what new forms of problems and responses that 

emerged with the practice of performance as constitutive of one’s potential for development. This 

is done by applying the experience-analytic dimension of self-pragmatics to articulate the form of 

relations it enabled one to have to oneself. The paragraph first analyzes the practice of confessing 

one’s thoughts as a preceding form of stating oneself as a subject of Aandssvaghed and then juxta-

positions this analysis with the practice of constituting oneself in the form of revealing one’s natural 

disposition through solving problems designed to reveal one’s intellectual capabilities. 

 When Marie Kirstine Hansen (1862-unknown) arrived at the institution for feebleminded 

in Ribelund, she had already been housed at Middelfart lunatic hospital (Sindssygehospital), Hor-

sens poverty institution (Fattigforsørgelsesanstalt) and the The Kelleric Institutions in Brejning.310 

She was raised within a highly religious Inner mission community called »the Brightest« (de 

Opvakte) or »the Strong« (de Stærke), and Hansen showed doubt in the extent to which religion 

 

309 H. H. GODDARD, ”Studiet af normale og abnorme Børn,” p. 2. 
310 Cf. E. M. RØNN (1996), De fattige i ånden... Essays om Kultur, Normalitet og Ufornuft. En etnologisk undersøgelse af praksis 
inden for dansk åndssvagevæsen og –forsorg ca. 1840-1990. Med eksempelmateriale fra Aandsvageanstalten Ribelund, pp. 243-265. 
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was the primary concern of the community.311 Hansen was sent back to The Kelleric Insitutions 

ten years after her arrival at Ribelund and in relation to the transfer principal at Ribelund, Johannes 

Norrild (1869-1947), sent a letter to Christian Keller with the following description of Hansen: 

Om Marie Kirstine Hansens Tilstand er der egentlig ikke noget nyt at meddele (…). Hun er fremdeles en meget vanskelig 

Person, ualmindelig egenkærlig og lunefuld, tænker i et og alt kun paa sig selv og vil have sin Villie i alt. Bliver hun føjet, 

kan hun være ret rolig og omgængelig og kan endog til saadanne Tider beskæftiges med et Haandarbejde, i Reglen Strikning, 

hvilket hun udfører med stor Færdighed. Hun har skrevet en Masse Breve. (…) Alle indeholder de rystende Beskrivelser af 

hendes elendige Tilstand og Forhold. Der er heller ingen Tvivl om, at hun føler sig netop saa ulykkelig, som hun selv skildrer 

det.312 

In Norrild’s description, Hansen appeared to be the kind of feebleminded individual who »merely 

thinks of herself«, who want everything to be done according to her will. Furthermore, Norrild 

highlighted the multiple letters Hansen wrote, which he considered to be »disturbing descriptions 

of her miserable condition«.313 Norrild thus found Hansen’s writings not to be representative for 

her own misery, but for it to have a representational significance, they had to be considered as a 

way for Hansen to relate to herself. The self-relation that Norrild had to presuppose for the letters 

to be able to communicate the meaning he interpreted was not just any form of self-relating, but 

one in which Hansen, by depicting her own thoughts, constituted herself as a possible subject of 

Aandssvaghed through her spirituality. What was at stake here was not whether Hansen was truly 

miserable or not, but that her letters were given the privileged position of being representational 

of her way of relating to herself through her misery. 

Prior to Hansen starting her institutional “career” she had a short book published within 

the Inner mission society in 1884 titled Under Korset. Erindringer, af Marie Kirsten Hansen, which took 

the form of Hansen’s remembrance with regard to her childhood and her experience with being 

herself. A part of this remembrance concerned her experience of her own giftedness, which she 

described thus: 

Til min timelige Gjerning har jeg altid havt ringe Gaver, og jeg anser det for en særdeles Guds Naade imod mig, at han ikke 

har givet mig de store Gaver, thi jeg vilde jo vistnok have misbrugt dem. Meget sørgede jeg, da jeg var en halv Snes Aar, 

fordi jeg syntes, jeg kunde ikke se, hvordan det skulde gaa mig i Tiden, fordi jeg havde ringere Gaver og Forstand end de 

 

311 M. K. HANSEN, Under Korset: »Jeg kalder det nu et Parti, og før kaldt jeg det et Samfund; jeg tror ogsaa, at de i de 
første ”Opvaktes” Tid var der Alvor i deres Kristendom, men (…) frygter jeg dog for, at de blev estaaende ved Op-
vækkelsen« (p. 4). 
312 Cited in E. M. RØNN, De fattige i ånden..., p. 246. 
313 Hansen wrote several letters throughout her time at Ribelund, but they were never sent as Norrild confiscated them 
all, which further points to him showing a special concern for Hansen’s writings. 
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Fleste, og dengang vilde jeg jo se, førend jeg kunde ”tro”, at Gud kunde og vilde hjælpe mig igjennem: jeg vilde sørge mig 

igjennem Verden og tænkte da: kunde det endda gaa mig nogenlunde timelig Vis, da kunne jeg sagtens blive salig, det 

forekom mig altfor let, men Gud viste mig noget andet.314 

Hansen remembered her concern for the »poor gifts« she was endowed it, and the concern seemed 

to be closely connected to her attention for »worldly« (timelige) matters. In the case cited above, 

her poor gifts showed themselves in the classroom where she »had poor ability to comprehend 

anything in a hurry, so it took too long before [she] could respond« to the teacher’s questions.315 

Hansen enjoyed reading and learning in general, but she found it difficult to »use it in the right 

way«, which she was required to in class,316 and these concerns for worldly matters appeared to take 

a significant position in Hansen’s relating to herself, as she as a young child first sought »the worldly 

to see that it could go [her] well here, to then become blissful«.317 It could thus seem as if Hansen’s 

constitution of her misery initiated from a concern towards worldly matters rather than spiritual 

matters, and that turning to God would be relieve her from her misery. Her turning away from 

worldly matters, however, appeared to enable her to relate to herself in different ways rather than 

to relieve her from her miseries. Hansen described a situation pertaining to her exams, where she 

was given the option to write it at home instead of at school, and she chose to do so despite having 

no ink at home to write the exam-paper with. She therefore brought some of the school’s ink with 

her home, which her father found out about and told her to never do again. Initially she did not 

think much of this, but she »neither did it anymore nor needed any such admonition again« as the 

incident shortly hereafter »woke [her] conscience«.318 This awakening of her conscience was simul-

taneously the opening of new pathways of relating to herself in relation to spiritual matters rather 

than worldly matters. With her conscience awakened, Hansen lived in constant fear of dying and 

every day she told herself that »if you die tonight, you will really wake up in hell«.319 This is not to 

say that she left the concern for worldly matters behind her,320 but rather that her awakened con-

scientiousness made her conceive of herself as an object of God’s attention and someone he was 

 

314 Under Korset, pp. 7-8. 
315 Under Korset, p. 7. 
316 Under Korset, p. 7. 
317 Under Korset, p. 11. 
318 Under Korset, pp. 8-9. 
319 Under Korset, p. 9.  
320 In seeking forgiveness for her sins, Hansen found it insufficient to confess her sins to her parents or to God himself. 
Instead, her sense of guilt concerned »not confessing to him [she] had stolen from« (p. 17), and she described the day 
of her Christian confirmation as a »miserable day« as she was attending scripture as a »disbeliever« (p. 16) who had not 
achieved the right form of forgiveness. 
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watching over. It was also a way for Hansen to appreciate herself, to recognize herself as »in pos-

session of a treasure« and thus of being someone »truly in possession of something worthy of 

God’s attention«.321 This seem to have changed her perception of her poor giftedness; from being 

occupied with »being held a silly fool« (enfoldig Tosse) she became able to conceive of her inability 

as being one of God’s »several trials« where he »wanted [her] humiliated so he again could elevate 

[her]«.322 Instead of being miserable with her poor gifts, she begun to conceive them as an invitation 

to relate to herself in the form of knowing herself as a »condemned and lost sinner«.323 Later in the 

remembrance, Hansen noted that »when [she] became humiliated, the distress led [her] to yell«, and 

throughout the text she pointed to the significant position that humiliation took in her way of 

relating to herself.324 

One of the letters confiscated by Norrild was addressed to »Your Majesty King Christian 

the tenth«, and this particular letter was mentioned by Norrild in his letter to Keller as being rep-

resentative for Hansen’s misery. The purpose of the letter, Hansen described thus: 

Hvad vil jeg med disse Linier? Hvad attraer jeg? Vistnok inderst inde kun dette, at faa Lov til at blive myrdet, dræbt, for at 

jeg ikke selv skulde føle mig beføjet, nødt, til at dræbe mig selv; jo, for jeg kender Verden, der er ikke noget at stille op, – 

den er ikke for et Guds Barn at være i!325 

It is easy to conceive how Norrild could interpret this wish to die as being proof of (and resulting 

from) her miserable condition. In Hansen’s publication, however, she appeared to have been ter-

rified of dying before she became humiliated and particularly of having to fight with her own misery 

as a sinner at the deathbed.326 Her remembrance of a particular confrontation with her father, which 

she describes as one of God’s means of humiliation in making someone despise the world and long 

for heaven,327 puts her willingness to die in a different light. This confrontation occurred as Hansen 

found the strength to leave the Inner mission society, and her father forced a difficult choice upon 

her: either she admitted of being seduced by sinful thoughts or she would have to leave his house.328 

This was an impossible choice in the eyes of Hansen since she was unsure as to whether or not she 

 

321 Under Korset, p. 20. 
322 Under Korset, p. 19. 
323 Under Korset, p. 19. 
324 Under Korset, p. 28. 
325 Cited in De fattige i ånden..., p. 260. 
326 Under Korset, p. 18. 
327 Under Korset, p. 31. 
328 Under Korset, p. 32. 
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actually was seduced, which meant that she would be answering dishonestly either way. She descri-

bed her experience thus: 

Da gik jeg ud i Enrum og faldt paa minde Knæ og raabte til Gud af dybeste Nød: ”Du ser jo, allerkjæreste Gud, og veed, 

hvilken Angst jeg er udi, at jeg ikke kjender din Villie; forlad mig ikke saa aldeles men viis mig din Villie, saa vil jeg gjerne 

gjøre den, hvor svært det end er. Ak, havde det blot ligefrem været Forfølgelse for dit Navns Skyld, saa jeg kun havde Valget 

mellem at lide Matyrdøden eller fornægte dig, da havde jeg vidst, hvad jeg burde gjøre, men her kjender jeg ikke din Vil-

lie.329 

If the choice had been between martyrdom and denying God’s existence, Hansen would easily have 

chosen the former as it would be in compliance with God’s will, but in this case she was not sure 

of God’s will, and she had to choose for herself; she had to follow the will of her own, and she 

chose to leave the Inner mission society behind, only to start of her institutional “career”. 

 Whereas Hansen by relating to her own emotional life constituted herself as a spiritual 

subject and thus as a possible subject of Aandssvaghed, a displacement in the relation between a 

subject’s giftedness and his or her emotional life appeared to take place in the 20th century. The 

psychological portrait of the young boy William, authored by journalist and novelist Rudyard Kip-

ling (1865-1936) and translated into Danish in 1924, provides one example of such displacement.330 

William was part of the boy scout group the Pelican Troops and here he was recognized as »without 

exception, the most useless person (…) of all boy scouts across the entire world«.331 He was inca-

pable of anything requiring »consideration, thought and reason« and he was rendered useless in 

»striking a nail, conveying an order, tying a knot and lighting a fire«.332 William stayed useless until 

the day he became fed-up with the way he was treated, although he was unaware of what was taking 

place, since he: 

(…) var ikke Psykolog. Han var ikke klar over, at Had – indædt Had imod en altfor mærkebehængt og en altfor dydig ældre 

Kammerat – pludselig havde ført ham ind i en ny Verden, akkurat paa samme Maade som (…) Projektilet, der ikke bestaar 

af andet end Metal og forskellige Kemikalier, kun behøver en ganske ringe Paavirkning paa Tændsatsen for at sprede sig ud 

over hele Landskabet, saaledes behøvede hans Tanker kun en Berøring af dette Had for at flamme op og kaste Lys over ikke 

alene hele hans Verden, men ogsaa over hans egen Vej igennem den.333 

 

329 Under Korset, pp. 34-35. 
330 R. KIPLING [1923] (1924), ”Hans Begavelse,” pp. 72-94. 
331 R. KIPLING, ”Hans Begavelse,” p. 72. 
332 ”Hans Begavelse,” p. 72. 
333 ”Hans Begavelse,” pp. 80-81. 
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In Kippling’s portrayal of William’s turnaround, the decisive moment follows from his hatred to-

wards his Scoutmaster. The salient notion in this example is the way in which William’s emotional 

life sparked his giftedness, »casting light upon not just his entire world but also upon his way 

through it«. In Kippling’s tale, William’s hatred led to the awakening of his giftedness in the form 

of an ability to make us of his surroundings and of his ability to adapt. The tale provides a good 

example of the relation between emotion and giftedness that the psychological problematization 

of Aandssvaghed foregrounded. In reviewing the Danish intelligence tests, pedagogue and politician 

Vilhelm Rasmussen (1869-1939) described the child’s giftedness as »its inherited disposition for 

mental work, or as Binet explains it, “the child’s regular mental adaptability to new tasks and conditions that 

life currently sets forth”«.334 The consequence of this definition showed in the interpretation of poor 

test-results, as the results »do not necessarily come from a poor intellect, put could be a result of 

lacking attention or memory or both«.335 Compared to Norrild’s interpretation of Hansen’s misery 

through the way she related to herself when expressing her thoughts in letters, the psychotechnical 

test-situation allowed for new forms of interpretation with regard to the child’s »weak and strong 

sides, just like the child’s way of relating during the test will tell a lot about its temper and charac-

ter«.336 In 1948, leading Danish school psychologist Harald Torpe (1910-1996) engaged in what he 

called a »critical examination« of the research on intelligence, and here he particularly highlighted 

how early research had neglected an aspect that later research conceived to be of utmost im-

portance: 

 accepteringen af opgaven. Hvis fp. [forsøgspersonen] ikke accepterer opgaven, overtager den, gaar ind for at løse den, 

stiller sig som maal at løse den, eller hvordan man vil udtrykke det, sker der overhovedet intet. Det er det, de Lewinske 

undersøgelser lærer os, og det er det, man ikke tidligere har taget hensyn til, eller rettere: man har forudsat, at fp. overtager 

opgaven.337 

Torpe stressed that earlier testing took the test subject’s acceptance of the task for granted, alt-

hough the emphasis on having the children perceive the test situation was already highlighted in 

the early conveyance of international traditions dealing with intelligence testing that underlined the 

importance of the test situation being perceived as a form of play.338 Acceptance of the task was a 

 

334 V. RASMUSSEN (1918), Børnehave-Barnet: Verdensbillede og Begavelse, p. 94. 
335 V. RASMUSSEN, Børnehave-Barnet, p. 104. 
336 M. KIRKELUND & S. RIFBJERG [1943] (1950), Dansk Standardiseret Revision af Binet-Simons Intelligensprøver, p. 6. 
337 H. TORPE (1948), Intelligensforskning og intelligensprøver. Kritisk belyst ud fra nyere undersøgelser over tænkningens psykologi. Med 
et tillæg om intelligensundersøgelsernes resultater, p. 139. 
338 See §8. 
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form of concern that appeared important with specific regard to morons, as their »shiftly changing 

interest« led to difficulties when trying to engage them in work. As Sofie Rifbjerg explains, »com-

pulsion can force them to stay with the first chosen work, but the interest cannot be forced and 

compulsion cannot cure a disturbed mind«, to which she added that a disturbed interest always 

results from wrongful upbringing that »prevent the child from following its impulses and emerging 

interest, which is its natural development«.339 In her work on mentally retarded children, Rifbjerg 

reviewed an »observation scheme« (Iagttagelsesskema) developed by psychologist Martha Mukow 

(1892-1933) as a complementary tool to the intelligence tests. Whereas Christian Keller at the start 

of the 20th century raised concern about the compatibility between the lacking will of the intellectual 

deficient and uncontrollable will of the moral deficient,340 these two entities easily co-existed within 

Mukow’s observational scheme under the heading »The Child’s Psychological Properties«. In 

Rifbjerg’s review, the test person Ole was depicted in terms of his self-awareness (Selvbevidsthed) 

of which he was completely lacking341 and in terms of his self-control (Selvbeherskelse) where he 

was characterized as easily becoming unbalanced and miserable.342 

 Comparing the role played by self-relationality in the case of Marie Kirstine Hansen with 

the new problems that arose with the psychological problematization of Aandssvaghed in general 

and psychotechnics in particular, the conception of the emotional life of individuals appears to 

have been increasingly aware of individual autonomy in the form of self-interest as something that 

needed to be respected. This is not to say that Hansen’s will to die and her asking for permission 

to be murdered would have been respected as »emerging interest« and »natural development« under 

later circumstances. Instead, her willingness would probably have been interpreted as an effort to 

adapt to her circumstances, and her unwillingness to follow the institutional directories at Ribelund 

would probably be interpreted as an unwillingness to accept the task she was confronted with. The 

problem of discipline with regard to moral deficient individuals that intruded The Kelleric Institu-

tions seems to have ushered the increasing autonomy giving to the emotional life of individuals. 

Within the psychological problematization of Aandssvaghed it appears to have led to the articulation 

of ways to respond to managerial difficulties by having uncontrollable individuals investing in 

 

339 S. RIFBJERG (1935), Udviklingshemmede Børn: En Række Psykologiske Karakteristikker, p. 24. 
340 See §7. 
341 S. RIFBJERG (1935), Udviklingshemmede Børn: »Han var et meget tydligt Eksempel paa manglende Selvbevidsthed. 
Han saa ud, som om han helst vilde slette sig selv ud. Han havde ingen Tiltro til sig selv og gav sig ikke i Lag med nogen 
vigtig Opgave« (p. 188). 
342 »Han behøvede meget lidt Modgang for at komme ud af Ligevægt, men listede til dagligt uden om Skærene. Kom 
en Dreng til at støde til ham, eller kom jeg til at udøve blot et ringe Pres paa ham med Hensyn til hans Præstationer, 
følte han sig øjeblikkeligt forfulgt og ulykkelig og var nærmest grædende« (p. 189). 
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themselves and their own interest,343 and particularly in what Emil Vilhelm Rolsted already in 1894 

referred to as their »mental capital« (Aandelige Capital).344 This was something hardly conceivable 

in the case of Marie Kirstine Hansen. 

 

  

 

343 In L. S. Hollingworth [1942] (1977), Children Above 180 IQ (Stanford-Binet): Origin and Development, child psychologist 
Leta Stetter Hollingworth (1886-1939) suggested a »revolving foundation«: »By this is meant a fund from which the 
gifted young could draw at any age the means for their development, with the moral (not legal) obligation to repay 
according to ability to do so, after twenty years, without interest« (p. 306). 
344 E. V. ROLSTED (1884), ”Aandssvageskolen og dens Metode,” p. 597. 
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CHAPTER 4: COMPETITION AS THE 

DYNAMIC RELATION BETWEEN INDI-

VIDUAL AND PUBLIC SPIRIT 

§10. The ambiguity of normalcy in the early 19th century’s promotion of public spirit ∙ §11. The con-

ception of Aandssvaghed in relation to its presence as disease and eminence ∙ §12. The possibility of 

Mind for committing to the unnoticed presence of its weakness to develop 

 

Mange af disse syge er ganske hjælpeløse og vilde gaa til Grunde, hvis Samfundet ikke antog sig dem, og om de fleste andre 

gælder, at de er saa hæmmede i Kampen for Tilværelsen, at de i enhver Konkurrence hurtigt slaas ud og ned. Derfor vil man 

finde dem, der ikke ved gunstige økonomiske Forhold er stillet udenfor al Konkurrence – og det er kun et forsvindende 

Mindretal – i de allerbageste Rækker af Samfundets Arbejdshær, blandt dem, der sidst kommer til og hurtigst sættes ud, som 

under selve Arbejdet hører til de ringeste, de mindst præstationsdygtige.  

August Goll (1934), ”De Arvesyge og Samfundet,” p. 79. 

 

In the course of the early 20th century, a rapid increase can be observed in conceptions of 

Aandssvaghed that emphasized its troubled relation to the work market. Most of these specifically 

pointed to the particular problematic relation between Aandssvaghed and competition, one example 

being Karl Kristian Steincke’s concern for the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed in the competi-

tive work market.345 The introductory statement by Attorney General (Rigsadvokat) August Goll 

(1866-1936) highlights two interesting aspects of this concern. Firstly, the relation between 

Aandssvaghed and competition was not merely something that raised concern for economist and 

individuals occupied with affairs pertaining to the market. It was a matter of concern that dispersed 

into all kinds of fields, one of them being law. Secondly, Goll’s statement shines light upon the 

interconnectivity of this relation; rather than showing concern for individuals who are »placed out-

side all competition«, Goll points to those who are present in »the very rear ranks of society’s 

working army« and who’s work performance are of the lowest degree. This final chapter of the 

historical investigation seeks to understand the relation between Aandssvaghed and competition 

 

345 K. K. STEINCKE (1920), Fremtidens forsørgelsesvæsen, Oversigt over og Kritik af den samlede Forsørgelseslovgivning samt Betænk-
ning og motiverede Forslag til en systematisk Nyordning. Bind 1: Almindelig Del, p. 235. 
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through its appearance as something the former cannot escape being a part of but is also so unfit 

to be partaking in that it necessarily becomes alienated from the competitive work market. 

In order to capture this relation, the present chapter engages with the commitment between 

Aandssvaghed and competition through three paragraphs that in conjunction make up the longest 

time-span of the analysis. §10 engages with the notion of a public spirit as it appeared significant 

in the beginning of the 19th century. The aim is here to understand what set of problems the pro-

motion of a collective spirit was responding to and how it could be seen as a prerequisite for the 

presence of Aandssvaghed to be conceived in relation to a collective workforce. §11 studies the 

changing conception of the interconnectivity between the individual and its environment through-

out the 19th century as something that became known in responding to this set of problems. This 

paragraph traces two different statistical attempts to relate the individual to the public, one exem-

plified by Jens Rasmussen Hübertz’ problematization of Aandssvaghed in the form of a pathology 

and another exemplified through Francis Galton’s problematization of Aandssvaghed in the form of 

eminence. §12 employs the insight provided by the final paragraphs of each of the preceding 

chapters to engage with the focal point of experience that connects a public spirit to work market 

and society in the form of an unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed. 
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§10. The ambiguity of normalcy in the early 19th century’s promotion of public spirit 

 

Hvad er naturligere, end at de, som forstaae hinanden, ogsaa erkiende et vist giensidigt Slægtskab? Den, vi ikke kunne tale 

med, hører næsten kun i Skabning til vore Lige; hans Aand bliver os fremmed; han kan ikke meddele sig os; vi kunne ikke 

dele vore Tanker med ham.  

Laurits Engelstoft (1808), Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen betragtet som det virksomste  

Middel til at fremme Almeenaand og Fædrelandskiærlighed, p. 41. 

 

The notion that a public spirit (Almeenaand)346 was something important to promote began to see 

the light during the final years of the 18th century. In 1785, Christian Henriksen Pram (1756-1821) 

and Knud Lynge Rahbek (1760-1830) founded the journal Minerva as a means to enlighten the 

public and promote the free press in Denmark, and the notion of a public spirit appeared in several 

publications related to morality and enlightenment in general.347 In order to depict the public spirit 

as a prerequisite for the interconnectivity between Aandssvaghed and competition, this paragraph 

seeks to understand what the promotion of public spirit was supposed to solve. The point of de-

parture is the publication on national upbringing (Nationalopdragelse) as the most effective means 

for promoting public spirit authored by historian Laurits Engelstoft (1774-1851). 

To Engelstoft, the task of promoting a public spirit became apparent in relation to an in-

creasing demand for enlightenment and culture within European nations, which brought forth a 

strong emphasis on the importance of youth formation (Ungdommens Dannelse). The task be-

longed to the State and was conceived as a »refinement in the art of governing« (Statskonstens 

forædling).348 According to Engelstoft, Denmark was a highly fragmented nation at the time, with 

each region minding their own business. As a result, the different regions of Denmark considered 

the others as foreign,349 and the State’s task would consist in »transforming the narrow provincial 

 

346 The English term public spirit is used here due to its occurrence in a translation of the German Gemeingeist into 
Almeenaand, cf. C. G. REISLER (1804), Fuldstændig Tydske og Danske Ord-Bog. Med Anviisning til Substantivernes rette Genera 
og Pluralia, 734.  
347 The notion of public spirit featured five times in the years 1797-1798: J. G. MAREZOLL (1797), ”Grundsætninger 
til Tidens Prøvelse,” p. 6; J. G. MAREZOLL (1797), ”Om Sandhedens Ringeagt,” p. 327; K. L. RAHBEK (1797), ”Hi-
storien,” p. 385; A. H. (1798), ”Selvbetragtning og Stof til Eftertanke for andre,” pp. 17-18; S. R. J. BLOCH (1798), 
”Om Forberedelsen til Skoleembeder,” (p. 264). 
348 L. ENGELSTOFT (1808), Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen betragtet som det virksomste Middel til at fremme Almeenaand og 
Fædrelandskiærlighed, p. VII. 
349 L. ENGELSTOFT, Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 43. 
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spirits« into a »public love« (Almeenkiærlighed) that would make every individual of Zealand, Fu-

nen, Jutland, Norway and Iceland consider himself a »member of the same big family, as relatives, 

as brothers, as a fathers children«.350 Besides establishing coherence across different regions, the 

public spirit also created connection between individuals from different social layers, »the ruler and 

the minion, the minister and the farmer; all classes«,351 and the public spirit emphasized talent and 

merits over heritage and privilege.352 Engelstoft looked to other nations for inspiration, and he was 

particularly fond of the British nation that, despite of its prejudice towards other nations, promoted 

a strong sense of patriotism throughout its many regions, which had manifested itself in the English 

language.353 Language was one of three important means in the promotion of public spirit (the 

others being upbringing and history), and Engelstoft specifically pointed to the necessity of making 

Danish a common language that everybody would be able to understand and express themselves 

through.354 Up until then, the task of teaching the youth had belonged to the church and the clerical 

education stressed the need for learning »the dead language« of Latin, leading to Danish being 

neglected.355 Making education a task pertaining to the State’s art of governing would instead make 

Danish the first language across all regions. 

Whereas teaching a common language aimed at de-alienating the regions from each other, 

the task of upbringing more specifically aimed at increasing the cultural level of the nation. The 

upbringing particularly aimed at forming citizens (Borgere) rather than human beings. The differ-

ence between the upbringing of humans and citizens was not large, as »the latter is just like the 

former but eased for the more specific conditions in which humans compose themselves as citizens 

guided towards the purpose of civil society«.356 The promotion of a public spirit through upbringing 

thus reveal two interesting distinctions: human/citizen and humanity/civil society. The first dis-

tinction was something that Engelstoft himself highlighted as potentially controversial, as it could 

be perceived as a way of reducing humans to citizens.357 His answer to this critique was, however, 

that the main difference between human and citizen consisted in the duties expected of each. The 

duty that came with being born a human was of general kind and prescribed individuals to »love 

their brothers«. The duty of being born a citizen in a State prescribed that one should »restrict his 

 

350 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 42. 
351 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 56. 
352 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 287. 
353 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 36. 
354 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 51. 
355 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 52. 
356 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. VIII. 
357 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. XV. 
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enterprise; for in just this way he expands its utility«.358 Such distribution of efforts that connected 

individual action with public good could not be realized within the »humanity perceived as a large 

organization«, and any such effort would lead to »the isolation of man; it would leave him in the 

state of nature where he resembles the animal«.359 The civil society on the other hand »puts him in 

multiple ordered relations in which he must develop«.360 The national upbringing was thus a re-

sponse to the following challenge: »By which means should these amiable connections unfold, how 

to consolidate them, how to normalize them?«361 This particular form of normalization (Almin-

deliggiørelse) consisted in uniting »will and duty« into a »political virtue, which united all in a col-

lective civil mindset« (Borgersind), and as a result, »everybody would follow laws of magistrate by 

their own urge rather than by necessity, of their own inclinations rather than coercion«.362 The 

fusion of will and duty into »benevolence« (Velvillie) was the basis for the reciprocal demand be-

tween State and citizen consisting in »protection and fidelity«.363 

The historical means to promote public spirit more specifically aimed at awakening patri-

otism. Introducing the youth to historical depictions was a means to »imprint the rising genus with 

the principles appropriate for enlightened and patriotic citizens«.364 Following this emphasis on 

patriotism, an immediate question arises: are these individuals already supposed to be patriotic, or 

are they supposed to become patriotic through education? The answer appeared to be both. On 

one hand, »love for the country in which one is born« was »a natural law relying on the normal and 

unalterable design of the human nature«.365 One the other hand, the historical education had to 

»develop and reasonable lead the natural love for the birth country«.366 The individual was thus 

always already supposed to be patriotic, but to an insufficient degree as the education aimed at 

»teaching him to know, realize and feel why he should love the country«, and it should do so by 

leading him towards »modesty, obedience, moderation, austerity, workability and endurance«.367  

 

 

358 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. XIX. 
359 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. XVI. 
360 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. XVI. 
361 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 38. 
362 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 290. 
363 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, pp. 2-3. 
364 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 303. 
365 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 29. 
366 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 31. 
367 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 303. 
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FIGURE 4.1. PROMOTING PUBLIC SPIRIT BY NATIONAL UPBRINGING 

 

National upbringing as part of a refined art of governance thus consisted in turning the dis-

persed individuals into »a united moral person«368 (see FIGURE 4.1.), the realization of which En-

gelstoft described as a happiness of the State in the form of a »public good« (Almeenvel): 

Lykkelig den Stat, hvor denne Aand er herskende! I dens Skiød blomstrer Virksomhed, Eenighed, Sikkerhed; dens Ære er 

uplettet, dens Grundvold varig, fordi alle Kræfter arbeide i virksom harmonie til det samme Maal – Almeenvel.369 

While most mentionings of public spirit prior to Engelstoft’s publication resemble his thoughts, 

an article by Professor of law Mathias Hastrup Bornemann (1776-1840) from 1815 deviates from 

Engelstoft’s publication in particular ways. Whereas Engelstoft emphasized the promotion of pub-

lic spirit on nation-level, Bornemann focused on the »key posts« (Hovedstillinger) that the actual 

promotion of the public good depended on: »the governor, public educator and upbringer« 

(Statsstyrer, Folkedanner og Opdrager).370 Rather than being something supported by public edu-

cation, public spirit for Bornemann was a practice of the self that was grounded on a theory of the 

soul (Sjælelære). Without outlining the particular practices pertaining to the theory of the soul, 

Bornemann depicted it as a self-relation concerned with »knowing oneself, not just as individual 

(as I) but as human«.371 This entailed knowledge of the »properties« of one’s soul (Sjæleegenskaber) 

in the form of »weaknesses and strengths, the restriction of will and ability, its presence as dispo-

sition and power«.372 An individual’s soul-properties was of two kind: insofar as the properties were 

active they were referred to as »powers of the soul«, and when existed as mere capability of acting 

Bornemann referred to them as »abilities of the soul«.373  

 

368 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 61. 
369 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 5. 
370 M. H. BORNEMANN (1815), ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal. En Indledning til Betragtninger over Menneskets 
Sjel,” p. 289. 
371 BORNEMANN, ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 293. 
372 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 289. 
373 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 309-310. 
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For the governor who’s purpose was »the public good«, the task would thus consist in be-

coming acquainted with his own soul-properties and thereby »generate the motivations that make up 

the soul in the public good, make up its noblest parts and most active life, generate the true public 

spirit«.374 The true public spirit would manifest itself in a State that supports its citizens by »deter-

mining« and »expanding the sphere of activity« (Virkekreds) in regard to their »philanthropy« 

(Menneskekærlighed) and »righteousness« (Retskaffenhed) by showing them a purpose and 

»providing possibilities and means to work for humanity«.375 As such, »the public could reach a so 

far unknown and incalculable power and development« if the true public spirit became approxi-

mated as the governor would be able to »deduce from the nature of the powers and abilities those 

laws after which they are destined to work.376 Compared to the natural law of patriotism that ap-

peared throughout Engelstoft description as something someone already was in the form of a ca-

pability for loving one’s country, the natural law of the soul as it appeared with Bornemann seemed 

rather undecided upon. In a different part of Bornemann’s text he described the intention thus: »to 

consider the soul (…) in regard to its existence and those properties in it that are active in few, disposi-

tions in all«.377 While Engelstoft looked for the possible outcome by referring to what the natural 

law was and thereby pointed to what could be achieved through a civil society working in harmony 

towards a common goal, Bornemann referred to the few who already possessed an »expanded 

sphere of activity«, and he thereby inferred that this expansion could be explained from »the nature 

of the powers and abilities« of the soul, which was not yet known. Bornemann distinguished between 

»spirit« (Aand) and »talent« in that the former »arouses our admiration and living compassion«, 

while the latter merely designated »a fine ability to think or fantasize«.378 The spirit that Bornemann 

thus wished to promote was one that had led to achievements already acknowledged as great, and 

the promotion involved increasing the sphere of activity rather than including as many individuals 

in these activities as possible.  

There thus appear to be two different conceptions of »normal« (Almindelig) at play be-

tween Bornemann and Engelstoft; in the former an average that the public spirit should move away 

from, in the latter the process of normalizing a particular mindset. Relating this ambiguity of nor-

malcy to the chapter’s initial quote by Goll, there seems to be some similarities at play with regard 

 

374 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 289-290. 
375 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 292. 
376 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 291. 
377 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 301. 
378 ”Om Sjælelærens Værd og Formaal,” p. 311. 
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to individuals being conceived in relation to an unstable whole. Whereas the dynamics of compe-

tition with Goll seemed to be unavoidable, the dynamics that Engelstoft and Bornemann presented 

was one consisting of the expansion of what was already present. The following paragraph extends 

these insights into an analysis of two different ways of using statistical means to present 

Aandssvaghed as an object of concern, and these two attempts serve as examples for how the ambi-

guity was carried forward into the attempts to understand Aandssvaghed in relation to a collective 

spirit promoted to integrate a dispersed population. 

 

§11. The conception of Aandssvaghed in relation to its presence as disease and emi-
nence 

 

It follows that the human race has a large control over its future forms of activity, — far more than any individual has over 

his own, since the freedom of individuals is narrowly restricted by the cost, in energy, of exercising their wills. (…) Now, 

freedom of the humankind considered as a whole is far greater than this; for it can gradually modify its own nature. 

Francis Galton (1869), Hereditary Genius: An inquiry into its laws and consequences, p. 375. 

 

In the 1840s and 1850s, Jens Rasmussen Hübertz carried out a range of research related to the 

establishment of an independent Danish folly-service and later with special regards to the curability 

of idiocy.379 A large part of his efforts were directed towards collecting information that could 

support a treatment of the disease, and while he failed to win the competition initiated by the 

Philiatric Society in 1842, he was appraised for his efforts in collecting data from international 

traditions as well to its occurrence in Denmark.380 In 1869, Francis Galton (1822-1911) published 

his work on hereditary genius in England,381 and in this work idiocy reappeared through different 

statistical means and in an altered relation to a public spirit compared to what can be observed with 

Hübertz. While Galton mostly was cited in Denmark in relation to hereditary studies and the eu-

genic movement in the beginning of the 20th century,382 the juxtaposition of Hübertz efforts with 

those of Galton provides insight into divergent ways of conceiving Aandssvaghed in relation to the 

 

379 See §1 for Hübertz engagement in the establishment of a Danish folly-service and §2 for his efforts to inform the 
Danish public of the curability of idiocy. 
380 For other examples of statistical research on idiocy, cf. A. F. BERGSØE (1853), Den danske Stats Statistik. Fjerde Bind 
and J. CARLSEN (1891), Statistiske Undersøgelser angaaende Aandssvage i Danmark 1888-1889. 
381 F. Galton (1869), Hereditary Genius: An inquiry into its laws and consequences. 
382 See for instance W. JOHANNSEN (1917), Arvelighed i historisk of experimentel Belysning, p. 272. 
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public and the environment that existed simultaneously. The paragraph analyzes these differences 

by first looking into the Hübertz’ use of statistics as they appear in his attempt to develop a noso-

graphical presentation of idiotism (11.1), and second by investigating how idiocy appeared in 

Galton’s work on hereditary genius (11.2). 

11.1 Hübertz approached idiotism as an endemic disease linked to certain external factors, 

and he reached out to physiologists and priests around the nation for them to gather statistical 

information about the disease as it appeared within medical institutions and society at large.383 The 

appearance of idiotism, its depiction (Skildring), Hübertz described according to three dimensions: 

physiognomy (Physiognomie), spiritual life (Aaandelige Liv) and functionality. Hübertz presented 

an extensive list of what he had learned from his international travels about the causes leading to 

the disease, which he divided into »directing causes«, »individual causes« and »proximate causes« 

(see FIGURE 4.2.). These three classes designated three forms of relations between the bearer of the 

disease and the conditions in which he/she found him-/herself. The directing causes referred to 

the individual’s relation to externalities such as climate, occupation and population, and these rela-

tions were identified by calculating the proportion of idiotism’s occurrence to each of these exter-

nalities. The individual causes referred to the parents of the bearer in regard to their age-difference, 

health and the mother’s mental state during pregnancy among other factors. These relations were 

identified by conducting case-studies of particular idiots and thereby examine their parental condi-

tions. The proximate causes, or »nearest causes«, concerned the causes that stood in the closest 

relation to the bearer. Hübertz referred to five examples of such from international practitioners 

(and one who denied the existence of such causes) where some pointed to the condition of the 

brain, some to that of the blood. Hübertz underlined that no efforts had yet proved successful in 

finding these immediate causes, but that doing would be of outmost importance to the task of 

curing the disease.384 Hübertz was strongly convinced that these »combined causations act accord-

ing to certain laws« in the form of regularities. His efforts in gathering these attempts were thus 

directed towards a future possibility of »dominating the disease«, thereby making it possible to 

»prevent such miserable creatures from being born into the world«. 

 

 

 

383 J. R. HÜBERTZ (1855), Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed, p. 14. The following quotes and desciriptions 
are based on APPENDIX 1. 
384 J. R. HÜBERTZ, Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed, 68. He deemed X.6. to be the best possible answer, 
Professor Demme’s explanation that the disease consisted of »a pathological deviation in the organizing principle«.  
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FIGURE 4.2. THE CAUSES OF IDIOTISM ACCORDING TO HÜBERTZ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hübertz was able to complement his description of the disease with statistical representa-

tion of idiotism’s occurrence already in 1843.385 He collected data on the occurrence of idiotism 

according to geography and gender and presented them in tables.386 With these tables in hand, 

Hübertz was able to point to specific areas in which the disease occurred more frequently, which 

gave an invitation to study the topographical conditions within these areas and compare them to 

the ones where idiotism occurred less frequently (see FIGURE 4.3.). When Hübertz published his 

research on the curability of idiotism in 1855,387 his statistical work was directed strictly towards 

idiotism. This presentation featured comparison according to age groups, which was absent from 

the publication of 1843. Furthermore, these new data points made a couple of interesting differ-

ences between idiotism and insanity visible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

385 J. R. HÜBERTZ (1843), Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, pp. 32-52. 
386 See APPENDIX 4.1. 
387 Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed. 
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FIGURE 4.3. VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF SHIFTS IN HÜBERTZ’ COUNTING 1841-47 

 

 

 

While both insanity and idiotism began to show themselves around age five and up, the share of 

insanity rapidly increased among citizens age 95+, whereas people suffering from idiotism would 

all be dead before the age of 85.388 Furthermore, these figures pointed to idiotism being relatively 

more frequent among men in all age groups, except among individuals age 50-55. These insights 

made new measures toward treatment and prevention possible as they provided information about 

when and who to direct one’s attention towards, thus enabling a more precise designation of effort. 

Between the counting of 1841 and 1847, an increase in detected cases of idiotism is observable 

within Hübertz figures. In the counting of 1841, he found there to be 1,141 cases of idiotism (607 

 

388 See APPENDIX 4.2.3. 
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men and 534 women) and 1,257 cases of insanity (588 men and 669 women).389 In a population of 

1,316,485 citizens, idiotism and insanity accounted for respectively 0.09% and 0.10% of the total 

population. The counting of 1847 showed there to be 1,995 cases of idiotism (1,066 men and 929 

women), which in a population of 1,375,862 citizens accounted for 0.15%.390 While Hübertz rec-

ognized the uncertainty involved with such research, where unclear criteria lead to large variances 

in categorization among regions, his results nevertheless pointed to idiotism being a growing prob-

lem within Denmark (+75% in absolute figures and +61% in relative figures).391 

11.2. Whereas Hübertz’ work specifically targeted idiotism, the appearance of idiocy in the 

work of Francis Galton seems much more circumstantial by comparison. When Francis Galton in 

1869 published Hereditary Genius, he was in his mid-thirties and had just started working on the 

subject a few years beforehand.392 Up until then, he had been occupied with travels to Africa and 

developing statistical tools for the many sailors who depended on accurate weather forecast to 

complete these travels, and each activity played a significant role to Galton’s take on measuring 

giftedness. The travels made Galton acquainted with African cultures, and his writings hereof are 

fine examples of the English »prejudice towards other countries« that Engelstoft already in 1808 

addressed and distanced himself from.393 In a letter addressed to the editor of The Times from 1861, 

Galton noted that he did not believe »that the average negro cares for his liberty as much as an 

Englishman«, and with regard to his position on slavery, he believed that when an African  

is taught self-respect, and is made into a nobler man than he could have become if left in his village, and if the individual is 

trained into a useful member of an industrious class, there can be no just complaint of tyranny.394  

Galton believed that some quality related to self-respect and usefulness distinguished Englishmen 

from Africans, which manifested itself in a care for liberty. When he wrote his first piece on gift-

edness in 1865, he did not use this specific term but instead used the terms character and talent, 

which he described thus: »the terms talent and character are exhaustive: they include the whole of 

man’s spiritual nature so far as we are able to understand it«.395 What this spiritual nature precisely 

 

389 J. R. HÜBERTZ, Om Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, p. 33. 
390 Svagsindighed eller Idiotisme og dens Helbredelighed, p. 15. 
391 Hübertz generally seemed challenged when it came to predict the future increase of insanity and idiotism. This was 
an issue with regard to budgeting the cost of institutions. In 1843 he estimated a yearly increase of 140 cases, but the 
estimate was pointed out by the Philiatric Society as stemming from »somewhat uncertain calculations« (cf. Om 
Daarevæsenets Indretning i Danmark, pp. 158-159). 
392 F. Galton (1865), ”Hereditary Talent and Character: Part I”.  
393 Tanker om Nationalopdragelsen, p. 36. 
394 F. Galton (1861), ”Negroes and the slave trade”. 
395 F. Galton (1865), ”Hereditary Talent and Character: Part II,” p. 322.  
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consisted of with Galton is difficult to pinpoint, but in 1865 he explained the meaning thus: »A 

man must inherit good health, a love of mental work, a strong purpose, and considerable ambition, 

in order to achieve successes of the high order we are speaking«.396 Following this description by 

Galton, the intelligible nature of spirit merely consist of that, which is required to achieve great 

success, and in 1869 he gave it the name »eminence«, which he estimated »250 persons per million« 

being capable of becoming. Galton used the criteria of reputation and natural gift to identify indi-

viduals capable of eminence, but the latter criteria was to a large extent defined by the former.397 

That eminence first and foremost was defined by its frequency within a population reflects 

the statistical influence in Galton’s work. Throughout his attempts to develop a useful meteorology, 

Galton became acquainted with the use of statistical tools for making predictions, and in the work 

of Belgian astronomist and statistician Adolphe Quetelet (1796-1874) he found a great inspiration 

in »the law of deviation from an average«, which he initially stumbled upon during his work per-

taining to geology.398 Galton referred to Quetelet’s use of the law when predicting the distribution 

of hights within a population, and the law’s function he described thus: 

It shows that the number per million whose heights range between 71 and 72 inches (or between any other limits we please 

to name) can be predicted from the previous datum of the average, and of any one other fact, such as that of 100 per million 

exceeding seventy-eight inches.399 

Thus, the law of deviation from an average allowed for making predictions as long as one possessed 

knowledge of the existing average and the distribution of proportions. Following the example with 

average heights, Galton provided a diagram to show the predictive ability.400 In this case, the dots 

on the diagram in this case represented different heights (as if a group of people was standing up 

against the same wall, each having their height marked with a dot). Now, if 100 dots were counted 

from above and downwards to draw a horizontal line, this line would be drawn at 78 inches, and 

with knowing just this line and the average line, one would be able to reproduce the entire system 

of dots »with extraordinary closeness«. As long as the variable conditions of each event (in this case 

 

396 F. Galton, ”Hereditary Talent and Character: Part II,” p. 318. 
397 F. Galton, Hereditary Genius: »By reputation, I mean the opinion of contemporaries, revised by posterity (…); but I 
speak (…) of a man to whom the world deliberately acknowledges itself largely indebted« (p. 37). 
398 Hereditary Genius, p. 26. Ian Hacking has thoroughly elaborated on the statistical connection between Galton and 
Quetelet in The Taming of Chance (1990). 
399 Hereditary Genius, p. 27. 
400 See APPENDIX 4.3.1. 
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heights) were of the same kind (in this case being born within the same race), the law of deviance 

from an average provided great powers of predictability.401 

That quantifiable measures such as height was subject to statistical laws (and autonomous 

laws it should be noted) is one thing. What then about »man’s spiritual nature as far as we are able 

to understand it«; the mental quality of eminence? This was exactly the problem Galton’s work of 

1869 addressed, and this point of departure was the exact opposite of Hübertz’. Whereas Hübertz 

tried to understand a disease he deemed endemic, tried to understand its causes and thereby derive 

at a law, Galton worked the other way around. He already knew the law and he was interested in 

proving that the law applied to eminence, not how the occurrence of eminence was subjected to a 

set of natural laws. To prove that eminence (merely understood as the mental quality possessed by 

one who achieves eminence) was subject to the law, Galton turned to the grade marks received at 

examinations from the Royal Military College of Sandhurst.402 Here he used the »average ability of 

the candidates«, which he conceived to be somewhere around 3,000 points and in combination 

with the fact that no candidate received more that 6,500 points he was able to use Quetelet’s num-

bers to make a prediction and compare this to the actual distribution of ability, understood solely 

through the achieved grade. The difference between fact and theory, between reality and his pre-

diction hereof, Galton explained as being due to the individuals who did not venture to compete 

or were plucked as they thus skewed the distribution. However, this did not stop him from declar-

ing the experiment a success, and he went on to use these proportions in calculating the different 

proportions for the country as a whole, which he divided into 16 different classes.403 While Galton 

did not coin the term Normal Curve until twenty years later, he had now collected the data points 

needed to create such visual representation (see FIGURE 4.4.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

401 Galton explain the working of the predictive ability thus: »Wherever there is a large number of similar event, each 
due to the resultant influences of the same variable conditions, two effects will follow: First, the average value of those 
events will be constant; and, secondly, the deviation of the several events from the average, will be governed by this 
law« (pp. 28-29). 
402 See APPENDIX 4.3.2. 
403 See APPENDIX 4.3.3. 
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FIGURE 4.4. GALTON’S INITIAL TABLE ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL ABILITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What Galton thus achieved was to create a distribution of eminence in a given population according 

to how eminence was perceived within that population having similar conditions, making the dis-

tinction between nature and nurture redundant. Galton was merely interested in the far-right side 

of the curve,404 but to truly show that »there is a continuity of natural ability reaching from one 

knows not what height, and descending to one can hardly say what depth«,405 Galton had to address 

the far-left side of the curve as well. To give these latter classes identity, he relied on the work of 

»Dr. Séguin, a great French authority on these matters«, in prescribing idiots and imbecils to the 

lowest classes, »and so proceeding through successive grades, we gradually ascend to mediocrity«.406 

Comparing Hübertz’ efforts with regard to idiotism with the seemingly accidental appear-

ance of the idiot in Galton’s scale of eminence, two models for the presence of Aandssvaghed in 

relation to normalcy emerges. Hübertz’ model presented Aandssvaghed in the form of a disease; as 

a deviation from normalcy in the form of a valorized state of health. Treating the condition thus 

meant to bring it towards normalcy (health), while preventing the condition consisted of identifying 

the endemic causes (directing, individual and proximal) and isolating individuals from these. On 

the other hand, there is Galton’s model in which Aandssvaghed was presented on the lower end of 

a continuous scale where normalcy was the midpoint representing mediocrity. The lower end of 

 

404 Hereditary Genius: »I have not cared to occupy myself much with people whose gifts are below the average, but they 
would be an interesting study« (p. 25). 
405 Hereditary Genius, p. 26. 
406 Hereditary Genius, p. 25. 

Note: All data points correspond to APPENDIX 4.3.3 
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the scale deviated just as much from normalcy as the higher end, and what united the entire spec-

trum was a shared condition of belonging to the same race. The task of prevention that emerge 

from this model was one that does not target Aandssvaghed specifically, as it merely appeared in the 

form of a constant proportion to an average spirit. Instead, the task consisted in raising the absolute 

level of the average spirit, by which the absolute ability of the proportions would follow since they 

all stood in a constant relation to the average.407 Whereas the Hübertz’ model led to questions 

regarding the differences between environments, parents and individuals and thus took these dif-

ferences as its point of departure, the Galton’s model took cohesion at its starting point and from 

there endeavors to produce differences and diversity. 

The following paragraph inquiries into how these two models as structures of commitment 

was able to co-exist around commitments to an unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed rather than 

being mutually exclusive. 
 

 

§12. The possibility of Mind for committing to an unnoticed presence of its weakness 

to develop  

 

Det sociale Menneske har ikke naaet den Harmoni mellem Konstitution og Livsvilkaar, som er Udviklingens Maal, saa 

længe der er Rum tilbage for Udviklingen af Evner, hvis Anvendelse kan medføre Velgjerninger for andre og højere Til-

fredsstillelse for ham selv. Samlivet med andre sætter ikke blot Grænser for den enkeltes Virksomhed, men aabner ogsaa 

nye Virksomhedssfærer, inden for hvilke han ved at forøge andres Velfærd tillige kan udvikle sig selv. 

Harald Høffding (1880), ”Sympathimoralen og Udviklingshypothesen,” p. 134. 

 

 

Whereas the two models of conceiving the individual in relation to a whole described in §11 

appeared without any apparent relation to each other, their conjunction can to some extent be 

observed within the introductory quote to this chapter by August Goll. Here, Goll outlined the 

difficult relation between Aandssvaghed and competition by referring to the same group of people 

 

407 When Galton in 1904 launched his eugenic project before the Sociological Society in England, he described it thus: 
»The aim of eugenics is to bring as many influences as can be reasonably employed, to cause the useful classes in 
community to contribute more than their proportion to the next generation«. Cf. F. Galton (1904), “Eugenics: Its 
definition, scope and aims,” p. 45. 
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as both »sick and helpless« and »the very rear ranks of society’s working army«.408 The former ap-

pear to describe a pathological presence of Aandssvaghed, the latter to a presence of Aandssvaghed as 

part of a collective workforce. While competition leads to a vulnerable state for the pathological 

presence in that they would »perish if society did not take of them«, these individuals appear to 

always be also present as part of a workforce where the danger of becoming »the waste of society« 

in turn leaves society. This paragraph seeks to enable an articulation of this seemingly complicated 

double-binding relationality that allow for engaging with it in the form of both commitment and 

obligation to the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed on the competitive work market. To accom-

plish this, the analysis draws on the insights presented in the final paragraph of each of the three 

preceding chapters to understand how the presence of Aandssvaghed in the form of pathology and 

workforce can possibly co-exist in the fields of interchange between respectively the rules of true 

and false in relation to interrogation (§3), the inclusive normative framework of Developmentality 

(§6) and the relation to one self in which one strives to develop into what one was dispositioned 

for becoming (§9). By studying the fields where these three dimensions interchange, the thesis 

aims at approximating an understanding of the conditions allowing Mind (Aand) to commit to its 

own counterpart as a problematic an unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed. More specifically, this 

analysis seek to outline the way in which such commitments and obligation can exist in relation to 

the identified elements of respectively accountability and accumulation of knowledge (12.1), in-

dependence and interest (12.2) and acceptance of the task and socialization (12.3) that together 

make up the problematic experience of Mind in committing to an unnoticed presence of its weak-

ness to develop (see FIGURE 4.5.).  

 12.1. In Daniel Friedrich Eschricht’s deciphering of Kaspar Hauser’s mysterious tale as-

sessing the accountability of individuals of Aandssvaghed proved both important due to the risk of 

these individuals becoming dangerous while seeming innocent as well as difficult due to the hidden 

nature of Aandssvaghed, with to Eschricht called for a medical viewpoint.409 In combination with the 

strong efforts of accumulating knowledge about the capabilities of individuals pertaining to the 

normative framework of Developmentality, 410  a field is outlined where commitments to 

Aandssvaghed can exist in relation to two questions that conjunctly delimits the scope and kind of 

these commitments. The first question is: what can One know in relation to what One does? The 

 

408 A. GOLL (1934), ”De Arvesyge og Samfundet,” p. 79. 
409 See. §3. 
410 See §6. 
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inquiry of the thesis identified efforts to measure the capabilities of students and patients in per-

forming the various activities inherent to the treatment aiming at improving them within, and with 

the establishment of trial departments these efforts were systematically conducted as new students 

and patients arrived.411 

 

FIGURE 4.5. THE PROBLEMATIC EXPERIENCE OF MIND IN COMMITTING  
TO AN UNNOTICED PRESENCE OF ITS WEAKNESS TO DEVELOP  

 
 

However, a shift appeared to gradually take place, where the activities that individual’s capabilities 

were measured in relation to came to be those important for the life outside the institutions. Such a 

shift opens the scope of responsibility to the organizations engaged in care provision as it requires 

them to be attentive towards what such a life requires in terms of individual capabilities. In turn, 

the comparability that such measurements allow for also expands in relation to this shift, as these 

measurements become just as important to normal people as to those suffering from Aandssvaghed. 

Consequentially, the presence of Aandssvaghed that these measurements allow for also shifts towards 

an appearance that differs from normalcy in scale rather than in kind, where feebleminded individ-

uals become part of workforce through the assessment of capabilities being developed according 

to the study of feebleminded individuals. The second question is: what should One do in relation 

 

411 See §5. 
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to what One can know? This is where the rules of veridiction pertaining to the interrogation of 

feebleminded pose a possible challenge to the knowledge accumulation and measurement of capa-

bilities since these individuals demand special attention due to difficulty in distinguishing between 

someone who is actually innocent and someone who is seemingly innocent. As such, committing 

oneself to integrate feebleminded individuals into the society as worthy contributors becomes a 

question of determining who to direct one’s attention to in order to make sure that the effort to 

integrate are directed towards those who actually have a chance of becoming worthy contributors 

of rather than those seemingly capable of becoming so.  

12.2. Besides the challenges pertaining to accountability, Eschricht also raised concern 

about assessing the independence in relation to Aandssvaghed, as feebleminded individuals on one 

hand appeared to lack the maturity appropriate to their life age and on the other hand were en-

dowed with enhanced abilities to sense the intention and interest of others. In combination with 

the emerging concern for the emotional life of individuals in the form of their interest that followed 

from the psychological problematization of Aandssvaghed and particularly the psychotechnical 

means of measurement,412 a field that frames possible commitment to Aandssvaghed appears in re-

lation to two questions that connects what one can become with what one know. The first question 

is: what can One know in relation to what One can become? In the case of the moron, the answer 

to the question of what one can become underwent a shift from becoming self-sufficient towards 

becoming normal and this shifts also entails a shift in the required knowledge to become so. Be-

coming self-sufficient relies on possessing practical skills needed for individuals to obtain and main-

tain a job that secures them an income, thus making them independent to the extent that they avoid 

being a financial burden to the society that is obliged to take care of them. In relation to the use of 

psychotechnical assessments, new forms of capabilities became possible objects of evaluation, such 

as the assessment of self-awareness and self-control. These two forms of relation-to-self allows for 

assessing individual’s potential for becoming normal, where normalcy in turn becomes reliant on 

the ability to relate to oneself as one objectively is.413 The problem related to independency thus in-

volves a independence from one’s awareness of oneself rather from following the interest of others, 

and as such points to a commitment that targets the inclusion of individual’s awareness in order to 

align it with the external point of view. The second question is: what can One become in relation 

to what One knows? This question regards the commitments engaged in by individuals themselves 

 

412 See §8 and §9. 
413 This is seen in §9 with the case of the test-person Ole. 
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to direct their efforts towards becoming something, and here the shift towards normalcy further 

appears to involve a widening in the range of possible answers. Whereas the emphasis on self-

sufficiency merely strives towards employability as such, the psychometrical problematization ena-

bled far more detailed concerns into the kind of employment one could reach for. Moreover, this 

also entails questions of what one cannot become following the psychotechnical advancements. 

The positive influence that the individual’s advancement has on society thus also changes, as the 

mere employment frees individuals from being an economic burden, while the placement of some-

one according to the ability further allows for posing questions pertaining to how much they are able 

to contribute. 

12.3. In relation to the increasing focus on the emotional life of the individual, a particular 

concern for individuals’ acceptance of tasks followed in close approximation, as it became a crucial 

condition for assigning someone to the place in which they would most effectively develop into 

what they could become. In combination with the preventive effort of socialization that worked 

by being particularly attentive towards individuals who could potentially become either a threat or 

a great contributor, a field for engaging in commitments to Aandssvaghed is outlined around two 

questions, the first being: What should One do in relation to what One can become? The im-

portance of accepting the task appear to be a possible object of concern in relation to this question, 

as it appears particular important to measure individual’s ability for performing specific tasks. How-

ever, if the task of socialization also aims at assessing and identifying the individuals who could 

potentially be of danger to society, the acceptance of task may hide any notion of individual’s ability 

to control themselves. The second question is: what can One become in relation to what One 

should do? Here, the perspective changes from that of the preventive effort towards those who 

are objects of socialization, and it appears relevant to ask oneself of the consequences that follows 

from not accepting the task. These two questions hints at the relation between the acceptance of 

tasks and efforts to socialize being a challenge to both party of the commitment, as the efforts to 

make someone accept a given task pertains to a very specific notion of the individual will that 

disregards any effort of following one’s own will, but the ability to act according to one’s own will 

appear as an important part of becoming socialized. Yet, as the unwillingness to accept the task 

could be interpret as an effort to disturb order, the extent to which individuals accept a task also 

functions as a means of communicating the possible disposition one has of becoming particular 

difficult to commit to. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In order to inquire into the observed persistence in showing care for developmental deficiency in 

relation to a competitive work market, the thesis turned to Karl Kristian Steincke’s concern for the 

unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed in relation to the competitive work market and used it as occa-

sion to inquire into the following problem: How did Aandssvaghed emerge as an object of concern 

in its unnoticed presence on a Danish competitive work market due to a lack of ability in developing 

the traits of intelligence and self-control? To facilitate the inquiry into this problem, the conclusion 

is aligned with the two guiding research questions, first how did a concern for Aandssvaghed emerge 

as an unnoticed presence on the work market? And second, how did developmental deficiency, 

work market and traits of intelligence and self-control become the formation in which the com-

mitment to human reason in the form of Aand was articulated in relation to an unnoticed presence? 

The answer to how Aandssvaghed emerged as an object to be shown concern for as such was that 

the condition emerged in relation to the care provision for idiocy, and it emerged in the instance 

that idiocy was declared curable to a degree where the condition could be prohibited from prevent-

ing reasonable enterprise in the use of society. The thesis showed that this connection between the 

improvement of the individual and enterprise useful to society was preserved throughout the 

course of time. The unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed thus became a particular prevalent object 

of concern due to this double-binding relation of responsibility between the individual and society, 

and as the instruments developed by studying the slow development of feebleminded individuals 

became useful to a competitive work market, the concern for the unnoticed presence of 

Aandssvaghed followed along. To show the rich meaning of the unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed 

that this thesis contributes with, the conclusion is structured according to the four chapters of the 

analysis that provides this in relation to respectively work, workplace, the worker and the work 

market.  

 In CHAPTER 1, the problematizations that enabled idiocy to be considered curable in 

Denmark to the extent that the condition no longer prohibited reasonable enterprise in the service 

of society was analyzed, and here it was found that Aandssvaghed as a collective term emerged in 

Denmark with the articulated shift from incurability to curability of idiocy and the subsequent 

optimism. While this optimism itself did not lead to idiocy being declared curable, it motivated 
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attempts to accomplish this task through the forms of pedagogical treatment developed for up-

bringing and educating children. The expectations of what the treatment of idiocy could hope to 

achieve was thus articulated within a vocabulary devoted to medicine, but the treatment that actu-

ally achieved curing idiocy was itself pedagogical. 

This led to idiocy being articulated as possible to cure or limit by the correct external treat-

ments, in the forms of physical activities in the nature - such as field and gardening work - which 

was considered enough to expect a reasonable enterprise in the service of society and humanity 

from the idiots, leading to the form of idiocy Johan Keller defined in 1867 possible: As an under-

developed condition of mind and soul. 

The analytical dimension of veridiction was applied to understand how new rules of true 

and false was inscribed in and around the processes concerning Aandssvaghed to showing how Dan-

iel Eschricht applied a scientific conception of idiots as children in adult bodies to demystify the 

tale of Kaspar Hauser. Here he noted that authorities had approached the interrogation of Hauser 

wrongly by applying the judicial and binary code of guilty or innocent to evaluate if he spoke the 

truth or not, highlighting the neglection of the particular way in which independence and account-

ability posed themselves as insufficient with regard to idiocy. As such, it disregarded the ‘inner 

mismatch’ between the lack of mental development and life age on one hand, and on the other an 

‘outer mismatch’ of a different kind where, in the case of Hauser, this mismatch challenged the 

independency of idiocy through an excess of sensibility compared to what his interrogators pre-

sumed Hauser to possess. The former is an articulation of an alienation where the nature of the 

individual is alien to the harmonious relationship between mental development and life age and 

thus excluded from the conception of normalcy. The latter leads to a different conception of al-

ienation; one in which the imbalance of the sensibility of the idiot is located with the expectations 

of others, and the perceived expectation of answering questions in specific ways. Thus, the future 

task of pedagogy was to conceive of idiocy in such a way, that the code of true and false was able 

to incorporate the ways in which its foundation and ability to rely on something as true was chal-

lenged by the likes of Hauser. 

This chapter made two findings stand out as important for the investigation of the unno-

ticed presence, as Aandssvaghed on one hand emerged as a precursor to modern mental develop-

mental deficiencies and as work - in the form of reasonable enterprise - emerged as a way of con-

necting the curability of the individual with the service of society and humanity. On the other hand, 

it challenged what could be considered as speaking truth, as it was simply not able to account for 

motivations beyond those already understood within judicial practice. 
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In CHAPTER 2, the study turned to the institutional frameworks organized around the 

curability of idiocy and the process that enabled a transition from curability towards improvability. 

Here the analysis found that this transition appeared to gradually emerge through the practical 

dealings with Aandssvaghed. Throughout these adaptations, a principal unwillingness to admit the 

least capable patients into the institutions persisted, and though the combination of high demand, 

expansions and activities appeared to make it possible to attain the needed knowledge to identify 

those lesser able, it became increasingly necessary to in effectively segregate these individuals in 

advance as no matter detailed or elaborate definitions had existed till this point, the lesser able 

patients still proved difficult to identify in advance.  

This led to the development of detailed schemes of the abilities of the patients and students within 

the institutions, which in turn enabled both internal and external comparisons of their abilities. 

And from previously trying to identify those least capable of advancing, it now also became relevant 

to identify the individuals which could be expected to eventually leave the institutions and become 

self-sufficient.  

As institutional frameworks became structured according to improvement rather than cur-

ability, they became organized in relation to development, which was analyzed through articulating 

the organizational concern with what was going on in- and outside the institutions and how to as 

efficiently as possible have an effect over this. The analysis found that the increased knowledge-

accumulation and continuous assessments of multiple factors enabled a new form of preventive 

conduct that aligned itself with the notion of a developmental morality through socialization. As 

such, the object of concern was not just partial aspects of the improvable children, but rather all 

mental capabilities of the child as this was the way it could identify giftedness. With a practical 

reliance on – and ability of - continuous adaptation, identifying giftedness, prevention through 

socialization and reliable data collection, what in the analysis described as developmentality was made 

possible, as it takes development to be both its starting point and the thing that needs to be pro-

moted. 

Firstly, this is important because it show how an unnoticed presence of Aandssvaghed, in the 

form of an inability to classify feebleminded accurately, forced an expansion of knowledge that 

lead to the comparison and identification of those with the potential for self-sufficiency. Secondly, 

within the framework of developmentality it was made possible to expect something from someone, 

namely a life outside the institutions in accordance with societal norms and expectations.  

In CHAPTER 3, the investigation analyzed what enabled the feebleminded individuals 

with the best abilities, the morons, to strive for normalcy rather than self-sufficiency. The analysis 
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found that the inclusion of moral deficiency in the conception of Aandssvaghed, which up until then 

solely concerned intellectual deficiency, could be understood in relation to issues around different 

definitions of the will of individuals. It was a matter of producing a will for the idiot who did not 

possess one, making the will appear as a problem of both control and self-control. 

Furthermore, the analysis found that the introduction of psychotechnical practice for meas-

uring intelligence enabled an articulation of individual ability that included both forms of will. Since 

such testing was developed by studying the slow development of the feebleminded individuals, the 

experience of being feebleminded was what enabled the scale of intelligence. Thus, rather than 

expanding the experience of Aandssvaghed by including moral deficiency to an already established 

conception constituted around a will incapable of willing, it appeared to have expanded through 

substituting this will for the interest in establishing one’s potential for what one can become. 

In order to depict the new forms of problems and responses that emerged in relation to 

the measure of success for the upbringing of morons changed from self-sufficiency to normalcy, 

the analysis applied the experiential dimension of self-pragmatics to grasp how the emergence of 

psychotechnics enabled new modes for individuals to relate to themselves. Here, the analysis com-

pared the role played by self-relationality in the case of the feebleminded Marie Kirstine Hansen 

with the new problems that arose following the psychological problematization of Aandssvaghed in 

general and psychotechnics in particular. The analysis gave insights into the way individual auton-

omy appeared as something that should to be respected, as well as the ability to define the natural 

abilities of individuals and assign each a fitting profile of their natural abilities and an indication of 

a suited task that if accepted, was likely to be a better investment for the individual. 

This is important to the thesis, as the application of psychotechnics heavily influenced the 

ways in which individuals could think themselves as workers. As such, the psychological problem-

atization of Aandssvaghed - with its two-fold focus on autonomy and acceptance of the task - ap-

peared to have led to the articulation of new forms of responding to managerial difficulties by 

having uncontrollable individuals investing in themselves and their own interest. 

In CHAPTER 4, the appearance of Aandssvaghed on the work market was investigated in 

terms of understanding the peculiar relation between Aandssvaghed and competition, where the lat-

ter appeared as something the former could not escape being a part of but was also unfit to be 

partaking in. To understand this relationship, the investigation turned to the promotion of public 

spirit in Denmark in the beginning of the 19th century which relied on two different conceptions of 

normal; one in the form of an average that the public spirit should be elevated from; the other 

emphasizing the normalization of a particular mindset. Relating this ambiguity of normalcy to the 
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relation between Aandssvaghed and competition, some similarities where at play with regard to indi-

viduals being conceived as being part of an unstable whole. Whereas the dynamics in the form of 

competition appeared to be a normal process in the sense that it was unavoidable, the dynamics of 

the public spirit regarded the expansion of what was already present. This ambiguity was rediscov-

ered in the following analysis where Hübertz’ efforts with regard to idiotism was compared with 

the seemingly accidental appearance of idiocy in Francis Galton’s scale of eminence, and two mod-

els for the presence of Aandssvaghed in relation to normalcy was located. Hübertz’ model presented 

Aandssvaghed in the form of a disease; as a deviation from normalcy in the form of a valorized state 

of health. On the other hand, Galton’s model presented Aandssvaghed on the lower end of a con-

tinuous scale where normalcy was the midpoint representing mediocrity. The analysis found that 

whereas Galton’s model led to questions regarding the differences between environments, parents 

and individuals and took these differences as its point of departure, the model of Hübertz took 

cohesion at its starting point and from there endeavored to produce differences and diversity. In 

combination, these different ways of conceiving the individual in relation to the whole with regard 

to Aandssvaghed thus appeared to enable the peculiar relation between competition and Aandssvaghed. 
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